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The next chapter begins
HISTORY OF INNOVATION CONTINUES WITH APPOINTMENT OF DEAN AUSTEN L. PARRISH
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DEAR ALUMNI AND FRIENDS:
I	was	honored	to	have	been	selected	as	your	dean,	and	I	am	excited	about	
the	future	of	this	great	school.	Following	in	the	footsteps	of	Lauren	Robel	
and	Hannah	Buxbaum	is	a	formidable	task	indeed,	and	the	warm	welcome	
I	have	received	during	my	short	time	on	the	job	has	been	tremendous.	
The	Maurer	School	of	Law	has	so	many	strengths	and	it’s	a	privilege	to	be	
in	a	position	to	lead	the	Indiana	Law	community.	
Later	this	year,	we	will	begin	the	strategic	planning	process	to	chart	a	
course	for	our	future	and	to	develop	initiatives	to	ensure	our	long-range	
success.	In	the	meantime,	we	need	to	tackle	two	high	priorities:	admissions	
and	career	placement.	As	the	pool	of	law	school	applicants	declines,	
continuing	to	find	ways	to	attract	the	very	best	and	brightest	students	is	
imperative.	And	although	the	picture	for	law	graduates	is	improving,	
we	must	double	our	efforts	to	help	prepare	them	for	the	future	and	to	help	
them	find	careers	for	which	they	are	best	suited.	Integrating	career	
development	and	advising	throughout	the	law	school	experience	is	key	
to	this	goal.		
During	the	next	few	months,	I	will	be	working	closely	with	our	assistant	
deans	of	admissions	and	career	placement	on	detailed	plans	for	building	a	
strong	pipeline	of	incoming	students	and	further	developing	a	network	
of	alumni	and	friends	to	help	our	students	with	their	professional	futures.		
And	that’s	where	all	of	you	come	in.	Your	on-the-ground	assistance	—	
as	role	models,	as	mentors,	as	advisers,	as	employers	—	is	more	crucial	
than	ever	in	today’s	competitive	market.	Many	of	you	do	so	much	for	the	
School	already.	I	hope	that	I	can	continue	to	call	on	you	for	your	guidance	
and	to	help	our	students	build	the	bridge	between	law	school	and	the
legal	profession.		
I	look	forward	to	meeting	you	soon.	Our	graduates	are	some	of	the	most	
talented	leaders	in	law,	business	and	public	service	in	the	nation.	I	welcome	
your	counsel	as	we	work	together	to	continue	the	momentum	and	to	build	
on	the	Maurer	School	of	Law’s	past	success.
SINCERELY,
AUSTEN L. PARRISH
DEAN AND JAMES H. RUDY PROFESSOR OF LAW
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DEAR ALUMNI AND FRIENDS:
As	we	reflect	on	2013,	we	look	back	with	a	sense	of	accomplishment	—	
and	look	forward	with	great	anticipation,	as	we	welcome	a	new	dean	to	the	IU	
Maurer	School	of	Law.	
Many	of	you	already	know	that	Austen	L.	Parrish	joined	us	as	Dean	and	
James	H.	Rudy	Professor	of	Law	on	January	1,	2014.	I	have	known	Austen	
for	several	years,	first	as	a	fellow	researcher	in	shared	areas	of	interest	and	
later	as	a	colleague	in	administration.	He	is	a	gifted	administrator	and	an	
outstanding	scholar,	and	was	a	strong	and	effective	leader	at	Southwestern	
Law	School.	His	energy,	creativity	and	dedication	to	improving	legal	
education	are	exactly	what	we	were	looking	for	in	our	next	dean.	Please	
join	me	in	welcoming	him	to	our	School,	and	in	extending	my	thanks	to	the	
very	capable	search	committee	who	recommended	his	appointment	to	
Provost	Lauren	Robel.
As	always,	the	success	of	the	Law	School	—	in	the	past	and	going	forward	—	
depends	on	your	generous	support,	and	we	are	very	grateful	for	it.	For	the	
year	ended	June	30,	2013,	your	gifts	to	the	Law	School	totaled	$3,776,000,	
compared	with	$2,953,000,	a	28	percent	increase.	Gifts	to	the	Law	School’s	
annual	fund,	the	Fund	for	Excellence,	grew	13	percent	over	2012,	from	
$1,050,000	to	$1,184,416,	and	the	average	Fund	for	Excellence	gift	increased	
30	percent	over	last	year.
Your	gifts	to	the	Law	School	support	a	variety	of	programs,	but	the	most	
important	of	all	is	the	funding	that	goes	to	scholarships.	Annual	tuition	is	
now	more	than	$29,000	per	year	(nearly	$48,000	for	out-of-state	students),	
and	we	are	committed	to	providing	scholarship	support	for	as	many	students	
as	possible.	Thanks	to	your	generosity,	93	percent	of	our	students	receive	
some	form	of	scholarship	assistance.	In	the	past	five	years,	annual	scholarship	
grants	have	grown	from	$6.7	million	to	more	than	$14	million	this	year.	
FROM THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN{ greetings }
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Just	as	important	to	our	success	has	been	your	ongoing	investment	of	time	and	expertise	in	helping	our	students	
become	more	proficient	professionals.	Nearly	1,000	friends	of	the	school	volunteered	their	time	in	2013,	serving	
as	moot	court	judges,	acting	as	mentors	and	speaking	to	first-year	students	about	career	options.	You	will	find	a	
complete	listing	of	all	donors	and	volunteers	to	the	Law	School	in	this	issue	of	ergo.
It	has	been	a	privilege	to	serve	as	your	interim	dean	during	the	past	two	years.	This	opportunity	gave	me	the	
pleasure	of	meeting	so	many	alumni	and	friends	of	the	school	whom	I	wouldn’t	have	met	otherwise.	I	am	deeply	
grateful	for	your	support,	and	look	forward	to	returning	to	full-time	teaching	and	research	under	Dean	Parrish’s	
capable	leadership.
WITH BEST REGARDS,
HANNAH L. BUXBAUM
INTERIM DEAN AND JOHN E. SCHILLER CHAIR IN LEGAL ETHICS
HANNAH L. BUXBAUM (INTERIM DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2012-2013
LAUREN K. ROBEL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2003-2012
LAUREN K. ROBEL (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2002-2002
ALFRED C. AMAN, JR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991-2001
TERRY A. BETHEL (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1990-1991
BRYANT G. GARTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1987-1990
BRYANT G. GARTH (ACTING DEAN). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1986-1987
MAURICE J. HOLLAND (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986-1986
MORRIS S. ARNOLD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985-1985
MAURICE J. HOLLAND (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984-1985
S. JAY PLAGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1981-1984
VAL NOLAN, JR. (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1980-1980
S. JAY PLAGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1977-1980
HARRY PRATTER (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1976-1977
VAL NOLAN, JR. (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1976-1976
DOUGLASS G. BOSHKOFF. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1972-1975
DOUGLASS G. BOSHKOFF (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1971-1972
WILLIAM B. HARVEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1966-1971
LEON H. WALLACE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1952-1966
LEON H. WALLACE (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1951-1952
BERNARD C. GAVIT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1943-1951
HUGH WILLIS (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1942-1943
BERNARD C. GAVIT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1933-1942
WILLIAM LOWE BRYAN (ACTING DEAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1933-1933
PAUL V. MCNUTT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1925-1933
CHARLES M. HEPBURN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1918-1925
ENOCH G. HOGATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1906-1918
GEORGE L. REINHARD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1902-1906
WILLIAM PERRY ROGERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1896-1902
DAVID D. BANTA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1889-1896
HON. BASKIN E. RHOADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872-1877
HON. SAMUEL E. PERKINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1870-1872
HON. GEORGE A. BICKNELL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1861-1870
HON. JAMES R.M. BRYANT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1857-1861
HON. JAMES HUGHES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1853-1857
HON. DAVID MCDONALD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1842-1853
A CONTINUING TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
Austen	Parrish’s	appointment	as	dean	continues	a	tradition	of	excellence	that	dates	back	to	
the	school’s	founding	in	1842.	Here	is	a	list	of	his	predecessors:
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On	December	16,	2013,	IU	Bloomington	Provost	and	Executive	Vice	President	Lauren Robel,	JD’83,	appointed	
Austen L. Parrish	as	IU	Maurer	School	of	Law	dean	and	James	H.	Rudy	Professor	of	Law,	effective	January	1,	2014.		
Before	his	appointment,	Parrish	served	as	interim	dean	from	July	2012	until	November	2013	at	Southwestern	Law	
School,	where	he	was	also	a	professor	of	law.	From	2008	to	2012	he	was	the	school’s	vice	dean,	with	responsibility	for	
its	overall	academic	program,	including	initiatives	that	brought	Southwestern	national	recognition	for	curricular	
reform,	professionalism	and	skills	training.	A	widely	published	scholar	of	transnational	law,	and	the	use	of	
domestic	law	and	institutions	to	address	global	challenges,	Parrish	joined	the	Southwestern	faculty	in	2002.
Parrish	was	selected	as	a	result	of	a	nationwide	search	by	a	committee	of	faculty	members,	alumni	and	student	
representatives	created	in	the	fall	of	2012.	Hannah L. Buxbaum,	the	John	E.	Schiller	chair	in	legal	ethics	at	Indiana	
Law,	served	as	interim	dean	from	February	2012	until	Parrish’s	appointment.
“I	am	delighted	to	welcome	Austen	Parrish	to	Indiana	University	and	to	our	law	school	community,”	said	Robel.	
“Austen	is	an	exciting	leader,	and	I	am	confident	that	he	will	inspire	our	faculty,	students,	staff	and	alumni	to	
continue	raising	the	national	and	global	profile	of	the	Law	School.	Austen’s	intellect,	energy	and	entrepreneurial	
spirit	fit	well	with	our	law	school	and	will	strengthen	its	belief	in	and	dedication	to	finding	innovative	ways	to	
prepare	students	for	the	challenges	of	the	global	legal	profession.”
“The	Maurer	School	of	Law	is	an	inspiring	school	with	a	rich	tradition,”	
Parrish	said.	“The	School	has	had	a	remarkable	series	of	leaders,	and	I	feel	
privileged	and	humbled	by	the	opportunity	to	serve	as	its	dean.”
While	at	Southwestern	Law	School,	Parrish	worked	closely	with	Bryant	
Garth,	who	was	dean	from	2005	to	2012	and	dean	at	Indiana	Law	from	1986	
to	1990.	As	interim	dean,	Parrish	oversaw	construction	of	a	$20	million	
student	housing	complex,	established	relationships	and	collaborations	
with	local	and	international	universities,	and	led	the	move	from	a	silent	to	
a	public	phase	of	a	capital	campaign.
Southwestern,	a	private	nonprofit	law	school	established	in	1911,	is	known	
for	its	long-standing	emphasis	on	diversity,	public	service	and	innovative	
programs.	A	pioneer	in	legal	education	for	women	and	minorities,	
the	school	has	strong	ties	to	the	Los	Angeles	business,	entertainment	
and	legal	communities.	
Parrish	is	an	expert	in	transnational	litigation,	civil	procedure	and	conflict	
of	laws.	He	is	a	leading	scholar	on	issues	related	to	cross-border	disputes	
and	has	served	as	an	expert	witness	in	cases	involving	this	topic.	He	is	the	
author	of	numerous	scholarly	articles	published	in	leading	law	reviews,	
and	is	co-author	of	a	widely	used	book	on	legal	writing	and	a	popular	guide	
for	new	law	students.	Before	entering	academia,	Parrish	practiced	complex	
business	litigation	at	O’Melveny	&	Myers,	a	global	law	firm.
Parrish	earned	a	B.A.	in	political	science	and	economics	from	the	
University	of	Washington	and	completed	his	J.D.	degree	at	Columbia	
University,	where	he	was	a	Harlan	Fiske	Stone	Scholar,	managing	editor	
of	the	Columbia Journal of Transnational Law,	and	a	student-editor	
of	the	Columbia Journal of European Law.	He	is	a	member	of	the	
California	State	Bar.		
ergo	would	like	to	thank	the	Indiana	Law	alumni	and	friends	who	served	
on	the	search	committee.	They	are	Michael E. Flannery,	JD’83;	
Hon.	David	F.	Hamilton;	Lisa C. McKinney,	JD’92;	Hon. Loretta H. Rush,	
JD’83;	and	Hon. John D. Tinder,	JD’75.
(Portions of this article courtesy of Indiana University Communications.)
PARRISH NAMED 
DEAN OF IU MAURER 
SCHOOL OF LAW
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Ken Turchi:	Welcome	to	the	Maurer	School	of	Law!	
I	know	that	our	alumni	are	eager	to	hear	about	you,	
and	your	vision	and	goals	for	the	school.	So	let’s	
start	with	a	basic	question:	What	attracted	you	to	
this	position?
Austen Parrish:	Although	I’ve	lived	in	Los	Angeles	for	
many	years,	I	knew	the	school	by	its	reputation	and	
the	leadership	of	Lauren	Robel	and	Hannah	Buxbaum.	
They	have	done	a	terrific	job	of	setting	the	school	apart	
from	other	law	schools	by	preparing	students	as	
professionals	in	every	sense	of	the	word.	I	already	knew	
Hannah	because	we	do	research	in	similar	fields,	and	
of	course	I	knew	Lauren	by	her	reputation	—	she	is	one	
of	the	most	well-known	and	highly	regarded	figures	in	
legal	education.	When	the	position	first	opened,	I	didn’t	
apply	because	I	assumed	that	Hannah	would	be	named	
dean.	After	talking	with	her	and	becoming	convinced	
that	she	wasn’t	seeking	the	position,	I	threw	my	hat	
into	the	ring.	The	school	has	an	amazing	track	record	
of	success,	and	the	chance	to	be	part	of	building	on	that	
success	was	attractive	to	me.
KT:	What	are	your	initial	goals	for	the	school?
AP:	I	plan	to	spend	the	first	few	months	getting	to	know	
alumni,	students,	and	leaders	from	the	Indiana	bench	
and	bar,	as	well	as	faculty	and	staff,	and	building	
consensus	around	the	future	of	the	school.	Getting	to	
the	next	level	of	success	is	a	collaborative	process,	and	
I’m	eager	to	hear	what	our	various	constituencies	have	
to	say.	After	that,	I	will	work	with	the	faculty	on	specific	
goals	and	objectives	for	achieving	our	collective	vision.
In	the	meantime,	I’d	like	to	start	building	stronger	
partnerships	with	undergraduate	institutions	both	in	
Indiana	and	across	the	country,	so	that	we	can	ensure	
a	steady,	highly	qualified	and	diverse	pipeline	of	
incoming	students.	At	the	other	end,	I	intend	to	spend	
considerable	time	focused	on	creating	career	oppor-
tunities	for	our	students	and	developing	pathways	for	
their	success.	I’d	like	to	expand	and	strengthen	our	
relationships	with	alumni,	and	create	robust	and	
active	alumni	networks,	particularly	in	the	larger	
markets	where	most	of	our	students	want	to	go:	
Indianapolis,	Chicago,	New	York,	Washington,	D.C.,	
and	Los	Angeles.
KT: What	do	you	see	as	the	school’s	strengths?	
Opportunities	for	improvement?
AP: Although	I’ve	been	on	board	for	only	a	few	days,	
I’ve	been	impressed	by	the	Maurer	community	and	the	
wide	support	from	the	university.	Over	the	holidays,	
I	attended	a	reception	for	our	New	York	alumni,	who	
were	warmly	welcoming	and	enthusiastic	about	
helping	our	students.	We	have	tremendous	resources	in	
our	alumni	throughout	the	country,	who	are	extremely	
talented,	and	leaders	in	law,	business	and	public	
service.	I’m	excited	about	meeting	them,	continuing	to	
build	the	strength	of	our	alumni	network,	and	working	
with	them	to	help	mentor	our	students	and	introduce	
them	to	job	opportunities	whenever	possible.
Our	school’s	faculty	is	another	one	of	our	great	
strengths.	They	have	a	record	of	distinguished	
scholarship	in	a	wide	array	of	disciplines,	as	anyone	in	
the	legal	academy	knows	well.	That	scholarship	ex-
poses	our	students	to	important	perspectives	on	some	
of	the	most	pressing	legal	issues	in	the	world,	and	helps	
provide	an	unparalleled	quality	of	education.	Our	five	
research	centers	are	nationally	known	for	their	in-
novative	work	and	the	opportunities	they	offer	to	our	
students.	And	as	much	as	they	are	dedicated	scholars,	
the	faculty	are	equally	dedicated	to	superb	instruction	
in	the	classroom,	and	guiding	our	students	through	the	
complexities	of	legal	education.	They	are	role	models	
and	mentors,	and	represent	the	very	best	legal	
education	has	to	offer.	That	balance	between	a	focus	
on	teaching,	significant	research	and	student	support	
is	so	key.		
And	what’s	great	is	the	Maurer	faculty	“gets	it.”	The	
faculty’s	collegial	and	cooperative	spirit	also	came	
through	so	clearly	during	my	interview,	and	that’s	a	
wonderful	characteristic,	one	that’s	very	much	
welcomed	by	a	new	dean.	Although	I	haven’t	had	
many	opportunities	yet	to	meet	with	students,	the	
ones	I’ve	come	to	know	so	far	are	bright,	energetic	and	
focused	on	the	future.	I’m	looking	forward	to	meeting	
more	of	them.
As	far	as	opportunities	for	improvement	are	concerned,	
I	think	we’ve	been	too	modest.	Our	alumni’s	achieve-
ments,	our	students’	strengths,	the	accomplishment	of	
our	faculty,	the	tireless	dedication	of	our	loyal	staff	—	
all	of	these	contribute	to	a	great	story	about	the	
Law	School.	There’s	a	lot	about	us	that’s	different	from	
other	schools	and	a	lot	is	happening.	The	momentum	is	
palpable.	We	need	to	create	a	real	buzz	about	it.
KT:	Jobs	are	obviously	on	the	forefront	of	students’	
minds	these	days.	What	plans	do	you	have	for	helping	
them	land	the	right	positions?
AP:	There’s	a	lot	of	negative	press	out	there	about	both	
the	declining	number	of	law	school	applicants	and	the	
tough	job	market	for	lawyers.	But	while	there	have	been	
changes	in	large	law	firms,	much	of	what’s	happened	
is	the	result	of	cyclical	factors.	Ambitious,	smart,	
intelligent	people	still	want	to	go	to	law	school,	and	
they’re	still	going.	And	even	though	the	traditional	
big-firm,	associate-to-partner	journey	is	not	as	frequent	
as	it	once	was,	there	are	still	many	opportunities	for	
smart	lawyers	—	in	business,	in	government,	in	public	
MEET INDIANA LAW’S 
NEW DEAN, 
AUSTEN L. PARRISH
Austen L. Parrish joined the Maurer School of Law on January 1, 2014 as dean 
and James H. Rudy Professor of Law. He met recently with ergo editor Ken Turchi, JD’83, 
to share his thoughts on the Law School’s future.
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IN APPRECIATION...
A	special	thanks	goes	to	the	faculty,	alumni	and	friends	of	the	school	who	served	
on	the	dean’s	search	committee:
3	 Chairs: Patricia McDougall-Covin,	William	L.	Haeberle	Professor	of	Entrepreneurship,	
	 Kelley	School	of	Business;	and	John S. Applegate,	Walter	W.	Foskett	Professor	of	Law	and	
	 IU	Executive	Vice	President	for	University	Academic	Affairs
3	 Amy	Applegate,	clinical	professor	of	law	and	director,	Viola	J.	Taliaferro	Family	and	
	 Children	Mediation	Clinic
3	 Kevin	Brown,	Richard	S.	Melvin	Professor	of	Law
3	 Catherine	Dyar,	Office	of	the	Provost,	member	ex	officio.
3	 Linda	Fariss,	JD’88,	director	of	the	Law	Library	and	senior	lecturer	in	law
3	 Michael	Flannery,	JD’83,	former	chair,	Maurer	School	of	Law	Board	of	Visitors
3	 Charles	Geyh,	John	F.	Kimberling	professor	of	law
3	 Judge	David	Hamilton,	U.S.	Court	of	Appeals	for	the	7th	Circuit
3	 Andrea	Havill,	assistant	dean	for	alumni	relations
3	 Joseph	Hoffmann,	Harry	Pratter	Professor	of	Law	and	director	of	strategic	projects
3	 Mark	Janis,	JD’89,	Robert	A.	Lucas	Chair	of	Law	and	director,	Center	for	Intellectual	
	 Property	Research
3	 Jay	Krishnan,	professor	of	law	and	Charles	L.	Whistler	Faculty	Fellow;	director,	Center	on	
	 the	Global	Legal	Profession;	and	co-director,	Center	for	Law,	Society	and	Culture
3	 Lisa	McKinney,	JD’92,	former	president	of	Alumni	Board,	member	of	Board	of	Visitors,	
	 current	member,	IU	Alumni	Board
3	 Ajay	Mehrotra,	associate	dean	for	research,	professor	of	law	and	Louis	F.	Niezer	Faculty	Fellow,	
	 adjunct	associate	professor	of	history
3	 Donna	Nagy,	Interim	Executive	Associate	Dean	for	Academic	Affairs	and	C.	Ben	Dutton	
	 professor	of	law
3	 Christiana	Ochoa,	professor	of	law	and	Charles	L.	Whistler	Faculty	Fellow;	director,	
	 IU	Ph.D.	minor	in	human	rights
3	 Aviva	Orenstein,	professor	of	law	and	Val	Nolan	faculty	fellow
3	 Dean	Regenovich,	assistant	dean	of	development
3	 Cynthia	Reichard,	JD’84,	senior	lecturer	in	law
3	 Kellie	Rockel,	JD’13,	editor-in-chief,	Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies,	and	elected	
	 member	of	the	Student	Bar	Association
3	 Justice	Loretta	Rush,	JD’83,	Indiana	Supreme	Court
3	 Ryan	Scott,	associate	professor	of	law
3	 Laura	Song,	law	student
3	 Deborah	Widiss,	associate	professor	of	law
3	 Judge	John	Tinder,	JD’75,	U.S.	Court	of	Appeals	for	the	Seventh	Circuit
Julia Lamber
interest,	and	in	the	smaller	and	mid-size	firms	that	form	
the	legal	backbone	of	Indiana,	that	day	after	day	make	
a	real	difference	in	the	lives	of	everyday	people.	These	
other	jobs	are	not	talked	about	in	the	national	press	
as	much,	and	may	not	seem	as	flashy	as	those	on	Wall	
Street,	but	they	are	much	more	important	for	so	many	
of	us.	I’m	proud	of	the	impact	that	Maurer	graduates	
have	in	Indiana	and	beyond.
But	to	answer	your	question	more	directly,	we	have	
some	specific	initiatives	in	the	works	and	the	Maurer	
community	can	expect	to	hear	more	in	the	coming	
months.	We	hope	to	expand	the	number	of	large	firms	
interviewing	our	students,	and	also	create	greater	
opportunities	in	business	and	other	areas.	We	have	a	
terrific	office	of	career	and	professional	development	
with	an	experienced,	newly	hired	assistant	dean	who	
has	a	lot	of	energy	and	creative	ideas.	He	and	I	will	also	
work	closely	with	our	alumni	relations	office	and	our	
alumni	throughout	the	country	to	help	students	hone	
their	interviewing	and	networking	skills	—	and,	we	
hope,	to	help	mentor	them.	I	know	of	very	few	people	
who	are	truly	self-made.	It’s	time	for	us	to	look	after	
the	IU-Bloomington	family	first,	and	ensure	that	the	
school	and	our	more	than	11,000	alumni,	working	
together,	provide	this	generation	of	new	graduates	the	
resources,	support	and	guidance	they	need	to	succeed.
The	reality	is	it’s	tough	out	there.	Our	students	aren’t	
naive;	they	understand	that	—	they	know	they	need	to	
hustle	and	that	plum	positions	won’t	just	be	handed	
to	them	on	a	silver	platter.	Of	course,	that’s	always	
been	true.	Even	in	good	times,	our	students	have	never	
walked	around	with	a	false	sense	of	entitlement.	Our	
students	also	don’t	blame	us	for	the	economic	downturn	
and	the	challenges	in	the	law	firm	market	that	are	out	
of	our	control.	But	they	want	us	to	fight	for	them,	to	do	
all	we	can	to	aggressively	open	doors,	and	to	have	their	
backs	when	they	need	us	most.	That’s	a	fight	I’m
happy	to	jump	in	on,	and	lend	my	hand	as	dean	to	
helping	our	students	begin	their	professional	careers	in	
the	best	way	possible.	My	background	and	experience	
should	be	helpful	with	this,	and	my	goal	is	to	make	an	
impact	quickly.
KT:	What’s	it	like	moving	to	Bloomington	from	sunny	
Southern	California	in	the	middle	of	winter?
AP:	I’m	a	hearty	Canadian,	so	this	is	nothing	(although	
I	must	admit,	the	minus-30	degree	temperatures	
with	wind	chill	last	week	were	a	little	much!).	And		
Bloomington	is	a	great	town	with	a	beautiful	campus.	
My	family	won’t	be	joining	me	here	until	after	school’s	
out	in	the	summer,	so	I	will	have	plenty	of	time	to	get	
to	know	the	campus	and	the	Maurer	community,	
while	visiting	with	alumni	and	friends	of	the	school	
throughout	the	country.
  
NEWS
FROM
INDIANA 
LAW’S 
RESEARCH 
CENTERS
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One of the Maurer School of Law’s key strategic initiatives is to leverage 
Indiana University’s great strength as a research institution. Toward that 
end, the Law School’s five research centers continue to advance the body 
of knowledge in specific areas of the law, by highlighting the faculty’s 
efforts while inviting noted scholars from around the world to participate 
in the discovery and dialogue. Here is an update:
CENTER ON THE GLOBAL 
LEGAL PROFESSION
IU	Maurer	School	of	Law	Dean	Austen	L.	Parrish	has	named	Professor	
Jayanth Krishnan	(opposite,	top)	as	director	of	the	IU	Maurer	School	of	
Law	Center	on	the	Global	Legal	Profession.	An	active	participant	in	the	
Center’s	growth	since	its	founding	in	2009,	Krishnan	is	an	expert	on	
lawyers	in	emerging	markets,	law	and	globalization,	and	legal	education,	
with	a	special	emphasis	on	how	these	areas	intersect	in	India.	
In	his	new	role,	Krishnan	will	work	closely	with	Indiana	University	to	
link	the	Center’s	global	scholarship	and	outreach	with	other	university	
initiatives.	“Jay’s	research,	fundraising	for	student	scholarships	through	
the	Milton	Stewart	Fellows	Program,	and	his	active	role	in	forming	
partnerships	with	academic	institutions,	law	firms,	and	NGOs	around	the	
globe	make	him	the	ideal	person	to	direct	the	next	phase	of	the	Center’s	
growth	and	collaboration,”	said	Parrish.	
Professor	William Henderson,	the	Center’s	founding	director,	will	contin-
ue	to	develop	domestic	programs	that	complement	the	Center’s	enhanced	
global	emphasis.	Henderson	noted	that	Krishnan	is	“a	great	institutional	
colleague,	and	I	am	very	glad	to	be	handing	the	reins	to	him.”	
“Following	in	Bill	Henderson’s	footsteps	is	a	daunting	task,”	said	
Krishnan.	“Bill	has	been	a	pioneer	and	instrumental	in	raising	the	profile	
of	the	Center	and	the	Law	School	through	his	groundbreaking	work	on	the	
legal	profession	and	trends	in	law	firms	and	the	business	of	lawyering.”
Krishnan	joined	the	Maurer	faculty	in	2009.	He	is	a	Charles	L.	Whistler	
Faculty	Fellow,	director	of	the	school’s	India	law	program,	and	co-director	
of	the	Law	School’s	Center	for	Law,	Society,	and	Culture.
CENTER FOR LAW, SOCIETY 
AND CULTURE
This	center	recognizes	that	the	role	of	law	in	society	and	culture	is	best	
understood	through	interdisciplinary	analysis.	Accordingly,	its	mission	
is	to	promote	and	disseminate	a	multidisciplinary	understanding	of	law	
through	scholarship,	teaching	and	discussion.	The	center	produces,	
presents	and	coordinates	research	conducted	by	exceptional	scholars	
in	schools	and	departments	across	Indiana	University	on	the	subject	of	
law	and	legal	problems.	Recognizing	that	a	vital	democratic	culture	
requires	an	informed	citizenry	that	is	comfortable	talking	about	and	
thinking	about	the	law,	the	center	inspires	collaboration	among	scholars	
and	serves	as	a	catalyst	for	curricular	innovation	and	enhancement.	
The	center	advocates	and	invigorates	the	study	of	law	and	its	relationship	
to	society	and	culture	among	all	students	at	Indiana	University.	Prof.	
Jay Krishnan	and	Ethan Michelson,	Associate	Professor	of	Sociology	and	
Law,	co-direct	the	center.
The	Center’s	spring	colloquium	illustrates	the	breadth	and	depth	of	its	
promotion	of	interdisciplinary	scholarship	at	the	Maurer	School	of	Law:
January 16 	 Calvin Morrill
  University of California Berkeley School of Law and 
  Department of Sociology
	 	 Cultural	Organization	of	an	Urban	School	that	Works:	
	 	 Lessons	in	Trust,	Conflict	and	Control
January 23 	 Padraic Kenney
  Indiana University Department of History
	 	 The	Cloak	of	Illegibility:	Why	Do	States	Incarcerate	
	 	 Their	Opponents?
February 7	 Tom R. Tyler
  Yale Law School  (Co-sponsored by the Indiana University  
  Law and Psychology Group)
	 	 Street	Stops	and	Police	Legitimacy
February 19 	 Youngjoo Cha 
  Indiana University Department of Sociology
	 	 For	Law	or	Markets?	Discrimination	Lawsuits,	Market		 	
	 	 Performance,	and	Managerial	Diversity
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February 27 	 Brian Broughman
  Indiana University Maurer School of Law
  Deborah Widiss
  Indiana University Maurer School of Law
	 	 After	the	Override:	An	Empirical	Analysis	of	
	 	 Shadow	Precedent
March 12	 Luciana Cunha
  Fundação Getúlio Vargas, São Paulo
  Carl Minzner
  Fordham University School of Law
  Lauren Robel, JD’83
  Indiana University Bloomington Provost and 
  Executive Vice President
	 	 Symposium:	“The	Legal	Education	Debate	in	Comparative		
	 	 Perspective:	Brazil,	China,	and	the	United	States”
April 10 	 Katherine Beckett
  University of Washington Department of Sociology
  (Co-sponsored by the Indiana University Department 
  of Sociology)
For	more	information,	
visit law.indiana.edu/centers/lawsociety/workshop.shtml
CENTER FOR INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RESEARCH
In	cooperation	with	Oxford	University’s	Intellectual	Property	Research	
Centre	and	the	Max	Planck	Institute	for	Intellectual	Property	and	
Competition	Law,	the	center	hosted	a	Design	Law	Roundtable	in	Munich,	
Germany,	on	November	22-23.
The	center	is	also	working	on	several	initiatives	relating	to	intellectual	
property	and	the	arts,	including	an	interdisciplinary	collaboration	with	
Robby	Benson,	the	actor,	director	and	producer	who	is	teaching	a	film	
course	in	IU’s	Department	of	Telecommunications.	In	addition,	the	center	
is	collaborating	with	the	Jacobs	School	of	Music	and	the	Indiana	Arts	
Commission	in	preparation	for	a	major	event	on	intellectual	property	
and	the	arts	in	Indianapolis	in	May	2014.	The	center	received	a	New	
Frontiers	in	the	Arts	and	Humanities	New	Currents	award	from	IU’s	Office	
of	the	Vice	Provost	for	Research	in	support	of	this	initiative.
The	Center	hosts	a	series	of	events	at	the	law	school	each	semester,	to	
which	alumni	and	friends	are	invited.	Indiana	CLE	credit	will	be	offered	
at	no	charge	at	all	events.	For	more	information,	visit ip.indiana.edu.
Tuesday, February 18	—	IP	Practitioner-in-Residence	(12:00	lunch	talk)	—	
Richard	J.	(Jay)	Johnson,	Of	Counsel,	Jones	Day,	Dallas
Tuesday, February 25	—	IP	Practitioner-in-Residence	(12:00	lunch	talk)	—	
Katherine	C.	Spelman,	Partner,	K&L	Gates,	Seattle
Friday, February 28 - Saturday, March 1	—	Trademark	Scholars’	Round-
table	(hosted	by	University	of	Texas	School	of	Law	—	Austin	in	collabora-
tion	with	IU	Maurer	School	of	Law	and	University	of	Oxford)
Tuesday, March 4	—	IP	Practitioner-in-Residence	(12:00	lunch	talk)	—	
Edmund	J.	Sease	and	Heidi	S.	Nebel,	McKee,	Voorhees	&	Sease,	PLC,	
Des	Moines,	Iowa
Thursday, March 6	—	Hon.	S.	Jay	Plager,	Circuit	Judge,	United	States	Court	
of	Appeals	for	the	Federal	Circuit	and	former	Indiana	Law	Dean	(12:00	
lunch	talk)
Friday, March 7 —	IP	Practitioners-in-Residence	(12:00	lunch	talk)	as	part	
of	the	Legal	Professions	Career	Choices	Workshop	—	Erica	N.	Andersen,	
Covington	&	Burling	LLP,	Washington,	D.C.,	and	Nathan Wenk,	JD’12,	
Knobbe	Martens,	Orange	County,	Calif.	
Tuesday, March 25	—	IP	Practitioner-in-Residence	(12:00	lunch	talk)	—	
Kenneth	B.	Germain,	Of	Counsel,	Wood	Herron	&	Evans	LLP
Thursday, May 15	-	Friday, May 16	—	IP	and	the	Arts	Conference	(hosted	in	
coordination	with	the	Indiana	Arts	Commission	and	the	IU	Jacobs	School	
of	Music,	with	support	from	IU’s	New	Frontiers	in	the	Arts	and	Humanities	
program)	(held	in	Indianapolis)
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CENTER FOR CONSTITUTIONAL
DEMOCRACY
Under	the	leadership	of	Prof.	David Williams,	executive	director,	and	
Prof.	Susan Williams,	director,	the	Center	for	Constitutional	Democracy	
continues	its	work	of	promoting	the	rule	of	law	and	democratic	reform.	
The	recent	months	have	been	a	period	of	both	fruition	and	new	beginnings.	
In	Burma,	the	Center’s	years	of	work	preparing	reform	leaders	for	peace	
negotiations	have	yielded	positive	results:	a	nationwide	ceasefire	is	just	
around	the	corner	and	political	talks	should	begin	in	the	spring.	
Similarly,	in	Liberia,	the	constitutional	review	process	is	now	under	way,	
led	by	the	Constitutional	Review	Committee,	with	the	technical	support	
of	the	Law	Reform	Commission,	chaired	by	the	Center’s	Jallah	Barbu.	
The	current	president	of	the	country	is	receptive	to	the	idea	of	reducing	
the	power	of	her	own	office	—	a	truly	unusual	attitude	worldwide.	
Because	the	excessive	power	of	the	president	is	one	of	the	roots	of	Liberia’s	
instability,	threatening	the	country	still,	constitutional	reform	to	limit	
the	power	of	that	office	points	to	a	much	better	future.
Meanwhile,	new	opportunities	to	help	build	the	rule	of	law	are	appearing	
on	the	horizon.	Abdulaziz Al-Hussan,	a	human	rights	lawyer	from	Saudi	
Arabia,	recently	joined	the	Center	as	a	visiting	scholar	in	Bloomington.	
He	has	been	developing	the	outlines	of	a	Saudi	Arabia	program,	which	
will	be	initiated	when	the	Williamses	visit	the	Kingdom	to	deliver	lectures	
and	meet	reformers.	Other	country	programs	are	also	under	development,	
but	the	discussions	are	still	in	the	very	early	stages.
CENTER FOR APPLIED
CYBERSECURITY RESEARCH
The	Center	for	Applied	Cybersecurity	Research	(CACR)	has	been	busier	
than	ever,	providing	critical	expertise	to	government,	private	and	
academic	sectors	on	a	wide	array	of	information	security	issues.	With	the	
generous	support	of	President	McRobbie	and	Provost	Lauren Robel,	
former	Department	of	Homeland	Security	deputy	associate	general	
counsel	David G. Delaney	joined	the	law	school	faculty	and	center	staff.	
In	August,	CACR	Director	and	C.	Ben	Dutton	Professor	of	Law	
Fred H. Cate	delivered	the	keynote	address	at	the	4th	Forum	on	Internet	
Governance	and	Law,	hosted	by	the	Institute	of	Internet	Governance	
and	Law	in	Beijing,	where	he	later	spoke	at	the	first	Academic	Symposium	
of	Privacy	and	Security	in	Cyberspace.	
The	Center’s	annual	cybersecurity	summit	took	place	in	late	October,	
drawing	attendees	from	all	across	the	Midwest	to	a	half-day	event	
focusing	on	the	causes,	effects	and	validity	of	Chinese	cyber	threats.	
A	week	later	CACR	hosted	“Developing	a	Privacy	Risk	Framework:	
A	Proposal	to	Accelerate,	Integrate	and	Inform	Existing	Efforts”	in	London,	
the	latest	in	a	series	of	workshops	funded	by	The	Privacy	Projects.	The	
following	week,	Cate	was	in	Australia	meeting	with	government	officials	
there	and	launching	a	new	collaborative	cybersecurity	project	with	
Australia	National	University.	
Cybersecurity	and	personal	privacy	have	dominated	headlines	since	the	
disclosure	of	classified	spying	programs	by	former	National	Security	
Agency	contractor	Edward	Snowden,	and	CACR	has	been	keenly	involved	
in	the	debate	over	securing	the	nation’s	cyber	infrastructure	while	
preserving	civil	liberties.	During	the	fall,	Cate	met	with	and	later	submit-
ted	written	comments	to	the	President’s	Review	Group	on	Intelligence	
and	Communications	Technologies,	which	delivered	46	proposed	
recommendations	on	limiting	NSA	spying	powers	to	President	Obama	
in	December.	He	also	provided	comments	to	the	National	Institute	of	
Standards	and	Technology	on	a	Preliminary	Cybersecurity	Framework.	
Cate	and	CACR	Senior	Fellow	David P. Fidler	have	been	highly	sought-
after	expert	commentators	on	the	Snowden	disclosures,	appearing	
recently	in	the	Los Angeles Times,	New York Times,	NPR,	Wall Street 
Journal	and	Washington Post,	among	many	others.
THREE MAURER 
ALUMS HONOR SCHOOL 
WITH GIFTS
Three	distinguished	Indiana	Law	alumni	have	honored	their	school	by	establishing	scholarship	funds.
	 Kathleen	Harrold,	the	wife	of	the	late	Bernard Harrold,	JD’51,	has	established	a	scholarship	in	his		 	
	 memory.	Harrold	founded	the	Chicago	law	firm	of	Wildman,	Harrold,	Allen	&	Dixon	(now	known	
	 as	Edwards	Wildman).	In	1988,	he	was	inducted	into	the	Academy	of	Law	Alumni	Fellows	and,	
	 in	2013,	was	inducted	into	IU’s	President’s	Circle.	In	addition	to	being	a	skilled	antitrust	lawyer,	
	 Harrold	took	a	real	interest	in	developing	young	lawyers,	which	made	the	establishment	of	this	
	 scholarship	a	fitting	tribute	to	his	memory.	
	 Funds	for	the	Bernard	Harrold	Law	Scholarship	were	augmented	by	additional	gifts	from	Chicago-	 	
	 area	lawyers	who	wanted	to	honor	their	former	colleague	and	mentor.
 Leroy W. Hofmann,	JD’58,	has	established	a	$100,000	scholarship	for	Maurer	students.	Hofmann	was		
	 a	renowned	trial	attorney	in	Phoenix,	Ariz.	for	many	years	and	was	a	tireless	community	volunteer,		 	
	 serving	as	a	founding	member,	pro	bono	lawyer	and	director	of	the	Arizona	Lost	Boys	Center.	
	 He	is	a	recipient	of	Indiana	Law’s	Distinguished	Service	Award.	Titled	the	Leroy	and	Eleanor	
	 Hofmann	Scholarship,	the	award	honors	Hofmann’s	late	wife,	Eleanor.	As	a	law	student,	Hofmann	
	 received	a	small	Hastings	scholarship	which	helped	him	and	Eleanor	put	groceries	on	the	table	for	his		
	 (then)	two	daughters.	He	was	grateful	for	the	support	and	is	pleased	to	help	the	next	generation	of	
	 Maurer	students	with	his	generous	gift.
 Charles E. Bruess,	JD’63,	and	his	wife,	Jean	E.	Bruess,	have	established	a	$50,000	scholarship	fund	
	 in	their	name.	Preference	will	be	given	to	law	students	who	graduated	from	a	public	high	school	
	 located	in	Monroe,	Owen,	Morgan,	Greene,	Brown	or	Lawrence	County;	are	Indiana	residents;	
	 received	their	undergraduate	degree	at	Indiana	University;	and	have	demonstrated	economic	need.		
	 The	Bruesses’	son,	Steven,	is	a	1989	alumnus	of	the	Law	School	and	a	member	of	the	Intellectual	
	 Property	Advisory	Board.
“These	gifts	are	a	true	indicator	of	the	incredible	generosity	of	our	alumni,”	said	Brian Kearney,	director	of	major	
gifts.	He	added	that	there	are	many	creative	—	and	often	tax-advantaged	—	ways	for	funding	a	gift	to	the	Law	School,	
noting	that	the	Law	School’s	development	office	works	closely	with	the	Indiana	University	Foundation’s	skilled	
experts	to	craft	gifts	that	benefit	both	the	donor	and	the	school.	For	further	information,	contact	the	development	
office	at	bkearney@indiana.edu	or	dregenov@indiana.edu.
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STEWART PARTY 
CELEBRATES ARTS
On	October	29,	Milton Stewart,	JD’71,	and	his	wife,	Judi,	hosted	a	reception	for	the	Indiana	Law	community	
at	the	Indiana	University	Art	Museum.	Longtime	patrons	of	the	arts,	the	Stewarts	believe	that	the	rich	cultural	
amenities	of	Bloomington	can	play	an	important	role	in	the	IU	experience.
“It’s	easy	to	be	consumed	by	the	hard	work	that’s	required	for	a	legal	education,”	Stewart	said.	“But	having	
knowledge	of	the	wider	world	is	an	important	part	of	being	a	prepared	professional.	Judi	and	I	are	delighted	that	
so	many	students	come	to	this	annual	event,	and	it’s	great	to	see	them	in	a	social	setting.”
Milt	and	Judi	Stewart	(chatting	here	
with	Dean Buxbaum,	right)	have	a	passion	
for	the	arts	and	enjoy	introducing	
students	to	its	wonders.
Milton Stewart,	JD’71,	and	his	wife,	Judi,	
entertained	the	Indiana	Law	community	at	a	
reception	at	the	Indiana	University	Art	Museum	
on	October	29.
1 3
2 3
3 3
NEW FACULTY 
AND STAFF 
JOIN INDIANA LAW
A	visiting	assistant	professor	and	two	key	professional	staff	members	joined	Indiana	Law	this	fall.
David	Delaney	is	a	visiting	assistant	professor	and	a	senior	fellow	at	the	
Center	for	Applied	Cybersecurity	Research.	He	comes	from	the	U.S.	
Department	of	Homeland	Security,	where	he	served	from	2004	as	an	attorney	
advisor	and	deputy	associate	general	counsel.	He	earned	a	B.S.	at	the	
U.S.	Military	Academy,	a	J.D.	at	Boston	College	Law	School,	and	an	M.A.	
in	law	and	diplomacy	at	the	Fletcher	School	of	Law	and	Diplomacy.	He	is	
teaching	information	security	law,	and	will	teach	a	course	on	data,	the	law	
and	public	policy	at	the	School	of	Public	and	Environmental	Affairs.
Janet	Hein,	director	of	admissions,	has	more	than	20	years’	experience	in	this	
field.	She	most	recently	served	as	director	and	assistant	dean	of	admissions	
and	financial	aid	at	the	University	of	Dayton	School	of	Law,	and	previously	
as	assistant	director	of	admissions	at	the	University	of	Minnesota	Law	School.	
She	will	work	closely	with	Frank	Motley,	assistant	dean	of	admissions,	on	
attracting	top-flight	students	to	the	Law	School.	
Kenny	Tatum	joined	the	Law	School	in	August	as	assistant	dean	in	the	
Office	of	Career	and	Professional	Development.	His	experience	includes	a	
similar	role	at	Penn	State’s	Dickinson	School	of	Law.	He	has	also	served	as	a	
director	of	lateral	recruiting	for	a	major	Atlanta	law	firm	and	practiced	
for	several	years	in	Atlanta	and	Milwaukee.
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LAW AND PSYCHOLOGY 
SERIES BUILDS ON LAW SCHOOL’S 
INTERDISCIPLINARY FOCUS
	 	 A	new	series	of	lectures	at	Indiana	Law	is	exploring	the	intersection	of		 	
	 	 these	two	important	disciplines.
	 	 Launched	in	the	fall	of	2013,	the	Law	and	Psychology	Speaker	Series	has		
	 	 two	goals,	according	to	Victor D. Quintanilla,	associate	professor	and	
	 	 series	convenor:	to	energize,	develop	and	publicize	Indiana	University’s		 	
	 	 newly	formed	law	and	psychology	network;	and	to	bring	together	members	
of	the	faculty,	students	and	the	IU	community	interested	in	exploring	the	intersection	of	law	and	psychology.	
“Legal	scholars	and	social	psychologists	now	collaborate	to	examine	questions	that	once	seemed	unanswerable,”	
Quintanilla	explained.	“The	relationship	between	law	and	psychology	is	becoming	increasingly	influential	in	the	
study	of	the	U.S.	legal	system	and	public	policy	more	generally.”
The	series	addresses	themes	such	as	the	impact	of	law	and	psychology	on	legal	decision-making;	the	influence	
of	prejudice,	stereotyping	and	discrimination	in	legal	contexts;	procedural	justice,	legitimacy	and	alternative	
dispute	resolution;	and	current	directions	and	advances	in	the	study	of	the	U.S.	legal	system	from	the	vantage	point	
of	law	and	psychology.	
“The	presentations	in	the	series	complement	Indiana	Law’s	emphasis	on	interdisciplinary	research,”	Quintanilla	
said,	noting	that	the	school	already	supports	five	research	centers	on	law,	society	and	culture;	intellectual	property;	
cyber	security;	constitutional	democracy;	and	the	legal	profession.
Jim	Sherman,	Chancellor’s	Professor	of	Psychological	and	Brain	Sciences,	applauded	the	new	series.	“This	series	
is	a	terrific	start	of	something	big	for	law	and	psychology	at	IU,”	he	said.
The	2013-2014	series	speakers	are:
September 20:		 Robert	Kurtzban,	Associate	Professor	of	Psychology,	University	of	Pennsylvania
March 3: 	 Brenda	Major,	Professor,	Department	of	Psychological	and	Brain	Sciences,	
	 University	of	California,	Santa	Barbara
April 17: 	 Jennifer	Robbenolt,	Professor	of	Law	and	Psychology,	University	of	Illinois	College	of	Law
For	more	information	about	the	series,	visit	law.indiana.edu/faculty/calendar/index
The Law and Psychology Group has several ongoing projects that examine the psychology of legal decision-
making. Lawyers are needed either to pilot the surveys or to participate in them. Alumni who are interested 
in helping by participating in surveys on legal reasoning are invited to send their preferred e-mail address 
to lawpsych@indiana.edu. Amazon.com gift cards will be raffled as a thank you to participants.
Jeannine Bell:	
Hate Thy Neighbor: Move-In Violence and the Persistence of Racial 
Segregation in American Housing	(NYU	Press	2013).
William D. Popkin: 
The Judicial Role: Statutory Interpretation and the Pragmatic Judicial 
Partner	(Carolina	Academic	Press	2013).
Ajay K. Mehrotra: 
Making the Modern Fiscal State: Law, Politics, and the Rise of Progressive 
Taxation, 1877-1929	(Cambridge	University	Press	2013).
Sarah Jane Hughes,	ed.:	
RFIDs, Near-field Communications and Mobile Payments: 
A Guide for Lawyers (with	Stephen	T.	Middlebrook	and	Candace	M.	Jones)	
(American	Bar	Association	2013).
Timothy William Waters,	ed.:	
The Milošsˇevic´ Trial: An Autopsy (Oxford	University	Press	2013).	
Mark D. Janis: 
Intellectual Property Law of Plants	(with	Herbert	H.	Jervis	and	Richard	C.	
Peet)	(Oxford	2014);	Trademark and Unfair Competition Law	(entry	in	the	
series	Critical Concepts in Intellectual Property Law)	(ed.,	with	Graeme	B.	
Dinwoodie)	(Edward	Elgar	Publishing	2014);	and	Trademarks and Unfair 
Competition: Law and Policy	(with	Graeme	B.	Dinwoodie)	(4th	ed.	2014).
Susan H. Williams,	ed.:	
Social Difference and Constitutionalism in Pan-Asia 
(Cambridge	University	Press	2014).
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FACULTY 
PUB-
LICATIONS
Recent books by Maurer faculty
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ALUMNI, FRIENDS 
GATHER TO CELEBRATE 
LEN FROMM’S LIFE
On	September	27,	some	300	friends	and	family	gathered	in	Presidents’	
Hall	of	Franklin	Hall	on	the	IU	Bloomington	campus	to	celebrate	the	
remarkable	life	of	Leonard D. Fromm,	longtime	associate	dean	for	students	
and	alumni.	Fromm	retired	in	2012	after	33	years	of	service	to	the	Law	
School	and	passed	away	in	February	of	2013.
Friends	and	colleagues	remembered	Len’s	tireless	dedication	to	students	
as	they	navigated	their	way	through	their	difficult	first	year,	dealt	with	
academic	ups	and	downs,	and	evaluated	their	career	options.	During	his	
three	decades	at	Indiana	Law,	Len	interacted	with	nearly	6,000	students	
—	60	percent	of	our	alumni	—	and	he	stayed	in	touch	with	a	staggering	
number	of	them	after	graduation.	Countless	graduates	have	begun	stories	
of	their	experience	at	the	Law	School	with	these	words:	“I	wouldn’t	have	
been	able	to	stay	in	school	unless	Dean	Fromm	had...”	
Lauren Robel,	Bloomington	provost	and	IU	executive	vice	president,	
spoke	of	her	long	association	with	Len,	from	her	days	as	a	first-year	student	
through	her	tenure	as	dean	of	the	Law	School	and	beyond.	“Among	his	
many	gifts	to	our	school,	perhaps	the	most	valuable	was	Len’s	unswerving	
ability	to	discern	the	right	thing	for	the	student	standing	in	front	of	him,	
and	then	to	assure	that	the	right	thing	happened,”	she	recalled.	“Sometimes	
that	meant	helping	a	student	see	an	honorable	path	away	from	the	Law	
School.	Sometimes	it	meant	finding	a	student	who	had	wandered	away,	
and	helping	him	back.	Sometimes,	it	meant	finding	the	resources	for	a	
student	who	was	about	to	fall	away,	or	being	the	face	of	compassionate	
consequences	when	a	student	had	taken	a	misstep.	All	of	this	was	possible	
because	of	the	profound	level	of	trust	he	inspired	by	his	deep	integrity.	
I	learned	early	on	that	when	it	came	to	judgments	about	a	situation	with	a	
student,	he	was	always	right.	Always.”		
In	addition	to	Robel,	Dean Buxbaum	and	Prof.	Daniel Conkle	shared	their	
memories	of	their	longtime	friend	and	colleague.	Erik	Fromm,	Len’s	son,	
delivered	remarks	on	behalf	of	the	family,	and	then	alumni	were	invited	to	
share	their	special	reminiscences.
LEONARD D. FROMM 
MEMORIAL FUND ESTABLISHED
A fund in honor of Len Fromm 
has been established at the 
IU Foundation. Contributions 
to this Fund will be used to further 
what was always Len’s mission: 
To provide what a student needs, 
when the student needs it, 
in furtherance of the student’s 
success. For more information, 
visit the website under “Support
Indiana Law.”
Dean	Buxbaum	with	Donna	Wilber-Fromm
Prof.	Dan	Conkle	
longtime	friend	
and	colleague,	shared	
memories	of	Len
,	
.
Left	to	right:	Ashley	Davis,	Erik	Fromm,	Emily	Wessel-Farr
Donna	Wilber-Fromm,	Patricia	Boyle	Wilber,	Karen	Wilber-Wessel
Callan	Fromm,	Lewis	Wessel,	and	Allison	Wessel
,
,
.
Guests	paid	tribute	to	Len	Fromm	by	
singing	“The	Beer	Barrel	Polka,”	accompanied	
by	Len’s	favorite	instrument,	the	accordion.
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ALUMNI, FRIENDS HONOR 
CRAIG BRADLEY
Friends	and	family	gathered	at	the	Law	School	on	November	15	to	
honor	Craig Bradley,	Robert	A.	Lucas	Chair	of	Law,	who	passed	away	
unexpectedly	in	August.
During	his	33	years	at	the	Law	School,	Craig	left	an	indelible	impression	
on	thousands	of	students.	When	he	passed	away,	we	received	a	flood	of	
letters,	e-mails	and	website	postings	about	his	impact	as	a	teacher	and	
scholar.	Alumni	remember	his	wry	sense	of	humor,	his	delight	in	teaching	
fundamental	principles	such	as	—	“Read	the	Statute!”	—	and	of	course	his	
fanciful	bow	ties.
Provost	and	IU	Bloomington	Executive	Vice	President	Lauren Robel	
praised	Bradley	for	his	scholarship.	She	described	him	as	“an	absolutely	
assured	scholar	who	brought	encyclopedic	knowledge	of	criminal	
procedure	to	his	writing.	His	stature	in	the	law	of	the	Fourth	Amendment	
and	his	foresight	in	opening	up	comparative	criminal	procedure	as	an	
important	field	are	just	two	examples	of	unsurpassed	influence.	Later	in	
his	life,”	Robel	continued,	“I	think	he	really	found	his	métier	in	his	articles	
for	Trial	magazine...Pithy,	incisive,	funny,	these	little	gems	got	to	the	
heart	of	newly	decided	Supreme	Court	cases,	situating	them	with	
GPS-like	accuracy	in	the	sea	of	criminal	procedure	doctrine,	and	charting	
with	economy	and	insight	the	shoals,	currents,	riptides	and	sandbars	
they	contained.”
Other	friends	and	family	—	Professors	Alex Tanford,	Ryan Scott,	and	
Joe Hoffmann,	and	Craig’s	son,	Derek	—	described	Craig’s	delightful	
companionship	over	brown-bag	lunches	in	the	faculty	lounge,	his	kindness	
and	support	of	new	faculty	members,	and	his	demanding	yet	supportive	
demeanor	in	the	classroom.	Among	other	achievements,	Bradley	served	
as	a	clerk	for	Justice	William	Rehnquist	and	served	as	a	pallbearer	at	his	
funeral	in	2005.
A video tribute to Craig Bradley, along with the memorial service itself, 
is available on the Law School’s YouTube page: IUMaurerLaw.
Hon.	Lee H. Hamilton,	JD’56;	
Prof.	Joseph	L.	Hoffmann;	Mary	Hoffmann;	
Provost	Lauren Robel,	JD’83.
Kathleen	Bradley,	Alison	Stake,	Laura	Stake	
and	Derek	Bradley.
Nikki	Rolf-Boyd;	Prof.	Donna Nagy;	
Prof.	Amy Applegate;	Philippa Guthrie,	JD’91;	
and	Prof.	Alex Tanford.
Cindy	Bradley	with	her	
brothers	Jeff	(left)	and	Lynne.
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CLASS OF 2013 
CAMPAIGN HONORS 
FROMM
Members	of	the	class	of	2013	honored	the	late	Leonard	D.	Fromm	by	designating	their	pledges
to	the	Fund	for	Excellence	to	him.	The	3L	class	raised	$15,250	in	pledges	in	honor	of	Fromm,	
with	a	participation	rate	of	47	percent,	the	second	highest	in	3L	campaign	history.	
At	a	campaign	wrap-up	celebration	on	May	2,	Scott Flanders,	JD’82,	announced	that	he	would	
match	donations	from	the	class	of	2013.	“Len	Fromm	left	an	indelible	legacy,	and	it’s	my	pleasure	
to	support	this	cause	and	contribute	to	it,”	he	said.
All	funds	contributed	by	the	class	of	2013	will	be	used	for	a	variety	of	purposes	that	will	continue	
Len	Fromm’s	legacy.
The	Law	School	salutes	and	thanks	the	committee	members	and	the	members	of	the	class	of	2013	
who	made	a	five-year	pledge	in	Fromm’s	honor:
COMMITTEE
MEMBERS:
Louise Barrett (Chair)
Gordon Wilson
Viviana Gonzalez
Tearra Vaughn
Jon Levy
Cedric Gordon
Michael Caine
Hanna Lahr
Alan Bradin
CLASS OF ’13 
FIVE-YEAR 
PLEDGE 
CONTRIBUTORS
Samira Ahmed
Rob Allega
Lucas Amodio
Chelsea Anderson
Basia Andraka
Helen Arnold
Erin Bantz
Louise Barrett
Anahit Behjou
Alan Bradin
Ryan Bredemeier
Chay Cain
Hugh Campbell
Jerry Carter
Christopher Chamness
Russell Caleb Chaplain
Jared Chester
Timothy Conroy
Anne Fishbeck
Patrick Foley
Viviana Gonzalez
Samantha Hargitt
Lauren Hernandez
Katherine Holley
Jason Howard
Cara Johnson
Stephen Jurca
William LaFleur II
Hanna Lahr
Kris Leavitt
Jon Levy
Alexander Lewis
Jenn Lorentz
Michael Mattingly
Leticia Mayberry Wright
Megan McMahon
Nicola Mousdicas
Andrew Murphy
David Okun
Justin Olson
Matthew Pfaff
Caleb Phillips
Keith Rahman
Kellie Rockel
Paul Root
Evan Sarosi
Neil Sheaffer
Amy Skelton
Eli Stoughton
Jason Stuckey
Dominique Taylor
Danny Thieman
Jared Tidemann
Tearra Vaughn
Ryan Weiss
Christopher Wells
Gordon Wilson
Andrew Winetroub
Karina Zazueta
Chris Ziegler
NEW ALUMNI 
BOARD MEMBERS 
APPOINTED
Four	Indiana	Law	alumni	have	been	named	to	the	school’s	alumni	board	for	a	three-year	term	effective	fall	2014:
Matthew T. Furton,	JD’95,	a	partner	in	the	Chicago	office	of	Locke	
Lord	LLP.	Furton	is	a	business	litigator	with	an	emphasis	on	the	insurance,	
intellectual	property	and	information	technology	industries.
Randal J. Kaltenmark,	JD’96,	a	partner	in	the	Indianapolis	office	of	
Barnes	&	Thornburg	LLP.	He	is	a	tax	lawyer	representing	clients	in	tax	
controversies	and	tax	planning,	and	counsels	high-net-worth	families	
and	family	offices.
Andrew D. Otis,	JD’90,	a	partner	in	the	New	York	office	of	Curtis,	
Mallet-Prevost,	Colt	&	Mosle	LLP.	Otis	represents	clients	in	matters	
involving	environmental	laws,	regulations	and	policies	as	they	
relate	to	transactions,	litigation	and	enforcement	actions.
Laura M. Walda,	JD’05,	an	associate	at	Lowndes,	Drosdick,	Doster,	
Kantor,	&	Reed,	P.A.,	Orlando,	Fla.	She	practices	in	the	firm’s	commercial	
real	estate	and	land	use	areas,	focusing	on	contract	and	lease	negotiation	
and	drafting,	real	estate	acquisitions	and	related	matters.	She	also	has	
experience	in	commercial	litigation.
   
THREE ALUMNI 
HONORED WITH DISTINGUISHED 
SERVICE AWARDS
Three	alumni	were	presented	with	Indiana	Law’s	Distinguished	Service	Award	on	Friday,	September	27	
at	a	luncheon	at	the	Indiana	Memorial	Union.
James Brotherson,	JD’78,	has	been	a	significant	contributor	to	the	
betterment	of	his	community	for	more	than	30	years.	A	partner	in	the	
South	Bend,	Ind.	office	of	Faegre	Baker	Daniels,	he	has	held	leadership	
roles	in	numerous	civic	organizations	in	Elkhart	County,	where	he	resides.	
Brotherson	currently	serves	on	the	board	of	directors	of	the	Northern	
Indiana	Center	for	Hospice	and	Palliative	Care,	and	recently	completed	
two	terms	as	a	director	of	the	Economic	Development	Corporation	of	
Elkhart	County.	He	also	has	served	as	a	director	of	the	Greater	Elkhart	
Chamber	of	Commerce.	Brotherson	has	been	president	of	several	other	
community	organizations,	including	the	Samaritan	Center	of	Elkhart,	
YMCA	of	Elkhart	County	and	Elkhart	Rotary	Club.	He	has	been	an	active	
participant	in	the	Law	School’s	growth,	serving	as	a	member	of	the	Board	
of	Visitors	and	president	of	the	Law	Alumni	Board.	Brotherson’s	legal	
practice	covers	a	wide	cross-section	of	companies	in	Elkhart	and	South	
Bend	along	with	other	regional	businesses.	He	leads	the	firm’s	recreational	
vehicle	industry	practice,	representing	many	of	the	largest	manufacturers	
and	suppliers	to	that	northern	Indiana	industry.
Susan Carpenter,	JD’76,	has	spent	her	professional	life	as	a	public	defender,	
representing	indigent	clients	in	post-conviction	actions,	belated	and	direct	
appeals,	at	trial	and	then	as	the	director	of	the	State	Public	Defender’s	
Office.	She	oversaw	expansion	of	the	office’s	staff	from	10	to	44	attorneys	as	
the	prison	population	increased	from	7,350	in	1981	to	more	than	28,000	in	
2011.	During	her	distinguished	career,	she	served	on	the	Public	Defender	
Commission	and	helped	draft	standards	for	representation	in	capital	cases	
which	became	Criminal	Rule	24;	managed	the	program	that	brought	
Indiana	into	compliance	with	state	and	federal	standards	for	removing	
juveniles	from	adult	jails	and	prisons;	and	helped	create	a	training	and	
certification	program	for	court	interpreters	as	a	member	of	the	Commission	
on	Race	and	Gender	Fairness.	
Sandra Leek,	JD’79	(posthumously),	devoted	her	career	to	public	service.	
She	began	her	career	at	Indiana	Legal	Services,	becoming	staff	director	of	
its	support	center	and	then	managing	attorney	of	the	Indianapolis	office.	
She	was	appointed	by	three	governors	as	executive	director	of	the	Indiana	
Civil	Rights	Commission	in	1992,	a	position	she	held	until	2005,	when	she	
joined	Faegre	Baker	Daniels	in	Indianapolis,	eventually	opening	her	own	
office.	She	was	named	a	Sagamore	of	the	Wabash	three	times;	received	
the	Dr.	Andrew	J.	Brown	Award	for	Leadership	in	Civil	Rights	twice;	and	
served	as	president	of	the	Marion	County	Bar	Association.	She	viewed	her	
profession	as	a	calling,	and	was	a	tireless	advocate	for	the	less	fortunate	
members	of	the	community.	With	her	untimely	passing	in	2012,	she	leaves	
a	legacy	of	service	to	the	profession.
The	Distinguished	Service	Award	was	established	in	1997	to	recognize	
Indiana	Law	graduates	who	have	distinguished	themselves	in	service	
to	their	communities	and/or	the	IU	Maurer	School	of	Law	in	ways	that	
exceed	what	might	reasonably	be	expected	in	the	course	of	their	business,	
professional	or	civic	duties.	Through	their	hard	work,	passion	and	
accomplishments,	these	alumni	define	Indiana	Law’s	ideals	for	community	
service	and	serve	as	accomplished	role	models	for	our	Law	School	and	
the	greater	community.
NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR 2014 DSA
The	nominations	committee	is	now	accepting	nominations	for	the	
2014	Distinguished	Service	Award.	Nominations	will	be	accepted	until	
Friday,	April	25,	2014.		
For	more	information,	visit	law.indiana.edu/alumni/awards/dsa.
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{ reunions }
On	September	28,	members	of	the	Classes	of	1963,	1988	and	2003	gathered	in	Bloomington	to	enjoy	the	fall	weather	
and	visit	with	old	friends	at	a	reception	at	the	Law	School.	Special	thanks	to	the	reunion	leaders,	who	organized	the	
gatherings	for	their	classes:	George Buckingham,	Joe Franklin	and	Bill Riggs	(1963);	Sherry Fabina-Abney	(1988);	
and	Janet Horvath,	Angela Kelver	and	Jaime Turley-Perz	(2003).
IU MAURER 
SCHOOL OF LAW
CLASS
1.	 Gary	Becker,	George	Buckingham,	John	Ulmer	and	James	Moody	(Class	of	’63)
2.	 Janet	Horvath,	Leon	Bogucki,	Jeff	Perz	and	Jaime	Turley-Perz	(Class	of	’03)
3.	 Christina	Commons,	Michael	Commons,	Jessica	Folk	and	Scott	Kumis	(Class	of	’03)
4.	 Lakshmi	Hasanadka,	Andrea	Trevino	and	Angela	Kelver	(Class	of	’03)
5.	 Luann	Bolk	and	David	Bolk	(Class	of	’88)
6.	 Professor	Emeritus	Tom	Schornhorst	and	Scott	Callahan	(Class	of	’88)
7.	 Elizabeth	Shuster	and	Frank	Shuster	(Class	of	’03)
THE CLASS OF 1983 HELD A 30-YEAR REUNION ON JULY 27
1.	 Kurt	Nondorf,	Ron	Tucker,	Mike	Raymond	and	Jay	Yeager
2.	 Becky	Frederick,	Candance	(Grass)	Yeager	and	Mary	Kay	(Periolat)	McGarrah
Interim	Dean	Hannah	Buxbaum,	Matthew	Douthat	
and	Jaime	Douthat	(Class	of	’03)
Geoff	Slaughter,	Allan	Slagel,	Debbie	Allen-Slagel	
and	Mark	Ryan	(Class	of	’88)
1
1
5
6
7
2 2
3
4Ed	Wallis,	Joe	Franklin,	and	Gary	Gerling	(Class	of	’63) Members	of	the	Class	of	’83	gather	for	a	group	shot.
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ACADEMY OF LAW ALUMNI FELLOWS NAMED
Four	alumni	will	be	inducted	into	the	Academy	of	Law	Alumni	Fellows	on	April	11,	2014	at	a	ceremony	
beginning	at	6:00	p.m.	in	the	Tudor	Room	of	the	Indiana	Memorial	Union.	The	highest	honor	the	Law	
School	can	bestow,	this	award	is	given	to	graduates	who	have	distinguished	themselves	in	their	chosen	
fields,	and	who	continue	to	enhance	the	national	reputation	of	the	school.
This	year’s	laureates	are:
3  Lowell E. Baier,	LLB’64
3  Sara Yang Bosco,	JD’83
3  Donald P. Dorfman,	JD’57
3  Patricia A. McNagny,	JD’51
For	more	information,	contact	Lisa	Hosey,	director	of	stewardship,	at	lawalum@indiana.edu.
ACTIVE NEW YORK 
ALUMNI SOCIETY INVITES 
MEMBERS
Thanks	to	the	leadership	of	a	dynamic	group	of	their	peers,	Maurer	alums	
in	and	around	New	York	City	can	take	advantage	of	the	school’s	local	
alumni	society.	Led	by	Rachael Clark,	JD’05,	the	Society	meets	regularly	
for	socializing,	networking	and	mentoring	of	Maurer	students	looking	for	
a	career	in	New	York.	Other	committee	members	are	Nicole Cammarota,	
JD’04;	Shane Deaton,	JD’04;	Simon Malinowski,	JD’12;	Andrew Otis,	JD’90;	
Amanda Raad,	JD’05;	Kellen Ressmeyer,	JD’07;	Darin Siders,	JD’01;	and	
Simone Sterling,	JD’01.
“New	York	is	a	key	area	for	our	graduates,”	said	Dean Parrish	during	a	
recent	alumni	reception	sponsored	by	the	Society.	“It’s	important	for	us	to	
continue	to	build	the	IU	network	there.”	
Recent	Maurer	grads	attest	to	the	benefits	of	networking	with	alumni	as	
they	look	for	work	and	then	get	settled	in	the	city.	“I	owe	my	first	job	at	
Mayer	Brown	to	Mark Wojciechowski,	JD’81,	who	became	a	great	mentor	
and	friend,”	said	Shane Deaton,	JD’04.	I	used	the	leveraged	finance	
training	I	received	at	Mayer	Brown,	plus	my	undergrad	business	degree	
from	Kelley,	to	move	into	the	business	world	at	Goldman	Sachs	&	Co.,	
where	I’m	now	an	associate.”
Simon Malinowski,	JD’12,	agreed.	“The	Maurer	community	was	the	best	
part	of	going	to	law	school	in	Bloomington,”	he	said.	“Throughout	my	time	
in	Bloomington,	and	since	I	have	had	the	opportunity	to	become	part	of	our	
law	school’s	New	York	Alumni	Society,	there	is	sense	of	mutual	investment	
in	the	community’s	future	success	(both	as	a	group	and	individually)	that	
I	think	is	unique	to	our	law	school.”
Alumni	who	are	interested	in	becoming	part	of	the	New	York	Alumni	
Society	can	do	so	by	contacting:
3	 Rachael	Clark	(rachaelnclark@gmail.com)	or		
3	 Andrea	Havill,	assistant	dean	for	alumni	relations,	
	 (lawalum@indiana.edu).
COMING EVENTS
Mark	your	calendars	and	plan	to	join	former	Interim	Dean	Hannah Buxbaum	as	she	introduces	
Dean	Austen Parrish	at	an	alumni	reception.	This	will	be	a	great	time	to	hear	the	latest	news	about	the	
school	and	catch	up	with	classmates	and	friends.	
3	 Chicago:		 Wednesday,	February	12,	6:00-8:00	p.m.,	Chicago	Club
3	 Indianapolis:		 Monday,	February	17,	6:00-8:00	p.m.,	Skyline	Club
3	 Washington, D.C.:		 Tuesday,	March	11,	6:00-8:00	p.m.	Hosted	by	Jones	Day
3	 Minneapolis/St. Paul:		 May	2014
Look	for	an	invitation	with	specifics,	or	check	law.indiana.edu/alumni	for	further	details.
12/27/2013		 Steve	Sanders		 Utah	will	ask	Supreme	Court	to	stop	gay	marriage		 USA Today
	 	 during	appeal
12/20/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 IU	expert	to	Target	shoppers:	‘Don’t	panic’	about	 The Herald-Times
	 	 data	theft	 (Bloomington,	Ind.)
12/18/2013		 John	Applegate		 35	years	after	ban,	toxic	PCBs	still	trouble	Bloomington	 Indiana Public Media
12/16/2013		 	 New	law	dean	hired	at	Indiana’s	Bloomington	campus	 National Law Journal
12/16/2013		 William	Henderson		 Is	the	law	firm	pyramid	collapsing?	BigLaw	is	aging	 ABA Journal
	 	 with	more	partners	than	associates
12/13/2013		 William	Henderson		 The	1980s	were	great	years	if	you	were	law	firm	 ABA Journal
	 	 associates	—	but	if	you	were	clients,	not	so	much
12/9/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Teens	dig	digital	privacy,	if	Snapchat	is	any	indication	 All Tech Considered	(NPR)
12/7/2013		 Sarah	Hughes		 Suit	slams	ex-insiders	of	Bank	of	Indiana	 Indianapolis Business Journal
12/5/2013		 Ryan	W.	Scott		 Richmond	Hill	explosion:	Three	trials	for	the	price	of	one?	 The Indianapolis Star
12/4/2013		 Daniel	Conkle		 Five	things	to	know	about	Notre	Dame’s	contraceptives	 Indiana Public Media
	 	 lawsuit
12/4/2013		 Lauren	Robel		 Former	IU	Maurer	dean	leads	delegation	to	South	Korea	 The Indiana Lawyer
12/3/2013		 Daniel	Conkle		 Notre	Dame	sues	over	birth	control	mandate	 Deseret News	(Salt	Lake	City)
11/30/2013		 John	Applegate		 Indiana	higher-ed	chief:	New	policy	may	be	clarified	 Evansville Courier and Press
11/26/2013		 Dawn	Johnsen		 Supreme	Court	takes	up	Obamacare’s	contraception	 McClatchy Newspapers
	 	 dispute
11/26/2013		 Daniel	Conkle		 SCOTUS	takes	ACA	‘contraception	mandate’	cases	 The Indiana Lawyer
11/20/2013		 Dawn	Johnsen		 Contraception	mandate	goes	before	SCOTUS	 The Indiana Lawyer
11/20/2013		 Sarah	Hughes		 Bitcoin	could	be	regulated	as	a	commodity,	Senate	 Coin Desk
	 	 banking	hearing	advised
11/20/2013		 Mark	Janis		 Indiana	inventors	tell	Maurer	students	about	challenging		 The Indiana Lawyer
	 	 big	business	in	federal	court
11/20/2013		 Sophia	Goodman		 Plain	English	to	arrive	in	legal	briefs	near	you	 The Indiana Lawyer
11/20/2013		 David	Fidler		 Reagan’s	role	in	NSA’s	hack	of	google	and	Yahoo	 ABC News
11/19/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Perspective:	Curbing	data	use	is	key	to	reining	in	NSA	 Computerworld
11/19/2013		 Sarah	Hughes		 Senate	Banking	Subcommittee	hearing	on		 C-SPAN
	 	 virtual	currencies
11/19/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Supreme	Court	refusal	to	block	NSA	data	collection	 Computerworld
	 	 not	surprising
11/19/2013		 	 Students	study	Constitution,	debate	how	to	apply	 The Herald-Times
	 	 Fourteenth	Amendment	 (Bloomington,	Ind.)
11/19/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 US	Supreme	Court	takes	pass	on	cyberspying	petition	 The Indiana Lawyer
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11/14/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Americans’	personal	data	shared	with	CIA,	IRS,	 Drudge Report
	 	 others	in	security	probe
11/13/2013		 Frank	Motley		 LSAT	test	takers	in	decline	 Purdue Exponent
11/12/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 IU	professor	recommends	splitting	National	Security		 Indiana Public Media
	 	 Agency
11/12/2013		 William	Henderson		 Would	ethics	regulators	pursue	axiom	in	an	IPO?	 ABA Journal
11/10/2013		 Daniel	Conkle		 Local	public	prayer	on	standby	 Chicago Tribune
11/10/2013		 Jeffrey	Stake		 Despite	concerns,	students	still	giving	high	marks	to	 USA Today
	 	 college	rankings
11/6/2013		 Linda	Fariss		 Technology	levels	the	legal	playing	field	 The Indiana Lawyer
11/4/2013		 William	Henderson		 A	profession	on	the	verge	of	a	paradigm	shift?	 Bloomberg Law
11/4/2013	 Steve	Sanders		 Anti-HJR	6	leaders	discuss	opposition	 Indiana Daily Student
11/3/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Stores	tap	into	smart-phone	wifi	signals	to	track	shoppers	 WXIN	TV	(Fox	59	Indianapolis)
11/1/2013		 Charles	Geyh		 Scheindlin	could	face	reprimand	after	stop-frisk	rebuke	 The New York Post
11/1/2013		 Charles	Geyh		 Stop	and	frisk	is	probably	dead	anyway	 msnbc
10/31/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 NSA	caught	siphoning	data	from	google,	Yahoo	servers	 Tech News World
10/30/2013		 John	Applegate		 IU	Maurer	close	to	naming	new	dean	 The Indiana Lawyer
10/30/2013		 David	Fidler		 Battling	cyber	attacks	in	Israel,	one	simulation	at	a	time	 Buzzfeed
10/30/2013		 John	Applegate		 A	nuclear	cleanup	effort	leaves	questions	lingering	at	 The Wall Street Journal
	 	 scores	of	old	sites
10/29/2013		 David	Fidler		 NSA	chief	defends	spy	program	in	face	of	protest	from	allies	Al-Jazeera America
10/25/2013		 David	Fidler		 Spioniert	die	NSA	für	Amerikas	konzerne?	 Zeit Online
10/25/2013		 Donald	Gjerdingen		 Indiana	man	acquitted	in	slayings	faces	two	civil	suits	 WLEX	TV	(Lexington,	Ky.)
10/24/2013		 Donald	Gjerdingen		 Renn	family’s	attorney	moves	forward	with	civil	suits	 News and Tribune 
	 	 	 (Jeffersonville,	Ind.)
10/24/2013		 Kevin	Brown		 Affirmative	action:	indispensable	or	inessential?	 Indianapolis Recorder
10/23/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 When	security	actions	become	unconstitutional	snooping	 The Indiana Lawyer
10/22/2013		 Frank	Motley		 Law	school	applications	slow,	admissions	steady	 Indiana Daily Student
10/21/2013		 William	Henderson		 Private-equity	group’s	for-profit	law	school	plan		 The Wall Street Journal
	 	 draws	critics
10/16/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Secret	court	argues	(again)	that	it’s	not	a	rubber	stamp	 Ars Technica
	 	 for	surveillance
10/15/2013		 A.	James	Barnes		 US	Supreme	Court	to	hear	Indiana	lawsuit	against	EPA	 Indiana Public Media
10/15/2013		 Vicky	Meretsky		 State	removes	peregrine	falcons	from	endangered	 Indiana Public Media
	 	 species	list
10/15/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Hiding	your	address	books	from	the	NSA	 Cruxial CIO
10/14/2013		 	 Five	top	law	schools	where	you	get	the	most	bang		 PolicyMic
	 	 for	your	buck
10/14/2013		 	 Leonard	Fromm	is	gone,	but	his	wisdom	remains	 Indianapolis Business Journal
10/14/2013		 Kevin	Brown		 May	states	ban	affirmative	action?	 Al-Jazeera America
10/11/2013		 Deborah	Widiss		 Loophole	puts	interns	at	risk	of	sexual	harassment	 CBS	Moneywatch
10/9/2013		 Hannah	Buxbaum		 Dean’s	Desk:	Third	year	offers	students	opportunity	to	 The Indiana Lawyer
	 	 define,	hone	skills
10/7/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Teens	hone	their	hacking	skills	in	national	competitions	 The Washington Post
	 	 guided	by	federal	officials
10/7/2013		 Amy	Applegate		 IU	lands	Justice	Institute	funding	 Inside Indiana Business
{ indiana law in the media }
	 Journalists	and	commentators	regularly	seek	Maurer	School	of	Law	faculty	
	 and	staff	expertise	on	a	wide	variety	of	local,	national	and	global	topics.	Here	is	a		
	 listing	of	faculty	and	staff	in	the	media	—	quoted,	interviewed,	or	referred	to	—	
	 from	July	through	December	2013.
DATE  FACULTY ARTICLE  OUTLET
DATE  FACULTY ARTICLE  OUTLET
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10/4/2013		 A.	James	Barnes		 Federal	government	shutdown	in	effect	 Indiana Public Media
10/4/2013		 Ajay	K.	Mehrotra		 Happy	birthday	income	tax,	you’re	100	years	old	(ouch)!	 CNBC
10/2/2013		 Timothy	William	Waters		Libya’s	home	court	advantage	 Foreign Affairs
10/1/2013		 William	Henderson		 Who’s	eating	law	firms’	lunch?	 ABA Journal
9/30/2013		 William	Henderson		 How	law	firms	can	use	LPOs	to	their	own	advantage	 ABA Journal
9/25/2013		 Kenneth	Dau-Schmidt		 Battle	over	RTW	heats	up	in	courts	 The Indiana Lawyer
9/25/2013		 Amy	Applegate		 Special	task	force	going	word-by-word	through	ADR	rules	 The Indiana Lawyer
9/23/2013		 David	Fidler		 Edward	Snowden’s	lessons	on	cybersecurity	 Louisville Business First
9/22/2013		 Michael	Mattioli		 Hoosier’s	startup	Ditto	fights	for	its	life	against	 The Indianapolis Star
	 	 surprising	foe:	WellPoint
9/13/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Experts	weigh	in	—	the	attribution	problem...	 Hacksurfer
	 	 or	non-problem
9/12/2013		 Sarah	Hughes		 Visa-MasterCard	judge	to	weigh	final	approval	of	fee	deal	 Bloomberg
9/11/2013		 William	Henderson		 Professor	outlines	how	technology	is	changing	 The Indiana Lawyer
	 	 the	practice	of	law
9/6/2013		 David	Fidler		 Congress	must	weigh	Syria	vote	carefully	 The Indianapolis Star
9/5/2013		 Deborah	Widiss		 Hidden	costs	of	federal	marriage	benefits	to		 The Huffington Post
	 	 same-sex	couples
9/4/2013		 Steve	Sanders		 US	ruling	on	gay	veterans’	benefits	might	not	apply		 Miami Herald
	 	 in	every	state
9/4/2013		 Feisal	Amin	Rasoul	 IU	experts	at	odds	on	Syria	strike	 The Herald-Times
	 Istrabadi	 	 (Bloomington,	Ind.)
8/30/2013		 William	Henderson		 Rise	of	legal	services	bringing	upheaval	and	opportunity,		 The Indiana Lawyer
	 	 Maurer	professor	says
8/30/2013		 Daniel	Cole		 Do	you	believe	in	sharing?	 Financial Times
8/30/2013		 Hannah	Buxbaum		 Money	manager	Vilar’s	conviction	upheld,		 CNBC
	 	 new	sentence	ordered
8/30/2013		 Deborah	Widiss		 What	same-sex	couples	need	to	know	about	filing		 Indiana Public Media
	 	 state	taxes	
8/23/2013		 William	Henderson		 Obama	says	law	school	should	be	two,	not	three,	years	 The New York Times
8/23/2013		 Jeannine	Bell		 Chris	Lane	murder:	Is	a	racist	dimension	of	the	crime		 Christian Science Monitor
	 	 being	discounted?
8/19/2013		 Donna	Nagy		 The	gray	art	of	not	quite	insider	trading	 Fortune
8/18/2013		 William	Henderson		 Cooley	Law	School	weathering	decline	in	enrollment	 Lansing (Mich.) State Journal
8/18/2013		 Aviva	Orenstein		 Experts	expect	a	different	outcome	as	third		 Louisville Courier-Journal
	 	 David	Camm	trial	starts	in	Boone	County,	Ind.
8/18/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 E-mail	encryption	services	suddenly	close	over		 The Washington Times
	 	 U.S.	snooping
8/16/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Switching	to	gmail	may	leave	reporters’	sources	at	risk		 All Tech Considered	(NPR)
8/15/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Ferris	State’s	online	security	breach:	experts	say	 m live
	 	 cyberattacks	on	higher	education	growing	 (Western	Michigan	newspapers)
8/14/2013		 David	Fidler		 Cybersecurity:	What	the	Snowden	case	means	for	you	 Up to Date	
	 	 	 (KCUR,	Kansas	City,	Mo.)
8/14/2013		 Charles	Geyh		 Records	show	judge	in	Milwaukee	archdiocese	case	 Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel
	 	 has	cemetery	ties
8/12/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 IU	law	professor:	NSA	surveillance	violates	privacy	 NBC News
8/12/2013		 David	Fidler		 NSA	and	privacy	 Midday with Dan Rodricks 	
	 	 	 (WYPR,	Baltimore)
8/10/2013		 J.	Alexander	Tanford		 Indiana	lawsuit	about	cold	beer	sales	faces	uphill	battle	 Indianapolis Business Journal
8/9/2013		 David	Fidler		 Dominican	Republic’s	‘desperate’	baseball	culture		 Fox	News	Latino
	 	 fuels	steroid	use,	experts	say
8/9/2013	 Jeannine	Bell		 Discussion	of	‘stand	your	ground’	law	leads	to	 The Herald-Times
	 	 questions	about	fear	and	race	 (Bloomington,	Ind.)
8/8/2013		 Charles	Geyh		 The	Supreme	Court	needs	a	code	of	ethics	 Politico
8/6/2013		 Dawn	Johnsen		 Expert:	Rat	poison	deal	shows	case	was	a	‘failure’	 Indiana Public Media
8/6/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 At	Education	Department,	a	whale	of	a	phishing	expedition	 Federal Times
8/4/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate	 Triangle	universities	strengthen	cybersecurity	as	hackers		 The News & Observer
	 	 grow	bolder	 (Raleigh,	NC)
8/1/2013		 Sarah	Hughes		 What’s	next	after	interchange	cap	ruling?	August	14	 Credit Union Times
	 	 hearing	set
8/1/2013		 Aviva	Orenstein		 Child	custody	rights	for	rapists?	Most	states	have	them	 CNN
8/1/2013		 Sarah	Hughes		 The	real	victims	of	new	debit	swipe	fee	rules?	 Forbes
	 	 Consumers,	not	banks
7/31/2013	 Sarah	Hughes		 Retailers	swipe-fee	win	could	limit	debit	card	offerings	 Law 360
7/30/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 FISA	court	judge:	No	company	has	ever	challenged	 Ars Technica
	 	 Patriot	Act	sharing
7/30/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Manning	acquitted	of	aiding	the	enemy	 The Wall Street Journal
7/27/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 NSA	faces	backlash	over	collecting	phone	data	 The Los Angeles Times
7/26/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 TSA	is	making	airport	valets	search	your	trunk	 Mother Jones
7/25/2013	 Fred	H.	Cate		 U.S.	says	ring	stole	160	million	credit	card	numbers	 The New York Times
7/24/2013		 Aviva	Orenstein		 Pendleton	prison	inmate	sues	for	right	to	group	prayer	 Indiana Public Media
7/22/2013		 Jeannine	Bell		 Hate	thy	neighbor	(Discussion	of	new	book)	 More Talk Radio 
	 	 	 (KBOO,	Portland,	Ore.)
7/17/2013		 David	Fidler		 MERS	virus	not	yet	a	global	emergency,	WHO	panel	says	 Science Insider
7/16/2013		 David	Fidler		 Is	MERS	an	emergency?	 Ottawa Citizen
7/16/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 IU	professor	says	Fourth	Amendment	in	danger	 Indiana Daily Student
7/16/2013		 Jeannine	Bell		 Zimmerman	verdict	rooted	in	segregated	neighborhoods	 San Francisco Chronicle
7/15/2013		 William	Henderson		 What	Amazon’s	recommendations	look	like	in		 Wired
	 	 the	real	world
7/15/2013		 Jeannine	Bell	 Zimmerman’s	lawyer	raises	profile	—	and	incites	rage	 BBC News
7/15/2013		 Deborah	Widiss		 Indiana	appeals	court	says	surrogate	is	legal	mother	 Indiana Public Media
7/8/2013		 William	Henderson		 Act	now!	 Inside Higher Ed
7/8/2013		 Steve	Sanders	 Federal	workers	won’t	get	domestic	partner	benefits	 BenefitsPro
7/3/2013		 Steve	Sanders		 Now	for	the	mini-DOMAs	 The New Yorker
7/3/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 Provocateur,	pariah,	pawn:	Edward	Snowden’s	legal	 The Province
	 	 limbo	corrodes	Obama’s	credibility	 (British	Columbia)
7/1/2013		 Steve	Sanders		 Shift	in	fight	on	partner	benefits	 Inside Higher Ed
7/1/2013		 Deborah	Widiss	 Congratulations!	It’s	now	much	easier	to	be	harassed	 Chicago Tribune
	 	 at	work
7/1/2013		 Fred	H.	Cate		 FSSA	sends	alert	on	info	breach	 WISH	TV
DATE  FACULTY ARTICLE  OUTLET DATE  FACULTY ARTICLE  OUTLET
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A NEW DEAN FOR 
A NEW ERA
Welcome	at	last,	Dean	Austen	Parrish!
On	behalf	of	our	great	alumni,	we	welcome	you	and	look	forward	to	your	leading	us	into	the	
next	era	of	top	national	public	legal	education	at	the	IU	Maurer	School	of	Law.	I	was	thankful	for	
the	chance	to	interview	Dean	Parrish	early	in	the	search	process.	His	energy,	creativity	and	passion	
came	through	clearly,	complementing	his	legal	education,	administrative	experience,	past	private	
practice,	and	academic	teaching	and	publishing	record.	I	believe	we	can	count	on	Dean	Parrish	
boldly	moving	our	school	forward	at	a	time	when	global	ties,	innovation	and	greater	student	
assistance	are	essential	to	thrive.		
Supporting	this	next	important	phase	of	the	Law	School’s	life	necessitates	more	than	ever	your	
involvement	as	alumni	in	the	school	to	support	Dean	Parrish,	our	students	and	faculty.	The	school	
needs	you	to	hire	our	students;	mentor,	support	and	network	with	them	in	both	established	and	
new	legal	markets;	attend	events	both	in	and	outside	of	Bloomington;	and	volunteer	to	help	with	
the	annual	fund,	clinics,	moot	court,	mock	interviews,	and	any	other	way	that	helps	strengthen	and	
advance	the	school’s	mission	and	our	students’	success	in	finding	careers	that	are	right	for	them.	
The	Alumni	Board	actively	explores	and	pursues	interesting	and	valuable	ways	to	involve	our	
alumni	in	the	life	of	the	school.	If	there	are	ways	you	would	like	to	be	involved	that	we	are	not	
offering,	please	let	me	know.	I’d	love	to	hear	from	you.
Finally,	I	want	to	especially	thank	Interim	Dean	Hannah	Buxbaum	for	the	thankless	task	of	so	well	
serving	as	our	interim	dean	for	the	past	two	years.	We	could	not	have	asked	for	a	better	steward	
to	steadily	guide	the	school	during	this	time	of	change	and	challenge,	not	to	mention	an	extended	
search	process!	She	has	kept	the	Law	School	strong	and	focused,	and	well	prepared	for	handing	off	
to	Dean	Parrish	to	guide	and	nurture	in	a	new	era.	Thank	you	so	much,	Hannah!
VERY TRULY YOURS,
ANDREW B. BUROKER, JD’89
PRESIDENT, IU MAURER SCHOOL OF LAW ALUMNI BOARD
Terrill	D.	Albright,*	’65	
Robert	D.	Aronson,	’77
Bruce	J.	Artim,	’82
M.	Scott	Bassett,	’86	
Wayne	D.	Boberg,	’78
William	J.	Brody,	’76
James	R.	Brotherson,	’78
Stephen	F.	Burns,	’68
Donald	W.	Buttrey,	’61		
Willard	Z.	Carr,	’50	
Gregory	A.	Castanias,	’90
Clyde	D.	Compton,	’65
Michael	R.	Conner,	’75
Catherine	A.	Conway,	’78
Greta	(Gerberding)	
	 Cowart,	’85
Jeffrey	S.	Davidson,	’73
Richard	A.	Dean,	’73
John	H.	de	Boisblanc,	’66
Alecia	A.	DeCoudreaux,	’78	
Ann	M.	DeLaney,	’77	
Kathleen	A.	DeLaney,	’95	
Anne	N.	DePrez,	’81
Donald	P.	Dorfman,	’57	
Robert	P.	Duvin,	’61	
William	B.	Edge,	’98
Sidney	D.	Eskenazi,	’53
Sherry	Fabina-Abney,	’88
Richard	L.	Fanyo,	’76
Thomas	M.	Fisher,	’94	
Scott	N.	Flanders,	’82	
Michael	E.	Flannery,	’83
Brenda	(Hacker)	Freije,	’94	
Richard	T.	Freije,	Jr.	’84	
Philip	C.	Genetos,	’77	
Bonnie	K.	Gibson,	’78
Steven	E.	Goode,	’93
Harry	L.	Gonso,	’73
David	E.	Greene,	’74
Andrew	W.	Hull,	’86
V.	William	Hunt,	’69	
R.	Neil	Irwin,	’71
David	F.	Johnson,	’81
Gregory	J.	Jordan,	’84	
Robert	P.	Kassing,	’64
John	F.	Kimberling,*	’50
Gregory	C.	Knapp,	’81	
James	Koday,	’76	
Tracy	T.	Larsen,	’84
William	C.	Lawrence,	’79
Stephen	W.	Lee,	’77	
Millard	D.	Lesch,	’67
Elliott	D.	Levin,	’66
Jason	W.	Levin,	’83
Susan	(Weinberg)	Levin,	’83	
Elliot	R.	Lewis,	’87
John	L.	Lisher,	’75	
Mary	K.	(Sturmon)	Lisher,	’75	
Thomas	M.	Lofton,	’54
Robert	G.	Lord,	’73
Susan	C.	Lynch,	’93
Larry	A.	Mackey,	’76
Scott	Y.	MacTaggart,	’76	
Michael	S.	Maurer,	‘67
Thomas	R.	McCully,	’66
Lisa	C.	McKinney,	’92
R.	Bruce	McLean,	’71	
Leslie	S.	Mead,	’84
Edward	L.	Michael,	’81	
David	C.	Milne,	’94
Megan	(McAuley)	Milne,	’94
Burke	J.	Montgomery,	’99
Kurt	D.	Nondorf,	’83
George	T.	Patton,	Jr.,	’87
Stephen	H.	Paul,	’72
Jeffrey	P.	Petrich,	’84
Steven	M.	Post,	’77
Lisa	A.	Powell,	’84
Stephen	M.	Proctor,	’82
John	F.	(“Jeff”)	
	 Richardson,	’77
James	G.	Richmond,	’69	
Randall	R.	Riggs,	’77	
Timothy	J.	Riffle,	’83	
Lauren	K.	Robel,	’83
Thomas	F.	Schnellenberger,		
	 Jr.,	’79	
Glenn	Scolnik,	’78
John	E.	Seddelmeyer,	’74
Randolph	L.	Seger,	’72
Julian	L.	Shepard,	’83
Jacqueline	A.	Simmons,	’79
Marshall	S.	Sinick,	’68
Kathleen	(O’Connor)	
	 St.	Louis,	’84
James	P.	Strenski,	’94
Tommy	F.	Thompson,	’75
Hon.	John	D.	Tinder,	’75
Malcolm	J.	Tuesley,	’99
Kenneth	L.	Turchi,	’83
Ted	A.	Waggoner,	’78
Judith	A.	Waltz,	’81
Mark	S.	Wojciechowski,	’81
S.	Lee	Woodward,	’73
Frank	E.	Wrenick,	‘65
Mark	E.	Wright,	’89
Kenneth	R.	Yahne,	’68		
James	P.	Zeller,	’76	
5
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ABOUT THE
HONOR ROLL
OF DONORS
JULY 1, 2012 - JUNE 30, 2013
Through	annual	gifts	from	donors,	
the	Indiana	University	Maurer	School	
of	Law	builds	and	sustains	resources	
that	support	scholarships,	law	journals,	
trial	advocacy	programs,	the	Law	
Library,	faculty	development	and
many	other	initiatives.
The	Fund	for	Excellence	giving	
societies	are:	
–	 $10,000	and	above:	
 Dean’s Circle Visionaries
–	 $5,000	to	$9,999:	
 Dean’s Circle Benefactors
–	 $1,000	to	$4,999:	
 Dean’s Circle Directors
–	 $250	to	$999:	Partners
–	 Up	to	$249:	Associates
The	2012–2013	Honor	Roll	of	Donors	
reflects	gifts	from	July	1,	2012	through	
June	30,	2013.	Unrestricted	gifts	and	
annual	gifts	to	student	organizations,	
scholarships	and	the	Law	Library	
are	recognized	as	contributions	to	
the	Fund	for	Excellence.	An	asterisk	
indicates	that	the	donor	is	deceased.
Every	effort	has	been	made	to	avoid	
errors.	Please	accept	our	apology	if	you	
have	been	listed	incorrectly	or	omitted.
Please report corrections to:
Lisa	G.	Hosey,	Director	of	Special	
Gifts	and	Stewardship
Arthur	M.	Lotz	Office	of	Alumni	and	
Development
211	S.	Indiana	Ave.
Bloomington,	IN	47405
812-855-9953
877-286-0002
lawalum@indiana.edu
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HONOR ROLL PARTNERS IN EXCELLENCE
The	Partners	in	Excellence	enable	the	IU	Maurer	School	of	Law	to	plan	for	the	future	of	mission-critical	programs	by	
pledging	their	sustained	support	to	the	School	in	the	amount	of	$2,500	per	year	or	more	for	five	years.	The	support	of	our	
Partners	in	Excellence	makes	possible	the	services	and	programs	that	distinguish	Maurer	School	of	Law	from	its	peers.	
The	Law	School	deeply	appreciates	the	investment	of	this	elite	group	of	donors.
*Deceased
 Kathleen	A.	DeLaney,	’95
Deloitte	&	Touche	Foundation
Debra	(Hewetson)	
	 Dermody,	’82
Francis	J.	Dermody,	’82
Bruce	D.	Donaldson,	’84
Clarence	H.	Doninger,	’60
Diane	K.	Dudeck
John	P.	Dudeck
William	B.	Edge,	’98
Dana	M.	Emery,	’94
J.	Scott	Enright,	’90
David	C.	Evans,	’71
Ernst	&	Young	Foundation
Sherry	Fabina-Abney,	’88
Richard	L.	Fanyo,	’76
Troy	D.	Farmer,	’97
Christina	M.	Finn,	’06
Corinne	R.	Finnerty,	’81
Thomas	M.	Fisher,	’94
Amy	M.	Foust,	’08
Dorothy	J.	Frapwell,	’73
Brenda	(Hacker)	Freije,	’94
Richard	T.	Freije,	Jr.,	’84
Hon.	Ezra	H.	Friedlander,	’65
Matthew	T.	Furton,	’95
Philip	C.	Genetos,	’77
Gary	L.	Gerling,	’63
Bonnie	K.	Gibson,	’78
Kathleen	H.	Gillmore,	’72
Harry	L.	Gonso,	’73
Donald	I.	Grande,	’66
Candance	A.	Grass,	’83
Carol	J.	Greenhouse
Bruce	C.	Haas,	’83
Elizabeth	Hackl-Brainard
Marvin	L.	Hackman,	’59
Stephen	J.	Hackman,	’84
Thomas	M.	Hamilton,	Jr.,	’69
Russell	H.	Hart,	Jr.,	’56
Janet	G.	Hayes
Kenneth	Hayes
Michael	J.	Hinchion,	’80
Jeanne	A.	Hoffmann,	’79
Leroy	W.	Hofmann,	’58
Andrew	W.	Hull,	’86
Jay	Jaffe,	’82
Ian	G.	John,	’95
David	F.	Johnson,	’81
Gregory	J.	Jordan,	’84
Karen	Jordan	Boyd,	’85
Thomas	G.	Karter,	’65
Robert	P.	Kassing,	’64
Jason	D.	Kimpel,	’99
Jeffrey	J.	Kennedy,	’67
Terrence	J.	Keusch,	’91
Gregory	C.	Knapp,	’81
James	Koday,	’76
Susan	M.	Kornfield,	’82
Mark	C.	Krcmaric,	’83
Fred	B.	Kruger,	’79
Robert	J.	Lahaie,	’87
Tracy	T.	Larsen,	’84
William	C.	Lawrence,	’79
Stephen	W.	Lee,	’77
Elliott	D.	Levin,	’66
Jason	W.	Levin,	’83
Susan	(Weinberg)	Levin,	’83
Elliot	R.	Lewis,	’87
Robert	G.	Lord,	’73
Arthur	M.	Lotz,	’65
Donald	R.	Lundberg,	’76
Thomas	C.	Lunsford,	’02
Susan	C.	Lynch,	’93
Scott	Y.	MacTaggart,	’76
Susan	L.	Macey,	’80
David	J.	Mallon,	Jr.,	’75
Miranda	(Kiser)	Mandel,	’80
Donald	D.	Martin,	’55
Maurer	Family	
	 Foundation,	Inc.
Mayer	Brown	LLP
John	W.	McGee,	’78
Thomas	M.	McGlasson,	’68
Laurence	A.	McHugh,	’73
Holiday	(Hart)	
	 McKiernan,	’83
Philip	B.	McKiernan,	’83
Lisa	C.	McKinney,	’92
William	F.	McNagny,	’47
Thomas	P.	McNulty,	’83
Leslie	S.	Mead,	’84
Clayton	C.	Miller,	’93
Jeanne	Seidel	Miller,	’48
Lloyd	H.	Milliken,	Jr.,	’60
David	C.	Milne,	’94
Megan	(McAuley)	Milne,	’94
Janet	Min	Beach,	’95
P.	Michael	Mitchell,	’64
Jerry	Moss,	’62
Mark	S.	Niblick,	’78
Kurt	D.	Nondorf,	’83
Lawrence	T.	Oates,	’87
Ogletree,	Deakins,	Nash,		 	
	 Smoak	&	Stewart,	P.C.	
Marianne	M.	Owen,	’91
Roger	L.	Pardieck,	’63
George	T.	Patton,	Jr.,	’87
Jeffrey	P.	Petrich,	’84
Kirk	A.	Pinkerton,	’75
Lisa	A.	Powell,	’84
Elissa	Preheim,	’96
Stephen	M.	Proctor,	’82
Bruce	J.	Rasch,	’79
Marilyn	(Baker)	Resch,	’73
Rhys	Corporation
Randall	R.	Riggs,	’77
April	J.	Risk,	’02
Joel	Rosenbloom,	’54
Robert	C.	Rosenfeld,	’74
Richard	A.	Rosenthal,	Jr.,	’81
William	A.	Rotzien,	’73
Samuel	H.	and	Maria	
	 Miller	Foundation
Hugh	A.	Sanders,	’78
Christopher	G.	Scanlon,	’80
Reed	E.	Schaper,	’78
Benjamin	J.	Schmidt,	’08
D.	Reed	Scism,	’65
John	M.	Segal,	’71
Julian	L.	Shepard,	’83
Sarah	M.	Singleton,	’74
Marshall	S.	Sinick,	’68
George	Sistevaris,	’87
Geoffrey	G.	Slaughter,	’89
Kathleen	(O’Connor)	
	 St.	Louis,	’84
Roger	T.	Stelle,	’70
Stites	&	Harbison
James	P.	Strenski,	’94
Elizabeth	Stuart	John,	’95
John	F.	Sturm,	’72
Hon.	Frank	E.	Sullivan,	
	 Jr.,	’82
Ernest	Summers	III,	’80
Charles	P.	Sutphin,	’85
Joseph	C.	Swift,	’72
Hon.	Viola	J.	Taliaferro,	’77
Christian	C.	Taylor,	’94
Hon.	Ellen	K.	Thomas,	’73
Tommy	F.	Thompson,	’75
Hon.	John	D.	Tinder,	’75
Courtney	R.	Tobin,	’92
Malcolm	J.	Tuesley,	’99
Kenneth	L.	Turchi,	’83
Patrick	J.	Turner,	’82
Wabash	Valley	Community		
	 Foundation,	Inc.
Ted	A.	Waggoner,	’78
Judith	A.	Waltz,	’81
W.	William	Weeks,	’79
Zeff	A.	Weiss,	’83
Zoe	(Urena)	Weiss,	’83
Craig	M.	White,	’77
Keith	E.	White,	’83
Brian	P.	Williams,	’81
Alan	C.	Witte,	’70
S.	Lee	Woodward,	’73
Frank	E.	Wrenick,	’65
Mark	E.	Wright,	’89
Kenneth	R.	Yahne,	’68
Joseph	H.	Yeager,	Jr.,	’83
Angela	(Schultz)	Yoon,	’02
Hongsun	Yoon,	’02
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VISIONARIES
$10,000 AND ABOVE
5
Gary	J.	Anderson,	M.D.
Kathy	E.	Anderson
Bruce	J.	Artim,	’82
Baldwin	&	Lyons,	Inc.
Charles	E.	Bruess,	’63
Stephen	F.	Burns,	’68
Gregory	A.	Castanias,	’90
Willard	Z.	Carr,	’50
Clyde	D.	Compton,	’65
Catherine	A.	Conway,	’78
Cook,	Inc.
Joseph	E.	Crehan,	’65
Jeffrey	S.	Davidson,	’73
Donald	P.	Dorfman,	’57
Robert	P.	Duvin,	’61
David	G.	Elmore,	’58
D.G.	Elmore,	Jr.,	’84
Scott	N.	Flanders,	’82
David	E.	Greene,	’74
V.	William	Hunt,	’69
Sue	A.	Kalleres
David	H.	Jacobs
John	W.	Anderson	
	 Foundation
John	F.	Kimberling,*	’50
Lilly	Endowment	Inc.
Thomas	M.	Lofton,	’54
Maurice	B.	Miller	
	 Scholarship	Fund
Michael	S.	Maurer,	’67
R.	Bruce	McLean,	’71
Edward	L.	Michael,	’81
Microsoft,	Inc.
Hon.	Edward	W.	Najam,	Jr.
Agnes	S.	Peters,	’79
Steven	M.	Post,	’77
John	F.	(“Jeff”)	
	 Richardson,	’77
James	G.	Richmond,	’69
Lauren	K.	Robel,	’83
Thomas	F.	Schnellenberger,		
	 Jr.,	’79
John	E.	Seddelmeyer,	’74
Jacqueline	A.	Simmons,	’79
Donna	K.	Wilber-Fromm
Mark	S.	Wojciechowski,	’81
+
BENEFACTORS
$5,000 TO $9,999
5
Abbott	Laboratories	Fund
Robert	D.	Aronson,	’77
Barnes	&	Thornburg	LLP
M.	Scott	Bassett,	’86
Wayne	D.	Boberg,	’78
Bose	McKinney	&	Evans	LLP
Donald	W.	Buttrey,	’61
Michael	R.	Conner,	’75
John	H.	de	Boisblanc,	’66
Alecia	A.	DeCoudreaux,	’78
Anne	N.	DePrez,	’81
Eli	Lilly	and	Company
Sidney	D.	Eskenazi
Exxon	Education	Foundation
Faegre	Baker	Daniels	LLP
Federal	Circuit	Bar	
	 Association
Michael	E.	Flannery,	’83
Steven	E.	Goode,	’93
R.	Neil	Irwin,	’71
Jackson	Lewis	LLP
Millard	D.	Lesch,	’67
John	L.	Lisher,	’75
Mary	(Sturmon)	Lisher,	’75
Larry	A.	Mackey,	’76
Thomas	R.	McCully,	’66
Burke	J.	Montgomery,	’99
Novus	Law	LLC
Stephen	H.	Paul,	’72
Timothy	J.	Riffle,	’83
Glenn	Scolnik,	’78
Randolph	L.	Seger,	’72
Hon.	John	D.	Tinder,	’75
Unitarian	Universalist	
	 Holdeen	India	Program
James	P.	Zeller,	’76
+
DIRECTORS
$1,000 TO $4,999
5
Anonymous	(2)
Terrill	D.	Albright,*	’65
Alfred	C.	Aman,	Jr.
Joseph	M.	Ambrose,	’82
Ellis	B.	Anderson,	’52
Amy	G.	Applegate
John	Applegate
Samuel	R.	Ardery,	’83
J.	Adam	Bain,	’86
Carl	L.	Baker,	’68
Adam	M.	Barnes,	’99
David	O.	Barrett,	’95
Stephen	W.	Beard	Jr.,	’98
George	N.	Bewley,	Jr.,	’73
Bingham	Greenebaum	
	 Doll	LLP
Gary	L.	Birnbaum,	’76
Susan	Blankenbaker	
	 Noyes,	’83
Vorris	J.	Blankenship,	’65
Eric	E.	Boyd,	’86
Hon.	James	C.	Brainard
Amy	(Hurley)	Brody,	’00
William	J.	Brody,	’76
James	R.	Brotherson,	’78
Jerry	J.	Burgdoerfer,	’83
Hannah	L.	Buxbaum
Jeffrey	A.	Burger,	’79
Hon.	James	M.	Carr,	’75
Caterpillar	Foundation
William	D.	Chambers,	’66
Daniel	O.	Conkle
Deborah	W.	Conkle
Contra	Costa	County,	Calif.
James	L.	Cooper,	’91
John	T.	Cooper,	’92
Greta	(Gerberding)	
	 Cowart,	’85
D.	Albert	Daspin,	’87
Daniel	S.	Davisson,	’62
Richard	A.	Dean,	’73
Ann	M.	DeLaney,	’77
Edward	O.	DeLaney
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DEAN’S CIRCLE HONOR ROLL
Members	of	the	Dean’s	Circle	are	valued	friends	and	alumni	who	demonstrate	their	ongoing	commitment	through	
annual	gifts	to	the	Fund	for	Excellence	of	$1,000	or	more.	We	gratefully	acknowledge	their	generosity	and	thank	all	who	
have	contributed	their	time,	talent,	and	resources.
*Deceased
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Edwin	G.	Charle,	Jr.	 	
Miles	C.	Gerberding	 	
Robert	W.	Miller	 		
William	W.	Peach	
Joseph	G.	Roberts		
Max	D.	Rynearson
5
1957
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Class Agent:
Donald	P.	Dorfman
Total:		$17,425
Participation:		35%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Donald	P.	Dorfman	 	
+
Partners
Marvin	S.	Crell	 	
Ralph	L.	Jewell	 	
Donald	C.	Lehman	 	
Cliff	K.	Travis	 	
Edwin	F.	Walmer	 	
+
Associates
Theodore	W.	Hirsh	 	
Thomas	J.	O’Connor	 	
Robert	C.	Riddell	 	
Thomas	M.	Small	
5
1958
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Total:		$3,300
Participation:		26%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Visionary 
David	G.	Elmore
+
Dean’s Circle Director 
Leroy	W.	Hofmann	 	
+
Partner
William	A.	Freihofer
+
Associates
Herbert	K.	Douglas	 	
Hon.	Vincent	F.	Grogg*	
Joseph	T.	Ives,	Jr.	 		
Lester	A.	Kassing		
William	E.	Reifsteck	 	
Thomas	L.	Ryan
5
1959
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Class Agent:
James	F.	Fitzpatrick
Total:		$4,400
Participation:		36%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Director
Marvin	L.	Hackman	 	
+
Partners
Paul	E.	Ave	 	
Virgil	L.	Beeler	 	
James	F.	Fitzpatrick	 	
Hon.	William	I.	Garrard	 	
James	R.	Martin	 	
G.	Douglass	Owens	 	
+
Associates
Kenneth	P.	Fedder	 	
Daniel	D.	Fetterley	 	
Joseph	A.	Hays	 		
Stanley	H.	Matheny	
Hon.	William	McCrae	 	
Anne	Paramenko	Weeks	 	
Philip	C.	Potts	 	
Samuel	L.	Reed	 	
Spencer	J.	Schnaitter	 	
Allen	W.	Teagle	 	
5
1960
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Class Agents:
Hon.	Hugo	“Chad”	Songer	
and	Lloyd	H.	Milliken,	Jr.
Total:		$3,325
Participation:		13%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Directors
Clarence	H.	Doninger	 	
Lloyd	H.	Milliken,	Jr.	 	
+
Partners
George	N.	Beamer,	Jr.	 	
Lester	R.	Irvin	 	
Hon.	Hugo	C.	Songer	 	
+
Associate
Clifford	E.	Stoner			 	
5
1961
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Class Agent:  
Joseph	T.	Bumbleburg
Total: 	$17,847
Participation: 	24%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Robert	P.	Duvin	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Donald	W.	Buttrey
+
Partners
William	G.	Bruns		
Joseph	T.	Bumbleburg	 	
Thomas	E.	Burchfield	 	
Robert	L.	Fonner	 	
Eugene	J.	McGarvey,	Jr.	 	
Hon.	V.		Sue	(Blodgett)		 	
	 Shields	 	
+
Associates
James	D.	Hall	
John	S.	Jackson	 	
H.	Theodore	Noell	 	
Richard	W.	Ray*	 	
Richard	B.	Smith	 	
5
	
1962
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Total:		$4,345
Participation:		27%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Directors
Daniel	S.	Davisson
Jerry	Moss	 	
+
Partners
Lee	W.	Dabagia	 	
Milford	M.	Miller,	Jr.	 	
Sidney	Mishkin	 	
+
Associates
Charles	R.	Clark	 	
Rafe	H.	Cloe	 	
Thomas	A.	Dailey		
Martin	J.	Flynn	 	
Edgar	S.	Husted	 	
Jerry	J.	McGaughey	 	
John	L.	Selis	 	
Oscar	C.	Ventanilla,	Jr.	 	
Carl	E.	Ver	Beek	 	
David	S.	Wedding	
Albert	T.	Willardo	 	
5
1963
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Total: 	$3,900
Participation: 	27%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Charles	E.	Bruess		
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Gary	L.	Gerling	 	
Roger	L.	Pardieck		
+
Partners
George	E.	Buckingham	 	
Joseph	A.	Franklin,	Jr.	 	
+
Associates
Larry	C.	Amos	 	
Gary	E.	Becker	 	
Thomas	C.	Bigley,	Jr.	 	
John	W.	Clark	 	
Donald	D.	Doxsee		
Sherman	J.	Keller		
Paul	B.	Ledford	 	
Stanley	A.	Levine		
Anthony	A.	Windell	 	
5
	
1964
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Robert	P.	Kassing
Total:		$9,065
Participation: 	37%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
Robert	P.	Kassing
P.	Michael	Mitchell	 	
+
Partners
John	E.	Allen*	 	
Thomas	A.	Coyne		
David	B.	Hughes	 	
Robert	E.	Peterson	 	
Gene	E.	Robbins	 	
Sydney	L.	Steele	 	
Robert	P.	Tinnin,	Jr.	 	
+
1947-1948
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
William	F.	McNagny
Total: 	$5,700
Participation: 	26%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
William	F.	McNagny,	’47	 	
Jeanne	Seidel	Miller,	’48	 	
+
Partner
John	L.	Carroll,	’48	 	
+
Associates
Harry	H.	Hardy,	’48	 	
Herschel	E.	
	 O’Shaughnessey,	’48
5
	
1949
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Frederick	A.	Beckman
Total: 	$100
Participation: 	6%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Associate
Frederick	A.	Beckman	 	
5
		 	 	
1950
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Total:		$1,900
Participation: 	28%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Willard	Z.	Carr
John	F.	Kimberling*
+
Partner
Frank	E.	Gilkison,	Jr.	
+
Associates
Howard	E.	Baumgartner	 	
Philip	J.	Harris	 	
Donald	R.	Smith	 	
Stanley	Talesnick	
5
	
1951
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Total:		$400
Participation:		10%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Associates
Waldo	F.	Beebe	 	 	
Harry	F.	Smiddy,	Jr.	
William	D.	Stephens	
5
	 	 	
1952
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Class Agent:
Carl	D.	Overman
Total:		$2,070
Participation:		34%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Director
Ellis	B.	Anderson		 	
+
Associates
Richard	R.	De	Camp	 	
Horace	A.	Foncannon,	Jr.	 	
Clarence	J.	Greenwald	
H.	Robert	Henderson	
Carl	D.	Overman	 	 	
James	L.	Smith	 	 	
William	J.	Wood	 	 	
5
1953
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Class Agent:
Richard	S.	Rhodes
Total:		$6,550
Participation:		24%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Sidney	D.	Eskenazi	 	
+
Partners
William	T.	Burke	 	
Andrew	C.	Emerson	 	
Thomas	D.	Logan		
Richard	S.	Rhodes	 	
+
Associates
Charles	E.	Fritz	 	
Harley	B.	Nelson	
5
1954
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Class Agent:
Joel	Rosenbloom
Total: 	$102,000
Participation:		28%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Thomas	M.	Lofton	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Director
Joel	Rosenbloom	
+
Partner
Dale	E.	Armstrong
+
Associates
John	W.	Donaldson	 	
William	B.	Heubel	
Arnold	Krevitz	 	
Ray	G.	Miller		
Jim	A.	O’Neal	
5
1955
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Total: 	$2,550
Participation: 	29%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Director
Donald	D.	Martin		 	
+
Partners
David	Rogers		
William	J.	Sampias	 	
+
Associates
Vernon	Atwater	 	
Alexander	Jokay	 	
Charles	K.	McCrory	 	
Carl	D.	Overholser	 	
Vitold	Reey	
5
1956
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Total:		$2,700
Participation: 	29%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
Dean’s Circle Director
Russell	H.	Hart,	Jr.	 	
+
Partners
Gerald	L.	Cooley	 	
Wayne	C.	Ponader	 	
+
Associates
Hon.	Shirley	(Schlanger)	
	 Abrahamson	 	
GIVING BY CLASS HONOR ROLL
The	Fund	for	Excellence	2012–2013	campaign	raised	$1,184,416,	a	13	percent	increase	over	last	year.	Special	recognition	goes	to	
Class	Agents	Robert P. Kassing,	JD’64,	and	James Fitzpatrick,	JD’59,	who	achieved	alumni	participation	rates	of	37	and	36	percent	
this	year.	Larry R. Fisher,	JD’68,	raised	the	highest	amount	of	any	class	($109,100),	and	Joel Rosenbloom,	JD’54,	raised	the	second-
highest	amount	($102,000).	Thank	you	to	all	class	agents	and	alumni	for	their	support	of	and	dedication	to	our	law	school!
 1970
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Alan	C.	Witte
Total:		$6,145
Participation:		19%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
Roger	T.	Stelle	 	 	
Alan	C.	Witte	 		 	
+
Partners
Ronald	B.	Brodey		
Richard	W.	Davis,	Jr.	 	
Robert	D.	Epstein		
T.	Todd	Hodgdon	 	
Robert	T.	Johnson		
David	A.	Rose	 	
Edward	L.	Volk	 	 	
+
Associates
Samuel	R.	(“Chic”)	Born	II	 	
Richard	T.	Dawson	 	
Jack	H.	Frisch	 	
J.	Patrick	Glynn	 	
Gordon	Gulitz	 	
Ruth	(Myer)	Huitema	 	
Rex	M.	Joseph,	Jr.	 	
Harvey	M.	Kagan		
Thomas	O.	Magan	 	
William	J.	Maher	 	
Gregory	W.	Sturm	 	
William	E.	Weikert	 	
5
1971
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Robert	A.	Long
Total:		$16,410
Participation: 	16%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionary 
R.	Bruce	McLean	 		 	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
David	C.	Evans	 	 	
R.	Neil	Irwin
John	M.	Segal	 		 	
+
Partners
John	G.	Baker	 	
Wade	R.	Bosley	 	
Richard	E.	Boston	 	
Terry	K.	Hiestand		
Larry	R.	Linhart	 	
Robert	A.	Long	 	
William	H.	Replogle	II	 	
+
Associates
Dean	A.	Brown	 	
Michael	D.	O’Connor	 	
Charles	T.	Spencer	 	
Richard	E.	Stahl	 	
John	P.	Stelle		
Rollin	E.	Thompson	 	
Jack	L.	Walkey	
5
1972
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Randolph	L.	Seger
Total:		$17,813
Participation: 	18%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Stephen	H.	Paul	 	 	
Randolph	L.	Seger	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Kathleen	(Hoehn)	Gillmore	
John	F.	Sturm	 	 	
Joseph	C.	Swift	
+	
Partners
John	S.	Chappell	 	
Thomas	C.	Cornwell	 	
Lynn	H.	Coyne	 	
C.	Thomas	Fennimore	
Hon.	Anthony	J.	Metz	III	 	
Rory	O’Bryan	 	
Thomas	L.	Shriner,	Jr.	 	
William	K.	Thomas	
+
Associates
John	M.	Beams	 	
Edward	Chosnek	 	
Hon.	W.	Michael	Horton	 	
Michael	J.	Huston		
Marcel	Katz	 	
Clifton	M.	Liter	 	
Stephen	R.	Place	 	
Robert	S.	Rifkin	 	
David	S.	Sidor	 	
Kipling	N.	White	 	
Robert	T.	Wildman
5
1973
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Laurence	A.	McHugh
Total:		$32,810
Participation:		22%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Jeffrey	S.	Davidson	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
George	N.	Bewley,	Jr.	
Richard	A.	Dean	 	 	
Dorothy	J.	Frapwell	 	
Harry	L.	Gonso	 		 	
Robert	G.	Lord	 		 	
Laurence	A.	McHugh	 	
Marilyn	(Baker)	Resch	 	
William	A.	Rotzien	 	
Hon.	Ellen	K.	Thomas	
S.	Lee	Woodward		 	
+
Partners
Michael	R.	Fruehwald	 	
Michael	C.	Lacey	 	
Terry	(Miller)	Mumford	 	
Carolyn	(Holder)	Price	 	
Thomas	L.	Pytynia	 	
William	D.	Roessler	 	
Charles	R.	Rubright	 	
C.	Daniel	Yates	 	
Hon.	Patrick	J.	Zika
+
Associates
Joseph	L.	Amaral	 	
Scott	H.	Anderson	 	
Thomas	J.	Brannan	 	
Robert	D.	Budesa,	Sr.	 		
Peter	W.	Bullard	 	
James	D.	Collier	 	
LeRoy	E.	Cummings	II	 	
Edward	E.	Downey	 	
Michael	R.	Fisher		
John	F.	Fuzak	 	
Ward	S.	Hamlin,	Jr.	 	
Dale	E.	Hunt	 	
Alan	L.	Johns	 	
Stephen	J.	Johnson	 	
Robert	L.	Lewis	 	
Jeffrey	S.	Marlin	 	
Ronald	S.	Reinstein	 	
Stuart	Senescu	 	
J.	Eric	Smithburn		
Arthur	G.	Surguine,	Jr.	 	
Robert	W.	Thacker	 	
	
Thomas	E.	Wilson	 	
Philip	L.	Zorn,	Jr.	 	
5
1974
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
David	E.	Greene
Total:		$28,187
Participation:	17%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
David	E.	Greene	 	 	
John	E.	Seddelmeyer	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Robert	C.	Rosenfeld	 	
Hon.	Sarah	M.	Singleton	 	
+	
Partners
Michael	E.	Armey	 	
Robert	D.	Bray	 	
James	E.	Carlberg		
Laura	J.	Cooper	 	
Mary	(Hall)	Ham	 	
David	L.	Hanselman,	Sr.	 	
Andrew	C.	Mallor	 	
Ward	W.	Miller	 	
Clarine	Nardi	Riddle	 	
Robert	W.	Sikkel	 	
Robert	O.	Smith
+
Associates
Charlie	P.	Andrus	
Daniel	V.	Davidson	 		
Harry	C.	Dees,	Jr.	 	
Larry	R.	Downs	 	
Lawrence	L.	Hermalyn	 	
Sally	A.	Lied	 	
Guy	R.	Loftman	 	
Hon.	Basil	H.	Lorch	III	 	
Frank	E.	Marley,	Jr.	 	
David	F.	Morado,	Jr.	 	
Timothy	M.	Morrison	 	
Joseph	S.	Northrop	 	
Richard	S.	Ryder	 	
Frank	E.	Thomas	 	
Martha	S.	West	 	
5
Associates
Joe	D.	Black	 	
Craig	B.	Campbell	 	
William	C.	Ervin	 	
Edward	C.	King	 	
Ellis	K.	Locher,	Jr.			
Gerald	H.	McGlone	 	
James	V.	McGlone	
James	J.	Nagy	
Ronald	P.	Nelson	 	
Marshall	D.	Ruchman	 	
George	P.	Smith,	II	 	
Charles	O.	Ziemer
5
1965
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Clyde	D.	Compton
Total:		$12,250
Participation: 	28%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Clyde	D.	Compton
Joseph	E.	Crehan
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Terrill	D.	Albright*	 	
Vorris	J.	Blankenship	 	
Hon.	Ezra	H.	Friedlander	
Thomas	G.	Karter		
Arthur	M.	Lotz	 	
D.	Reed	Scism	 	
Frank	E.	Wrenick
+
Partners
Leonard	E.	Eilbacher	 	
Justin	P.	Patterson	 	
John	W.	Whiteleather,	Jr.
+
Associates
Stephen	W.	Crider	 	
David	E.	Culbert	 	
Donald	H.	Dunnuck	 	
Thomas	G.	Fisher		
Thomas	E.	Fruechtenicht	 	
Philip	H.	Larmore	 	
Frank	T.	Lewis	 	
B.	Michael	McCormick	
David	S.	Poston	 	
George	L.	Stubbs,	Jr.	 	
Robert	F.	Welker	 	
William	C.	Whitman
5
1966
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Thomas	R.	McCully
Total: 	$15,800
Participation:		19%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
John	H.	de	Boisblanc	 +	
Thomas	R.	McCully	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
William	D.	Chambers	
Donald	I.	Grande	 	 	
Elliott	D.	Levin	 	 	
+
Partners
Charles	A.	Cohen		
Dennis	J.	Dewey	 	
Robert	A.	Garelick	
Denis	L.	Koehlinger	 	
Tracy	E.	Little	 	
Hon.	Frank	J.	Otte	
+
Associates
Douglas	R.	Bridges	 	
William	W.	Coupe	 	
Ralph	B.	Eddy*	 	
Henry	C.	Hudson		
Nancy	(Lehman)	
	 Litzenberger	 	 	
Stephen	C.	Moberly	 	
Mamoru	Muraoka	 	
Darrel	K.	Peckinpaugh	 	
5
		 	
1967
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Eric	A.	Frey	and	
David	O.	Tittle
Total: 	$10,136
Participation:		16%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Michael	S.	Maurer
+
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Millard	D.	Lesch	 	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Director
Jeffrey	J.	Kennedy	 	
+
Partners
Elliott	Abrutyn	 	
Malcolm	C.	Mallette	 	
James	C.	Nelson	 	
David	H.	Nicholls		
Philip	D.	Waller,	Jr.	 	
Richard	E.	Woosnam	
+
Associates
Stephen	W.	Adair		
George	A.	Brattain	 	
Craig	W.	Caplinger	 	
Charles	J.	Collet	 	
Ronald	K.	Gehring	
F.	Roberts	Hanning,	Jr.	 	
Robert	V.	Kixmiller	 	
Jon	H.	Moll	 	
William	H.	Robbins	III	 	
Jay	G.	Taylor	 	
John	F.	Tweedle	 	
Sally	(Hartfield)	Westley	
5
1968
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Larry	R.	Fisher
Total:		$109,100
Participation:		22%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Stephen	F.	Burns
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Carl	L.	Baker		
Thomas	M.	McGlasson	 	
Marshall	S.	Sinick	 	
Kenneth	R.	Yahne	
+
Partners
Stephen	W.	Cook	 	
Larry	R.	Fisher	 	
John	K.	Graham	 	
David	A.	Kruse	 	
W.	Wyatt	Rauch	 	
Frederick	F.	Thornburg	 	
Donald	C.	Wells	 	 	
+
Associates
Ernest	F.	Aud,	Jr.	 	
Ronald	B.	Bremen	 	
Richard	J.	Darko	 	
E.	Duane	Daugherty	
John	G.	Forbes,	Jr.		
James	W.	Holland		
Robert	E.	Kabisch	
Hon.	Michael	S.	Kanne	 	
Thomas	A.	Keith	 	
Joseph	S.	King	 	
Frank	G.	Kramer	 	
C.	David	Little	 	
Anthony	W.	Mommer	 	
E.	Kent	Moore	 	
Michael	D.	Peyton	 	
William	C.	Reynolds	 	
Alexander	L.	Rogers	 	
Daniel	B.	Seitz	 	
Peter	W.	Steketee	 	
William	H.	Van	Deest	 	
Kent	H.	Westley	 	
5
1969
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
John	L.	Pogue
Total:		$2,950
Participation:  10%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
V.	William	Hunt
James	G.	Richmond
+
Dean’s Circle Director
Thomas	M.	Hamilton,	Jr.	 	
+
Associates
Thomas	H.	Bryan		
Richard	L.	Darst	 	
Patrick	E.	Donoghue	 	
Gerald	F.	George	 	
Peter	L.	Goerges	 	
Edwin	A.	Harper	 	
Gregory	A.	Hartzler	 	
David	M.	Haskett		
Carl	A.	Heldt	III	 	
Robert	S.	Hulett	 	
Brian	J.	May	 	
Daniel	A.	Medrea		
Charles	J.	Myers	 	
John	L.	Pogue	 	
Lon	D.	Showley	 	
5
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 George	E.	Reed,	Jr.	 	
Patricia	S.	Roberts	 	
Carolyn	W.	Spengler	 	
H.	Brent	Stuckey	 	
Ann	R.	Vaughan	 	
Brenda	(Wheeler)	Zody	
5
1979
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Thomas	F.	Schnellenberger,	
Jr.	and	
Jacqueline	A.	Simmons
Total: 	$58,732
Participation:		14%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Agnes	(Siedlecki)	Peters	
Thomas	F.	
	 Schnellenberger,	Jr.
	Jacqueline	A.	Simmons
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Jeffrey	A.	Burger	 	
Jeanne	A.	Hoffmann	 	
Fred	B.	Kruger	 	
William	C.	Lawrence	 	
Bruce	J.	Rasch	 	
W.	William	Weeks	 	
+
Partners
Jane	Alshuler	 	
Daniel	C.	Emerson	 	
Bruce	A.	Hugon	 		 	
+
Associates
Michelle	(Link)	Bernstein	 	
Michael	J.	Botkin	 	
Donald	D.	DeGrasse	 	
Jeffrey	S.	Dible	 	
Hon.	Thomas	J.	Felts	 	
Mark	E.	GiaQuinta	 	
Philip	E.	Kenrick	 	
John	M.	Kyle	III	 	
Hon.	Paul	D.	Mathias	 	
John	A.	Portillo	 	
Brooke	M.	Roberts	 	
Barbara	(Freedman)	Wand		
Sabra	A.	Weliever
5
1980
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Michael	J.	Hinchion
Total: 	$10,100
Participation: 	16%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
Michael	J.	Hinchion	 	
Susan	L.	Macey	 	
Miranda	(Kiser)	Mandel	 	
Christopher	G.	Scanlon	 	
Ernest	Summers	III
+	
Partners
Michael	A.	Aspy	 	
Phillip	L.	Bayt	 	
Debbi	(Merriman)	
	 Johnstone	 	
Dennis	A.	Kokinda	 	
Meredith	(Mettlen)	
	 McIntyre		
Stephen	J.	Peters	 	
Robert	L.	Ralston		
David	J.	Theising	 	
+
Associates
Sue	A.	Beesley	 	
Robert	W.	Bonham	III	 	
Kathryn	A.	Brogan	 	
Paul	T.	Deignan	 	
Kevin	W.	Dogan	 	
Frances	(Gall)	Hill	 	
Keith	P.	Huffman		
Christina	(Navarro)	
	 Kalavritinos	 	
Frederick	N.	Kopec	 	
Alice	A.	Kuzemka	 	
Russell	T.	Paarlberg	 	
Jean	(Reyes)	Pechette	 	
Mark	J.	Phillipoff		
Edward	F.	Schrager	 	
Peter	A.	Schroeder	 	
Sharon	(Zoretich)	Terry	 	
David	B.	Wilson
5
1981
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
David	L.	Ferguson	and
Robert	(Bill)	W.	Jonas,	Jr.
Total:		$55,575
Participation:		18%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Edward	L.	Michael	 	
Mark	S.	Wojciechowski	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Anne	N.	DePrez	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Corinne	R.	Finnerty	 	
David	F.	Johnson	 	
Gregory	C.	Knapp	 	
Richard	A.	Rosenthal,	Jr.	 	
Judith	A.	Waltz	 	
Brian	P.	Williams
+
Partners
Alan	W.	Becker	 	
Ted	R.	Brown	 	
David	L.	Ferguson	 	
Richard	M.	Quinlan	 	
John	R.	Schaibley	III	 	
Robert	K.	Stanley		
J.	Scott	Troeger	 	
Myra	L.	Willis	 	
+
Associates
John	A.	Crawford		
Kathryn	Ferger	 	
Clifford	W.	Garstang	 	
Anthony	P.	Gillman	 	
Sylvia	D.	Hart	 	
James	S.	Legg	 	
Matthew	R.	Lewin	 	
Bruce	F.	Lewis	 	
Julia	E.	Merkt	 	
Kathryn	(De	Neut)		 	
	 Molewyk	 	
Michael	A.	Pechette	 	
Dennis	M.	Stark	 	
Lairold	M.	Street	 	
Michael	E.	Sum	 	
Richard	W.	Young	 	
5
1982
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
John	W.	Van	Laere
Total: 	$21,451
Participation:		20%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Bruce	J.	Artim	 	
Scott	N.	Flanders	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Joseph	M.	Ambrose	 	
Debra	(Hewetson)	
	 Dermody	 	
Francis	J.	Dermody	 	
Jay	Jaffe	 	
Stephen	M.	Proctor	 	
Hon.	Frank	E.	Sullivan,	Jr.	 	
Patrick	J.	Turner	
+
Partners
Roger	W.	Bennett		
Edward	D.	Feigenbaum	 	
Alan	A.	Levin	 	
Cathy	S.	Moore	 	
Madonna	(Kissel)	Starr	 	
Peter	A.	Teholiz	 	
+
Associates
Peter	G.	Bakas	 	
Jeffrey	A.	Boyll	 	
Elaine	(Becher)	Brown	 	
Michael	S.	Callahan	 	
Paula	(Brandenburg)	
	 Cardoza	 	
Linda	(Clark)	Dague	 	
Bradley	J.	Dougherty	 	
Stanley	O.	Faith	 	
Ellen	S.	Gabovitch	 	
Jean	(Ellett)	Henne	 	
C.	Dean	Higginbotham	 	
October	(Buchanan)		 	
	 Kniess	 	
George	L.	Lenard		
Lisa	(Donk)	Lewis	 	
Alicia	(Manatrey)	
	 McClean	
Les	B.	Morris		
John	B.	Powell	 	
Kathryn	(Knue)	Przywara	
Christopher	S.	Roberge	 	
John	W.	Van	Laere	 	
Kathryn	A.	Watson	
5
1983
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Jerry	J.	Burgdoerfer	and
Kenneth	L.	Turchi
Total:		$38,271
Participation:		20%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Lauren	K.	Robel
+
1975
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Hon.	James	M.	Carr
Total: 	$21,973
Participation:		24%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Michael	R.	Conner
John	L.	Lisher	 	
Mary	(Sturmon)	Lisher
Hon.	John	D.	Tinder
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Hon.	James	M.	Carr
David	J.	Mallon,	Jr.
Kirk	A.	Pinkerton		
Tommy	F.	Thompson	 	
+
Partners
Christopher	A.	Bloom	 	
Thomas	L.	Davis	 	
Terry	M.	Dworkin	 	
Roy	R.	Johnson	 	
Larry	J.	Kane		
Linda	L.	Lanam	 	
K.	Stephen	Royce		
Fred	O.	Towe,	Jr.	 	
John	D.	Walda	 	
+
Associates
Richard	L.	Brown	
James	R.	Byron	 	
Peter	D.	Clarke	 	
Pedro	J.	DeJesus	 	
Kenneth	W.	Dodge	 	
Paul	S.	Elkin		
William	R.	Fatout		
John	C.	Haury	 	
Scott	T.	Kragie	 	
Douglas	C.	Lehman	 	
Kenneth	W.	Macke	 	
J.	Timothy	McCaulay	 	
Larry	J.	McClatchey	 	
Mark	E.	Neff	 	
Joyce	(Milner)	Notarius	 	
Grant	F.	Shipley	 	
Yvonne	Stam		
Marcia	W.	Sullivan	 	
Andrew	A.	Szakaly,	Jr.	 	
Wm.	C.	Thomson	III	 	
Robert	E.	Wrenn
5
1976
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Mary	Beth	Brody
Total: 	$29,770
Participation:		28%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Larry	A.	Mackey	 	
James	P.	Zeller
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Gary	L.	Birnbaum
William	J.	Brody	 	
Richard	L.	Fanyo	 	
James	Koday		
Donald	R.	Lundberg	 	
Scott	Y.	MacTaggart	 		
+
Partners
Mary	(Kleiser)	Brody	 	
Carol	Connor	Cohen	 	
Charles	E.	Greer	 	
Donald	E.	Hinkle		
Jane	(Pratt)	Mallor	 	
Christina	M.	McKee	 	
James	L.	Petersen		
John	W.	Purcell	 	
Michele	(Usack)	Suttle	 	
Ned	M.	Suttle	 	
Darell	E.	Zink,	Jr.	 	
+
Associates
Dianne	(Blocker)	Braun	 	
Joan	C.	Brooks	 	
Sarah	A.	Carter	 	
Emily	C.	Cato	 	
William	E.	Davis	 	
Frederick	R.	Folz	 	
John	B.	Ford	 	
James	F.	Gillespie		
Alan	K.	Hofer	 	
Steven	C.	Jackson		
Barbara	H.	Lembo	 	
Charles	W.	McNagny	 	
Jerry	L.	Neal	 	
Roy	T.	Ogawa	 	
Stephen	R.	Pennell	 	
Michael	H.	Sahn	 	
David	L.	Steiner	 	
Larry	J.	Stroble	 	
Vincent	O.	Wagner	 	
Michael	L.	Wills	 	
Barbara	S.	Woodall
5
1977
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Total:		$14,714
Participation:		18%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Steven	M.	Post
John	F.	(“Jeff”)	Richardson	
+
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Robert	D.	Aronson	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Ann	M.	DeLaney
Philip	C.	Genetos		
Stephen	W.	Lee	 	
Randall	R.	Riggs	 	
Hon.	Viola	J.	Taliaferro	 	
Craig	M.	White	 	
+
Partners
Patricia	A.	Daly	 	
Francina	(McWilton)		 	
	 Dlouhy	 	
Elizabeth	A.	Frederick	 	
Jeffrey	L.	Gage	 	
Brenda	E.	Knowles	 	
James	D.	Moore	 	
Thomas	E.	Nelson	 	
William	M.	Pope	 	
Thomas	C.	Scherer	 	
+
Associates
Gerald	F.	Allega	 	
Robert	N.	Berg	 	
Myrna	E.	Friedman	 	
Paul	A.	Hass	 	
Frances	E.	Komoroske	 	
Fred	J.	Logan,	Jr.	 	
Doyal	E.	McLemore,	Jr.	 	
Joyce	(Patrick)	Morlin	 	
Ann	L.	Nowak	 	
Harry	I.	Price	 	
Lori	(Wassermann)	Price	 	
Stephen	E.	Rahn	 	
Fredrick	L.	Rice	 	
Mark	J.	Roberts	 	
Michael	J.	Schneider	 	
Sue	A.	Shadley
5
1978
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
James	S.	Kowalik	and
Ted	A.	Waggoner
Total:		$43,070
Participation:		27%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Catherine	A.	Conway
+
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Wayne	D.	Boberg	 	
Alecia	A.	DeCoudreaux	 	
Glenn	Scolnik	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
James	R.	Brotherson	 	
Bonnie	K.	Gibson		
John	W.	McGee	 	
Mark	S.	Niblick	 	
Hugh	A.	Sanders	 	
Reed	E.	Schaper	 	
Ted	A.	Waggoner	 	
+
Partners
Anne	Aikman	Scalese	 	
Howard	R.	Cohen		
Mitchell	A.	Kline	 	
Philip	L.	McCool	 	
Joseph	D.	O’Connor	 	
Michael	L.	Pate	 	
Jeffrey	K.	Riffer	 	
John	W.	Rowings	 	
Linda	(Ritchie)	Rowings	 	
David	L.	Sandweiss	 	
Margaret	A.	Williford	 	
+
Associates
William	E.	Adams,	Jr.	 	
Michael	E.	Brown	 	
James	R.	DeMotte		
Aladean	Derose-
	 Smithburn	 	
Joana	(Salzarulo)	Hanley	 	
Marilyn	E.	Hrnjak	 	
Alicia	J.	Irr	 	
Veda	M.	Jairrels	 	
D.	Michael	Keen	 	
James	S.	Kowalik	 	
Janett	(Burns)	Lowes	 	
Debra	K.	Luke	 	
John	P.	Martin	 	
Renee	(Mawhinney)	
	 McDermott	 	
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 Douglas	J.	Brackmann	 	
Robert	G.	Devetski	 	
Bryan	H.	Hall	 	
MaryJane	Lapointe	 	
Brian	K.	Mahoney	 	
Thomas	R.	Newby	 	
Robert	S.	O’Dell	 	
Brian	L.	Porto	 	
Stanley	H.	Rorick		
Gail	(Benjamin)	Shaps	
5
1988
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Allan	T.	Slagel
Total:		$6,195
Participation: 	13%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Director
Sherry	Fabina	Abney	
+
Partners
Julia	(Church)	Dierker	 	
Robert	A.	Hicks	 	
Bruce	W.	Longbottom	 	
Kevin	D.	Nicoson		
Kevin	C.	Schiferl	 	
Allan	T.	Slagel	 	
Scott	E.	Tarter	 	
+
Associates
Scott	B.	Ainsworth	 	
Lisa	M.	Anderson		
Carl	W.	Balge	
David	R.	Bolk	 	
Dale	E.	Carpenter		
John	F.	Dietrich	 	
Kirk	E.	Grable	 	
Brian	K.	Gran	 	
Randall	M.	Jacobs	 	
Scott	M.	Keller	 	
Thomas	G.	King	 	
Christopher	A.	Nichols	 	
Sonia	D.	Overholser	 	
Michael	D.	Scott	 	
5
	
1989
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Mark	E.	Wright
Total: 	$9,313
Participation:		15%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
Geoffrey	G.	Slaughter	 	
Mark	E.	Wright	 	
+
Partners
Deborah	Allen	Slagel	 	
Kevin	E.	Brown	 	
Steven	C.	Bruess	 	
Andrew	B.	Buroker	 	
Jeffrey	S.	Cohen	 	
Rhett	R.	Dennerline
Mark	D.	Janis	 	
Bryan	A.	Richards	 	
+
Associates
Katrina	J.	Amos	 	
James	E.	Anderson	 	
Dean	J.	Arnold	 	
Thomas	E.	Baltz	 	
Michael	D.	Carder	 	
Steven	L.	Carson	 	
Larry	L.	Chubb	 	
Susan	D.	Conner	 	
Alison	(Tam)	Frazier	 	
Shirley	(Banner)	Gauvin	 	
Gerard	L.	Gregerson	 	
Terry	L.	Harrell	 	
Richard	W.	Head	 	
James	P.	Kearns	 	
Daniel	R.	Miller	 	
Laurie	(Wightman)		 	
	 Schmidt	 	
Gregory	J.	Seketa	 	
David	R.	Steiner	 	
John	P.	Steketee	 	
Anthony	C.	Sullivan	 	
Brian	S.	Williams
5
1990 
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Mark	B.	Gramelspacher	and
Ted	C.	Stamatakos
Total:		$16,958
Participation:		16%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Gregory	A.	Castanias	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Director
J.	Scott	Enright	 	
+
Partners
Thomas	B.	Bays	 	
Benjamin	P.	Beringer	 	
Ellen	E.	Boshkoff	 	
Bonnie	L.	Foster	 	
David	A.	Foster	
Mark	B.	Gramelspacher	 	
Kelly	A.	Johnson	 	
Jeffrey	S.	Koehlinger	 	
Theodore	C.	Stamatakos	
+
Associates
William	M.	Braman	 	
David	A.	Brown	 	
Sheila	(Adan)	Carson	 	
Julianne	(Schumacher)		 	
	 Gran	 	
Tammy	(Amor)	Haney	 	
William	C.	Hermann	 	
Julia	(McClellan)	Leavitt	 	
Aileen	(Simet)	Leipprandt	 	
Lance	D.	Like	 	
Mary	T.	Lindstrom	 	
Scott	J.	Luedke	 	
Michael	J.	MacLean	 	
Joanne	(Krause)	Mages	 	
Christian	J.	Morrison	 	
Tracy	(Tuley)	Pappas	 	
Hon.	Martha	(Blood)	
	 Wentworth	
5
	
1991
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Anne	A.	Bennett
Total: 	$5,960
Participation:		9%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
James	L.	Cooper
Terrence	J.	Keusch	 	
Marianne	M.	Owen	 	
+
Partners
Yueh	Yi	Chou	 	
Philippa	M.	Guthrie	 	
Julia	E.	Heitz	Cassidy	 	
+
Associates
Jennifer	A.	Bauer	 	
Shuba	(Krishnan)	Bhatt	 	
Jeanne	M.	Hamilton	 	
Bart	A.	Karwath	 	
Mary	L.	Kohn	 	
Laura	A.	Linneball	 	
Barry	F.	McDonnell	 	
Thomas	W.	Meyers	 	
Nicholas	C.	Pappas	 	
Peter	J.	Raack	 	
MaryAnn	(Schlegel)	
	 Ruegger	 	
Julia	C.	Weissman	
5
		
1992
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Mark	E.	Need	and
Courtney	R.	Tobin
Total:		$7,959
Participation: 	9%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
John	T.	Cooper
Lisa	C.	McKinney	 	
Courtney	R.	Tobin	 	
+
Partners
Greg	A.	Bouwer	 	
Scott	R.	Hansen	 	
James	A.	Joven	 	
Matthew	J.	Miller		
Timothy	E.	Ochs	 	
Alyssa	(Forman)	
	 Stamatakos	 	
Mark	J.	Wassink	 	
+
Associates
Kathleen	M.	Anderson	 	
Robert	W.	Eherenman	 	
Anne	M.	Frye	 	
Debra	L.	Schroeder	 	
Pamela	R.	Schroering	 	
Lisa	(Hamilton)	
	 Thielmeyer	 	
Alan	S.	Townsend	 	
J.	Brad	Voelz	
5
		
1993
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Clayton	C.	Miller	and	
James	L.	Vana
Total:  $11,330
Participation: 	15%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Michael	E.	Flannery	 	
Timothy	J.	Riffle	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Samuel	R.	Ardery		
Susan	Blankenbaker		 	
	 Noyes	 	
Jerry	J.	Burgdoerfer	 	
Candance	A.	Grass	 	
Bruce	C.	Haas	 	
Susan	M.	Kornfield
Mark	C.	Krcmaric	 	
Jason	W.	Levin	 	
Susan	(Weinberg)	Levin	 	
Holiday	(Hart)	McKiernan		
Philip	B.	McKiernan	 	
Thomas	P.	McNulty	 	
Kurt	D.	Nondorf	 	
Julian	L.	Shepard	
Kenneth	L.	Turchi	 	
Zeff	A.	Weiss		
Zoe	(Urena)	Weiss	 	
Keith	E.	White	 	
Joseph	H.	Yeager,	Jr.	 	
+
Partners
Christopher	B.	Gambill	 	
Jeffrey	B.	Rubenstein	 	
Rebecca	(Wilkinson)	
	 Rubenstein	 	
Douglas	D.	Small	 	
Mark	W.	Weller	 	
Tracey	(Nicolau)	Wise	 	
+
Associates
Deborah	L.	Darter	 	
Becky	J.	Frederick	 	
Peter	C.	Kelty	 	
Yvette	(Gaff)	Kleven	 	
Gina	(Skelton)	Koons	 	
Arthur	A.	Lopez	 	
Mark	J.	Moryl	
Thomas	E.	Satrom	 	
Susan	(Reed)	Schwab
5
	
1984 
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents
Stephen	J.	Hackman	and	
James	L.	Whitlatch
Total:		$19,613
Participation:		18%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Visionary
DG	Elmore,	Jr.
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Bruce	D.	Donaldson	 	
Richard	T.	Freije,	Jr.	 	
Stephen	J.	Hackman	 	
Gregory	J.	Jordan	 	
Tracy	T.	Larsen	 	
Leslie	S.	Mead
Jeffrey	P.	Petrich	 	
Lisa	A.	Powell	 	
Kathleen	(O’Connor)	
	 St.	Louis
+
Partners
James	F.	Beatty	 	
Daniel	P.	Harris	 	
Thomas	L.	Perkins	 	
Brian	J.	Shapiro	
David	R.	Warshauer	 	
+
Associates
Marvin	R.	Abshire	 	
Lee	R.	Berry,	Jr.	 	 	
Timothy	J.	Boeglin	 	
Rebecca	A.	Craft	 	 	
William	H.	Hollander	 	
	Lisa	C.	Keener	 	 	
John	P.	Lahaie	 	
David	P.	Lewis	 	
Frank	R.	Martinez	III	 	
Gilberto	R.	Perez	 	
Daniel	T.	Piekarczyk	 	
Elizabeth	Powell	 	
Cynthia	J.	Reichard	 	
Paul	D.	Reid	
Geoffrey	F.	Rice	 	
Kimberly	D.	Rife	 	
Carol	(Nolan)	Skinner	 	
Charles	A.	Stewart	 	
Kathleen	M.	Sweeney	
5
	
1985
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Alan	R.	Loudermilk	and
Donald	J.	Vogel
Total:		$9,513
Participation: 	14%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
Greta	(Gerberding)	
	 Cowart	 	
Karen	Jordan	Boyd	 	
Charles	P.	Sutphin	
+
Partners
Marilyn	(Van	Bergen)	
	 Ashbaugh	 	
Joan	M.	Heinz	 	
David	M.	Kraus	 	
John	A.	Larson	 	
Alan	R.	Loudermilk	 	
Anne	(Boyd)	Norris	 	
Richard	C.	Starkey	 	
Donald	J.	Vogel	 	
+
Associates
Barbara	L.	Brugnaux	 	
Timothy	M.	Conway	 	
Phyllis	Emerick	 	
James	W.	Foltz	 	
Richard	T.	Groff	 	
Marion	P.	Herrington	 	
Ulrich	C.	Kartzke
Richard	O.	Kissel	II	 	
Karl	M.	Koons	III	 	
Michael	J.	Lewinski	 	
David	W.	Quist	 	
Shelia	C.	Riddick	 	
Robert	J.	Tornatta		
Richard	H.	Vetter		
Gretchen	S.	Wehrenberg	
5
	
1986
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
J.	Adam	Bain	and
Sean	T.	Maloney
Total:		$12,110
Participation: 	17%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
M.	Scott	Bassett	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
J.	Adam	Bain		
Eric	E.	Boyd	 	
Andrew	W.	Hull	 	
+
Partners
Arend	J.	Abel		
John	Fedors,	Jr.	 	
James	A.	Gesmer	 	
John	M.	Hamilton	
David	J.	Hensel	 	
Jill	(Reifinger)	Marcrum	 	
Louis	K.	Nigg	
Maryanne	(Thickstun)		 	
	 Pelic	 	
Peter	M.	Racher	 	
Timothy	L.	Tyler	 	
Lawrence	A.	Vanore	 	
Mark	R.	Waterfill
+
Associates
Kurt	A.	Diefenbach	 	
Kevin	D.	Gibson	 	
Andrew	W.	Hull
Thomas	B.	Parent		
Bernard	O.	Paul	 	
Steven	J.	Riggs	 	
Kathryn	J.	Roudebush	 	
C.	Brian	Sauers	 	
Ann	Varnon	 	
Alan	D.	Wilson
5
1987
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
V.	Samuel	Laurin	III	and	
George	T.	Patton,	Jr.
Total:		$13,400
Participation:		14%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
D.	Albert	Daspin	 	
Robert	J.	Lahaie	 	
Elliot	R.	Lewis	 	
Lawrence	T.	Oates	
George	T.	Patton,	Jr.	 	
George	Sistevaris
+
Partners
James	D.	Darnley,	Jr.	 	
Sam	E.	Eversman		
Kim	(Ohmart)	Laurin	 	
V.	Samuel	Laurin	III	 	
Lars	H.	Liebeler	 	
Joseph	H.	Marxer		
Thomas	M.	Maxwell	 	
Amy	M.	Smith	 	
+
Associates
Katherine	(Streicher)	
	 Arnold	 	
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Michael	L.	Griffin	 	
Joshua	D.	Hague	 	
Travis	N.	Jensen	 	
Andrew	D.	Kruse		
Wesley	S.	Marion		
Germaine	(Winnick)	
	 Willett	 	
Bryan	B.	Woodruff	
5
1999
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Bryan	H.	Babb	and
Julie	P.	Wilson
Total:  $13,065
Participation:		11%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Burke	J.	Montgomery	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Adam	M.	Barnes
Jason	D.	Kimpel	 	
Malcolm	J.	Tuesley	 	
+
Partners
Abigail	A.	Clapp
Julie	M.	Florida
Aaron	N.	Goldberger	 	
Damon	R.	Leichty	
Kathy	L.	Osborn	 	
Julie	P.	Wilson
+
Associates
Bryan	H.	Babb	 	
Tamatha	(Gawlik)	
	 Earnhart	 	
Karen	L.	Hsu		
John	H.	Kedeshian	 	
Heather	J.	Kidwell	 	
Carlos	L.	Morales		
Rozelia	S.	Park	 	
James	B.	Robinson	 	
Daniel	R.	Roy	 	
David	L.	Theyssen	 	
Jennifer	A.	Thomas	 	
James	W.	Tuesley	 	
Daniel	C.	Walters		
Lawrence	Wu
	
5
2000
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Angela	Karras	Neboyskey	
and	David	A.	Neboyskey
Total:		$3,200
Participation: 	9%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
Amy	(Hurley)	Brody
+
Partners
Jessica	P.	Barth	 	
Ann	L.	Goodwin	 	
Angela	(Karras)	
	 Neboyskey	 	
David	A.	Neboyskey
+
Associates
Bradley	C.	Brasser	 	
Christopher	R.	Elston	 	
Heather	(Miller)	
	 Emenhiser	 	
Jonathan	P.	Emenhiser	 	
James	E.	Fisher	 	
Joel	T.	May	 	
Robert	S.	Meitus	 	
Pamela	S.	Meyer	 	
Sandra	Perry		
Kristi	Prutow	Cirignano
5
	
2001
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Robert	D.	Lattas	and
Shiv	O’Neill
Total:		$2,595
Participation:		8%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Partners
Elizabeth	A.	Houdek	 	
Jason	A.	Houdek	 	
Matthew	D.	Kellam	 	
+
Associates
Samuel	J.	Arena	 	
Ian	D.	Arnold	 	
Tanya	(Yarbrough)	
	 Bowman	 	
Sonia	S.	Chen	 	
Nick	J.	Cirignano	 	
Emily	L.	Fitzgerald	 	
Daniel	P.	King	 	
Brian	J.	Lally		
Marc	F.	Malooley		
Peter	S.	Nemeth	 	
Shiv	(Ghuman)	O’Neill	 	
Jacob	C.	Pond	 	
Michael	G.	Smith		
John	D.	Snethen	 	
Simone	L.	Sterling
5
2002
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Thomas	C.	Lunsford	and
Hongsun	Yoon
Total: 	$4,543
Participation:		8%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
Thomas	C.	Lunsford	 	
April	J.	Risk	 	
Angela	(Schultz)	Yoon
Hongsun	Yoon
+
Partners
Thomas	R.	Failor	 	
Mindy	A.	Finnigan	 	
Kenneth	G.	Kubes	 	
Marisol	Sanchez
Rafael	A.	Sanchez	 	
+
Associates
Matthew	E.	Conrad	 	
Justin	V.	Czubaroff	 	
Lauren	E.	Minto	 	
Daniel	J.	Moore	 	
Jeffrey	D.	Roberts		
Peter	P.	Ten	Eyck	 	
Stefanie	J.	Weigand	 	
5
2003
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Matthew	Silverman
Total:		$1,990
Participation: 	8%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Partners
Jill	A.	Ellis	 	
Michael	E.	Heintz	 	
Matthew	R.	King	 	
+
Associates
Hyun	S.	Choi		
Nicole	D.	Clark	 	
Sarah	(Dansker)	Cotterill	 	
Cara	L.	Fedewa	 	
Kathryn	E.	Gordon	 	
Jennifer	(Burger)	
	 Herrmann	 	
Lisa	E.	Kinney	 	
Samuel	F.	Miller	 	
Alexander	C.	O’Neill	 	
Joshlene	A.	Pollock	 	
Matthew	Silverman	 	
Lena	(Nasr)	Snethen	 	
Terrance	T.	Tharpe	 	
Jennifer	L.	Weber
5
2004
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Michael	N.	Red	and
Inge	M.	Van	der	Cruysse	 	
Total: 	$2,313
Participation:		6%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Partners
Richard	H.	Hedrick	 	
Jacob	P.	Sheehan	 	
Megan	H.	Stifel	 	
Inge	M.	Van	der	Cruysse	 	
+
Associates
Alyssa	Beattie	Rogers	 	
Thomas	J.	Davis	 	
Carina	M.	Dela	Torre	 	
Cyril	R.	Emery	 	
Jason	L.	Fulk		
David	A.	Moore	 	
Thao	T.	Nguyen	 	
Freedom	S.	Smith		
Kristine	L.	Zeabart	 	
5
2005
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
David	W.	Clark	and
Renea	(Vealey	Hill)	Hooper
Total: 	$1,075
Participation:		5%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Steven	E.	Goode	 	
+
Dean’s Circle Directors
Susan	C.	Lynch	 	
Clayton	C.	Miller	 	
+
Partners
Kevin	G.	Baer	 	
Patrick	S.	Cross	 	
Nicholas	C.	Deets		
Carl	A.	Greci		
Sarah	S.	Riordan	 	
Raymond	T.	Seach	 	
Eric	A.	Todd	 	
James	L.	Vana	 	
Jennifer	(Aichele)	Vana	 	
Mike	J.	Yoder
+
Associates
Carrie	(Atkins)	Barron	 	
Jacquelyn	E.	Bowie	Suess	 	
Julie	(Meredith)	Conrad	 	
Mark	A.	Drewes	 	
Joseph	A.	Foster	 	
Nancy	J.	Guyott	 	
Daniel	T.	Hackman	 	
Christopher	D.	Lee	 	
Gary	D.	Levenson	
Jason	P.	Lueking	 	
Sharon	K.	Mollman	Elliot	 	
David	S.	Peebles	 	
Kent	A.	Rollison	 	
Anne	(Murray)	Stamper	 	
Kevin	E.	Steele	 	
Michael	D.	Zima	 	
Rebecca	(Nikirk)	Zima	
5
			
1994
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Thomas	E.	Deer	and
Henry	S.	Noyes
Total: 	$13,335
Participation:		14%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
Dana	M.	Emery	 	
Thomas	M.	Fisher	 	
Brenda	(Hacker)	Freije	 	
David	C.	Milne	 	
Meagan	(McAuley)	Milne	 	
James	P.	Strenski	 	
Christian	C.	Taylor
	+
Partners
Rebecca	L.	Collins	 	
Thomas	E.	Deer	 	
Jeffrey	S.	Goldenberg	 	
John	T.	Keith		
Carol	A.	Nemeth	Joven	 	
Angela	F.	Parker	 	
Jeanne	M.	Picht	 	
Todd	J.	Stearn	 	
+
Associates
Edward	G.	Bielski	 	
Michael	F.	Coogan	 	
Karen	(Mellencamp)	Davis	
P.	Stephen	Fardy	 	
Juan	C.	Ferrucho	
Sarah	K.	Funke	 	
Clare	(Smith)	Gorski	 	
Sandra	(Rasche)	
	 Hemmerlein	 	
Jamey	L.	Kurtzer	 	
Daniel	J.	Mathis	 	
Joanne	(Crawford)	
	 McAnlis	 	
Alice	(McKenzie)	Morical	 	
Gregory	J.	Morical	 	
Kelly	E.	O’Malley	Coogan	 	
	
5
1995
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Matthew	T.	Furton	and
Ian	G.	John
Total:		$9,260
Participation: 	13%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
David	O.	Barrett	 	
Kathleen	A.	DeLaney	 	
Matthew	T.	Furton
Ian	G.	John
Janet	Min	Beach	
Elizabeth	Stuart	John
+
Partners
Derek	Y.	Brandt	 	
Jeffrey	L.	Carmichael	 	
Shannon	L.	Clark		
Angela	R.	Lang	 	
Charles	J.	Meyer	 	
William	E.	Padgett	 	
Christopher	J.	Rabideau	 	
Joseph	L.	Smith,	Jr.	
+
Associates
Suzy	A.	Buckovich	 	
Gregory	B.	Coy	 	
Robert	A.	Dubault	 	
Jennifer	(Kelly)	Fardy	 	
Douglas	W.	Hyman	 	
James	P.	Leahey	 	
Raymond	A.	Limon	 	
David	A.	Locke	 	
Dana	L.	Miroballi	
Jill	T.	Powlick	 	
John	M.	Yarger	
5
			
1996
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Randal	J.	Kaltenmark
Total:		$5,020
Participation:		10%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Director
Elissa	Preheim
+
Partners
Kepten	D.	Carmichael
Michelle	(Davis)	Carmichael
Rhonda	Hospedales	 	
Randal	J.	Kaltenmark	 	
Jason	L.	Kennedy		
Ketaki	Sircar	
Susan	J.	Yoon
+
Associates
Robert	F.	Barron	II	 	
Krista	(Duncan)	Black	 	
Christine	(Carroll)	Cahill	 	
Jill	(Wright)	Denman	 	
Sandip	H.	Patel	 	
Brian	S.	Perry	 	
Frederick	W.	Schultz	 	
Jennifer	(Roessler)	Schultz		
Susan	M.	Shook	 	
John	F.	Townsend	III	
5
1997
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Troy	D.	Farmer,	
Jason	R.	Reese,	and
Sonia	Miller-Van	Oort
Total: 	$5,100
Participation:		13%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Director
Troy	D.	Farmer	 	
+
Partners
Theodore	H.	Burmeister	 	
Eric	M.	Douthit	 	
Heidi	G.	Goebel	 	
W.	James	Hamilton	 	
Wendy	(Melone)	Hamilton		
Jason	R.	Reese	 	
Jill	(Pilcher)	Reese	 	
Jered	J.	Wilson	 	
+
Associates
Thaddeus	R.	Ailes	 	
Robert	W.	Burt	 	
James	K.	Cleland	 	
Kelly	(Collier)	Cleland	 	
Roger	P.	Colinvaux	 	
John	P.	Fischer	 	
Steven	S.	Hoar	 	
David	H.	Iskowich	 	
Mary	(Jordan)	Jankowski	 	
Frederick	B.	Jonassen	 	
Raoul	K.	Maitra	 	
Jeffery	S.	Neal	 	
Johanna	J.	Philhower		 	
	 Maple	 	
David	A.	Suess	 	
Ellen	(Morrison)		 	 	
	 Townsend	 	
Thomas	H.	Townsend	 	
Konrad	M.	Urberg	 	
Julie	A.	Veach	 	
Heather	(Tallman)	Wilson	 	
5
	
1998
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Stephen	W.	Beard,	Jr.	and
Mark	A.	Hagedorn
Total:		$4,380
Participation:		5%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
Stephen	W.	Beard,	Jr.	 	
William	B.	Edge
+
Partners
Terri	(Ozbun)	Bruksch	 	
Kendall	H.	Millard
+
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 2012
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.		
Total:  $583
Participation: 	6%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.		
Partner
Richard	P.	Thornberry	
+	
Associates
Justin	E.	Agans	 	
Ryan	W.	Becker	 	
John	S.	Fleming	 	
Richard	W.	Gardner	 	
Joseph	T.	Hynes	 	
Chad	E.	Ranney	 	
Jenna	M.	Schnellenberger	 	
Heather	E.	Shreve
5
2013
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.		
Total:  $218
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.		
Associates
Robin	D.	Bannister	 	
K.	Louise	Barrett	 	
Alan	S.	Bradin	 	
Samantha	R.	Hargitt	 	
Paul	S.	Lunsford	 	
5
{ FINIS }
Partner
David	W.	Clark	 	
+
Associates
Kathryn	(Dywan)	
	 Brinkerhoff	 	
Rachael	N.	Clark	 	
David	L.	Francisco	 	
Renea	(Vealey	Hill)	
	 Hooper	 	
Aaron	Johnson	 	
Matthew	R.	Lesher	 	
Katherine	A.	Miltner	 	
Kelvin	L.	Vidale	 	
Nancy	S.	Woodworth	
5
2006
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Rebecca	Bailey	Jacobsen	and
Maurice	L.	Williams
Total:		$3,070
Participation: 	9%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Director
Christina	M.	Finn	
+
Partners
Joel	R.	Meyer		
Courtney	K.	Rangen	 	
Christopher	W.	Smith
+
Associates
Kellie	(Johnson)	Barr	 	
Matthew	B.	Barr	 	
Laura	C.	Bonadies	 	
Joshua	L.	Christie	
Adriana	De	la	Torre-
	 Bianchi	 	
Joshua	D.	Hamm	 	
Julie	(Grachek)	Hutchins	 	
Austin	K.	Lee	 	
Anna	T.	Meyer	Simpson	 	
Elizabeth	J.	Morgan	 	
Jason	L.	Morris	 	
Charles	A.	Piccuta	 	
Kimberly	Richardson	
Adam	C.	Shields	 	
Shana	C.	Stump	 	
John	S.	Wills	
5
	
2007
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Stephanie	A.	Artnak	and
Laura	J.	Koenig
Class Facilitators:
Katie	Molter	and
Jason	Schnellenberger
Total: 	$1,583
Participation:		8%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Partner
Jason	Liao	 	
+
Associates
Elizabeth	(Lewis)	Baney	 	
Nathan	D.	Baney	 	
Matthew	W.	Bedan	 	
Dustin	R.	DeNeal		
Jill	M.	Felkins	 	
Laura	(Corderman)	
	 Harbison	 	
William	P.	Harbison	 	
Suzy	E.	Lee	 	
Leslie	C.	McCoy	 	
Derek	R.	Molter	 	
Katie	(McCauley)	Molter	 	
Shamil	R.	Patel	 	
Kenneth	K.	Rathburn	 	
Nithin	B.	Reddy	 	
Christopher	D.	Schimke	 	
Jacob	B.	Schtevie
5
2008
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Maria	E.	Bennett	and
Jennifer	M.	Hesch
Class Facilitators:
Andy	Beyer,	Cindy	Cho,
David	Meek	and	Laura	Walda
Total:		$6,557
Participation: 	11%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Directors
Anonymous	(2)	
Amy	M.	Foust	 		 								
Benjamin	J.	Schmidt
+
Partners
Nicholas	R.	Blesch	 	
Christina	L.	Clark	 	
James	F.	Olds		
+
Associates
Erin	Bauer	 	
Maria	E.	Bennett	 	
Mindy	L.	Boehr	 	
Eric	D.	Bowers	 	
Ryan	J.	Guillory	 	
Jennifer	M.	Hesch	 	
Matthew	D.	Lawless	 	
John	W.	McKenzie	III	 	
Jeffrey	M.	Peabody	 	
Michael	R.	Pinkston	 	
Stephen	E.	Reynolds	 	
Lucas	M.	Rudisill		
Shalina	(Chibber)	
	 Schaefer	 	
Jennifer	L.	Schuster	 	
James	D.	Shanahan	 	
Aaron	J.	Stucky	 	
Adria	Villar	
5
2009
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agents:
Ross	D.	Eberly	and
Paul	R.	Hogan
Class Facilitators:
Larry	Hagerman	and
Rachel	Yates	Pileggi
Total:		$1,244
Participation:		9%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Partner
Paul	R.	Hogan	 	
+
Associates
Angela	N.	Aneiros	 	
Catherine	A.	Clements	 	
Colin	E.	Connor	 	
Matthew	J.	Dunne	 	
Laura	(Hyde)	Durfee	 	
Tyler	D.	Helmond		
Michala	P.	Irons	 	
Jessica	I.	Jenkins	 	
Benjamin	J.	Keele		
Clark	P.	Kirkman	 	
Jason	D.	Klein	 	
Kathleen	L.	Lee	 	
Marguerite	Racher	Snyder		
Munjot	Sahu		
Rachael	Yates	Pileggi	 	
Teryl	L.	Yoder	
5
2010
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Class Agent:
Lance	M.	Lindeen
Class Facilitator:
David	R.	Clark
Total:		$875
Participation: 	10%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Dean’s Circle Director
Rachel	Leahey	
+
Associates
Armen	Boyajian	 	
Jamie	L.	Burnett	 	
David	R.	Clark	 	
Todd	C.	Dvorak	 	
Gavin	F.	Ferlic	 	
Peter	G.	Gundy	 	
Steven	C.	Jackson,	Jr.	 	
Nancy	C.	Rachlis	 	
Philip	A.	Wagler	 	
5
2011
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.		
Class Agents:
Kristen	Cameron	and
Lance	M.	Lindeen
Class Facilitators:
Christopher	Hopkins-
Gillespie,	Jesse	James,
Alison	McCormick	and
Ann	O’Connor
Total: 	$1,635
Participation:		7%
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	
Partners
Lance	M.	Lindeen
Gregory	C.	Touney	
+
Associates
Amir	R.	Ali	 	
Jonathan	Armiger	 	
Jessica	(Bergman)	
	 Asbridge	 	
Margaret	D.	Flores	 	
Kevin	J.	Grande	 	
Christian	M.	Habegger	 	
Jesse	J.	James		
Joseph	E.	Kassab	 	
Ingrid	F.	Winston		
5
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Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Gary	J.	Anderson,	M.D.
Kathy	E.	Anderson
David	H.	Jacobs	 	
Sue	A.	Kalleres	 	
Hon.	Edward	W.	Najam,	Jr.
Donna	K.	Wilber-Fromm
5
Dean’s Circle Directors
Alfred	C.	Aman,	Jr.	 	
Amy	G.	Applegate
John	Applegate	 	
Hon.	James	C.	Brainard	 	
Hannah	L.	Buxbaum
Daniel	O.	Conkle
Deborah	W.	Conkle
Edward	O.	DeLaney	 	
Diane	K.	Dudeck	 	
John	P.	Dudeck	 	
Carol	J.	Greenhouse	 	
Elizabeth	Hackl	Brainard	 	
Janet	G.	Hayes	 	
Kenneth	Hayes	
5
Partners
A.	James	Barnes
Jeannine	Bell	 	
Rita	L.	Bender	 	
William	J.	Bender		
Lee	A.	Blume	 	
William	A.	Blume	
Brian	Broughman	 	
John	H.	Ferguson	 	
Karen	W.	Ferguson	 	
Thomas	P.	Gannon	 	
Jacquelyn	C.	Gauss	 	
Robert	L.	Gauss	 	
Alexander	P.	Genetos	 	
Roberta	M.	Gumbel	 	
Kenneth	E.	Hardman	 	
Hon.	David	F.	Hamilton
Edward	W.	Herrmann	 	
Yamini	Hingorani	 	
Sarah	J.	Hughes
Brian	Kearney	 	
Clark	Lackert	 	
Marie	Lackert	 	
Debra	M.	Lynch	 	
Michael	L.	Lynch		
Ajay	K.	Mehrotra	 	
Frank	Motley	 	
Eric	Robinson	 	
Steve	Sanders	 	
J.	Alexander	Tanford	 	
Carwina	Weng	 	
5
Associates
S.	Aramian	 	
Maarten	Bout	 	
Barry	M.	Bronstein	 	
Judith	S.	Bronstein	 	
Kevin	D.	Brown	 	
Jack	B.	Cohen	 	
Marcia	Cohen	 	
Daniel	Cole	 	
Cynthia	O.	Cook	 	
Steven	C.	Cook	 	
Kenneth	G.	Dau-Schmidt	 	
Cheryl	Decorso	 	
Hon.	Brent	E.	Dickson	 	
Jan	A.	Dickson	 	
Linda	Drasnin	 	
Catherine	E.	Dyar	 	
Meredith	J.	Eads	 	
Rita	L.	Eads	 	
Miriam	Effron	 	
Mary	I.	Emison	 	
Alice	A.	Ewbank	 	
Thomas	P.	Ewbank	 	
Peter	P.	Eyck	 	
Fred	Fathe	 	
Kay	Fathe	 	
Aline	M.	Feldman	 	
Marcia	E.	Fisch	 	
Jonathan	A.	Fisch,	M.D.	 	
Jamie	Fischer	 	
Robert	L.	Fischman	 	
Mary	Gaus	 	
Douglas	Goldstein	 	
Sophia	Goodman		
Andrea	Havill	 	
Steven	T.	Henke,	’15
Lisa	G.	Hosey
Matthew	A.	Hutchens	 	
Michelle	L.	Hutchens	 	
Jessica	S.	Jackson	 	
Julius	R.	Jerich	 	
Marthagene	Johnson	 	
Carol	A.	Joseph	 	
Kenneth	M.	Joseph	 	
Elaine	E.	Klineman	 	
Izabela	Kowalewska	Cole	 	
Leandra	Lederman	 	
Ann	M.	Liebig	 	
Daisy	L.	Lovelace		
Michael	Mattioli	 	
William	G.	Mays	 	
Helen	A.	Merrick	 	
Jeanne	C.	Meyer	 	
Barbara	Muceus	 	
Eric	E.	Muceus	 	
Christiana	Ochoa	 	
Elizabeth	J.	O’Donnell	 	
Aviva	A.	Orenstein	 	
James	A.	Ostiller	 	
Rosemarie	B.	Ostiller	 	
Eileen	Packer	 	
Howard	J.	Packer	 	
Gregory	L.	Pemberton	 	
Robin	L.	Pemberton	 	
Janis	L.	Randall	 	
Nicholas	C.	Roberts,	’15
Janet	S.	Robertson	 	
Richard	Rockershousen	 	
Lindsey	Rodgers	 	
Michael	R.	Rosiello	 	
Ryan	Scott	
Gene	Shreve	 	
Marguerite	R.	Shreve	 	
James	A.	Spangler,	Jr,	’14
Janet	Stake	 	
Jeffrey	E.	Stake	 	
Georgeanna	Tutrow	 	
Flora	M.	Valentine	 	
Kenneth	B.	Valentine	 	
James	D.	Van	Osdol	 	
Judith	L.	Van	Osdol	 	
Martha	M.	Van	Stone	 	
Jennifer	VanDeusen	 	
Joseph	W.	VanDeusen	 	
Gregory	W.	Wagner	 	
Karen	B.	Wagner	 	
Deborah	Widiss	 		
Mary	M.	Wright	 	
5
{ FINIS }
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Baldwin	&	Lyons,	Inc.
Cook,	Inc.	 	
John	W.	Anderson	
	 Foundation
Lilly	Endowment	Inc.
Maurice	B.	Miller	Memorial		
	 Scholarship	Fund	 	
Microsoft
5
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Barnes	&	Thornburg	LLP	 	
Bose	McKinney	&	
	 Evans	LLP	 	
Demarest	&	Almeida
Edwards	Wildman	
	 Palmer	LLP
Eli	Lilly	and	Company
Exxon	Education	Foundation
Faegre	Baker	Daniels	LLP
Federal	Circuit	Bar	
	 Association	 	
Jackson	Lewis	LLP	 	
Lumina	Foundation	for		 	
	 Education
Novus	Law	LLC	 	
The	Saltsburg	Fund
Unitarian	Universalist	
	 Association	of	
	 Congregations	Holdeen	
	 India	Program
5
Dean’s Circle Directors
Bingham	Greenebaum	
	 Doll	LLP	 	
Caterpillar	Foundation
Contra	Costa	County,	
	 Calif.	
Ernst	&	Young	Foundation
Maurer	Family	
	 Foundation,	Inc.
Mayer	Brown	LLP	 	
Ogletree	Deakins	Nash		 	
	 Smoak	Stewart,	PC	 	
Samuel	H.	and	Maria	
	 Miller	Foundation	 	
Stites	&	Harbison	 	
Wabash	Valley	Community		
	 Foundation
5
Partners
Aon	Foundation
Arnold	&	Porter,	LLP	 	
Brinks	Hofer	Gilson	
	 &	Lione	 	
Chapman	and	Cutler	 	
Chevron	Corporation
Deloitte	&	Touche	Foundation
Dinsmore	&	Shohl	LLP	 	
Dow	Chemical	Foundation
Duke	Energy	Indiana,	Inc.		
Federal	Circuit	Bar	
	 Association
Fredrikson	&	Bryon	PA	 	
Frost	Brown	Todd	LLC	 	
General	Electric	Fund
Honigman	Miller	Schwartz	
	 &	Cohn	 	
Indiana	Judges	Association
Jones	Day	 	
Kirkpatrick	Lockhart	
	 Preston	Gates	Ellis	LLP
Kresge	Foundation
Lincoln	Financial	Group		 	
	 Foundation
McKesson	Foundation
Millennium	
	 Pharmaceuticals,	Inc.
Monroe	County	Bar	
	 Association	 	
Northwestern	Mutual	Life		
	 Insurance	Foundation
Oneok	Foundation,	Inc.
Procter	&	Gamble
Riley	Bennett	and	Egloff	LLP
Scopelitis	Garvin	Light	
	 Hanson	&	Feary	PC	 	
Shell	Oil	Foundation
Sempra	Energy
Student	Bar	Association	 	
Wilkinson	Goeller	Modesitt		
	 Wilkinson	&	Drummy	
	 Law	Office	 	
5
Associates
Berkshire	Taconic	
	 Community	Foundation
Bernstein	Law	Office	 	
Church	Church	Hittle	
	 &	Antrim
DeLaney	&	DeLaney	LLC
Gene	B.	Glick	Company,		 	
	 Inc.	 	
Goldman,	Sachs	&	Co.
Governmental	Management		
	 Services
Hoover	Hull	LLP	 	
IBM	International	
	 Foundation
JPMorgan	Chase	Foundation
McCrea	&	McCrea	 	
Morgan	Stanley
Premier	Inc.
PwC	Foundation
Raytheon	Company
Robert	R.	McCormick	
	 Tribune	Foundation
Skadden	Arps	Slate	Meagher		
	 &	Flom	LLP	 	
Taft	Stettinius	&	Hollister		 	
	 LLP	 	
Wells	Fargo	Foundation
5
{ FINIS }
FRIENDS, FACULTY, STAFF
AND STUDENTS HONOR ROLL
The	IU	Maurer	School	of	Law	extends	a	special	thanks	to	these	groups,	
whose	support	reflects	their	close	ties	to	the	School.
CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS
AND LAW FIRMS HONOR ROLL
Gifts	from	these	special	friends	of	the	Law	School	further	support	its	many	programs.	The	following	organizations	
made	a	direct	gift	to	the	Fund	for	Excellence	or	matched	contributions	from	alumni	and	friends	of	the	School.
 Antonio Curiel Memorial 
Scholarship
Hon.	Gonzalo	P.	Curiel,	’79
+
Arthur P. Kalleres 
Memorial Scholarship
Robert	L.	Gauss,	’93
Philip	C.	Genetos,	’77	
Sue	A.	Kalleres
David	J.	Mallon,	’75
Gregory	L.	Pemberton
Jay	G.	Taylor,	’67
Germaine	(Winneck)	
	 Willett,	’98	
+
Bernard Harrold 
Scholarship
Joyce	J.	Allen
Thomas	D.	Allen
Michael	R.	Blankshain
Cal	R.	Burnton
Jeanne	Burnton
Edward	T.	Butt
Leslie	H.	Butt
Douglas	R.	Carlson
Susan	F.	Carlson
James	A.	Christman
Laura	Dockterman
Michael	Dockterman
James	Dorr
Nancy	Dorr
Edwards	Wildman	Palmer		
	 LLP
John	L.	Eisel
Linda	Eisel
Ellen	Esrick
Jerald	Esrick
James	Fiffer
Linda	Fiffer
Kathy	P.	Fox
Richard	Fox
Kendra	Gallagher
Jeffrey	P.	Gray
Robert	E.	Hamilton
Kathleen	Harrold
David	S.	Heller
Susan	C.	Heller
Helaine	Heydemann
Peter	Heydemann
Anne	Kimball
Elizabeth	Landes
Stephen	J.	Landes
Michael	McCluggage
John	W.	McNair
Maureen	A.	McNair
Barbara	S.	Migdal
Sheldon	Migdal
Keiren	O’Kelly
Sarah	L.	Olson
William	J.	Rogers
Alan	B.	Roth
Sara	J.	Roth
Robert	L.	Shuftan
Thomas	H.	Snyder
Swanson	Martin	and	Bell		 	
	 LLP
Craig	M.	White,	’77
+
Bose McKinney & Evans 
Sherman Minton Moot Court 
Competition
Bose	McKinney	&	Evans	LLP
+
Center for Constitutional 
Democracy
Gary	J.	Anderson,	M.D.
Kathy	E.	Anderson
Lindsey	Rodgers
+
Center on the Global Legal 
Profession International 
Summer Internship Program
Amarchand	Mangaldas	&		 	
	 Suresh	A.	Shroff	&	Co.
Demarest	&	Almeida	
	 Advogados
Robert	D.	Aronson,	’77
Edward	L.	Michael,	’81	
Mark	S.	Niblick,	’78
Novus	Law	LLC
Steven	M.	Post,	’77
Unitarian	Universalist	
	 Association	of	
	 Congregations	Holdeen		
	 India	Program
+
Center for Intellectual 
Property Research
Anne	E.	Aikman-Scalese,	’78
Bruce	J.	Artim,	’82
Barnes	&	Thornburg	LLP
Bingham	Greenebaum	Doll		
	 LLP
Cook,	Inc.
Julia	(Church)	Dierker,	’88
Faegre	Baker	Daniels	LLP
Rhett	R.	Dennerline,	’89
Jennifer	(Kelly)	Fardy,	’95
P.	Stephen	Fardy,	’94
Federal	Circuit	Bar	
	 Association
Scott	R.	Hansen,	’92
Elizabeth	Houdek,	’01
Jason	A.	Houdek,	’01
Mark	D.	Janis,	’89
Matthew	D.	Kellam,	’01
Brian	J.	Lally,	’01
Jason	Liao,	’07
Michael	Mattioli
Microsoft	Inc.
Christian	C.	Taylor,	’94
Angela	(Schultz)	Yoon,	’02
Hongsun	Yoon,	’02
+
Charles and Jean Bruess 
Law Scholarship
Charles	E.	Bruess,	’63
Jean	E.	Bruess
+
Charles Wilson Memorial 
Scholarship
Roberta	M.	Gumbel
James	J.	Weber,	’84
+
Child Advocacy Program
Karen	L.	Hsu,	’99
+
Class of 1979 Scholarship 
Fund
Jane	Alshuler,	’79
Michelle	A.	Bernstein,	’79
Donald	D.	DeGrasse,	’79
Jeanne	A.	Hoffmann,	’79	
Bruce	A.	Hugon,	’79	
Bruce	J.	Rasch,	’79
+
Class of 1997 Scholarship 
Fund
Thaddeus	R.	Ailes,	’97
James	K.	Cleland,	’97
Kelly	(Collier)	Cleland,	’97
Eric	M.	Douthit,	’97
Troy	D.	Farmer,	’97
Heidi	G.	Goebel,	’97
Frederick	B.	Jonassen,	’97
+
Class of 1983 Scholarship 
Fund
Jerry	J.	Burgdoerfer,	’83
Bruce	C.	Haas,	’83
Holiday	H.	McKiernan,	’83
Philip	B.	McKiernan,	’83	
Zeff	A.	Weiss,	’83
Zoe	(Urena)	Weiss,	’83
Candance	A.	Yeager,	’83
Joseph	H.	Yeager,	Jr.,	’83	
+
Community Legal 
Clinic Fund
Nicole	F.	Cammarota,	’04
Joseph	E.	Crehan,	’65
Sheila	Crehan
Shane	D.	Deaton,	’04
+
Curriculum Support Fund
Stephen	F.	Burns,	’68
+
David E. Greene & Barbara J. 
Bealer Scholarship
Barbara	J.	Bealer
David	E.	Greene,	’74	
+
DeLaney Scholarship Fund
Ann	M.	DeLaney,	’77	
Edward	O.	DeLaney
+
Donald P. Dorfman 
Scholarship
Donald	P.	Dorfman,	’57
+
Edward W. Najam, Jr.
Scholarship
Hon.	Edward	W.	Najam,	Jr.
+
Elba L. Branigin, Jr. 
Scholarship
Estate	of	Gene	Branigin
+
Elmore Entrepreneurship 
Law Clinic
Michael	E.	Flannery,	’83	
Adam	C.	Shields,	’06
+
Elmore Family Scholarship
DG	Elmore	Jr.,	’84	
David	G.	Elmore,	’58
+
Ernest L. Myers Scholarship
Alice	Myers	Arthur
Estate	of	Ruth	Caniff	Myers
+
Eugene & Jane Fletchall 
Scholarship
Jane	Fletchall
+
Faegre Baker & Daniels LLP 
Pro Bono Fellowship
Faegre	Baker	&	Daniels	LLP
+
G.S. Eslick Scholarship
Jane	L.	Eslick,	in	memory		 	
	 of	Gordon	S.	Eslick	and	
	 R.	Dewey	Welch
+
Gary and Denise Birnbaum 
Scholarship
Denise	B.	Birnbaum
Gary	L.	Birnbaum,	’76	
+
George N. Lewis M.D. 
Memorial Scholarship
Elliot	R.	Lewis,	’87
+
Gifts in Honor of 
Robert P. Duvin
Barry	M.	Bronstein
Judith	S.	Bronstein
Jack	B.	Cohen
Marcia	Cohen
Linda	Drasnin
Sam	Miller
Maria	Miller
+
Gift in honor of 
Michael S. Maurer
Kenneth	M.	Joseph
Carol	A.	Joseph
+
Gift in honor of 
Edgar D. Whitcomb
James	D.	VanOsdol
Judith	L.	VanOsdol
+
Gifts in memory of 
Patrick L. Baude
Brenda	E.	Knowles,	’77
Janet	Stake
Jeffrey	Stake
+
Gift in memory of 
Thomas S. Emison
Mary	I.	Emison
+
Gift in memory of 
Donald E. Foulke
Georgeanna	Tutrow
+
Gift in memory of 
Charles F. Gaus
Mary	Gaus
+
Gift in memory of 
Paul H. Johnson
Indiana	Judges	Association
+
Gift in memory of 
Greg K. Kimberlin
Duke	Energy	Indiana,	Inc.
+
Gifts in memory of 
John F. Kimberling
S.	Sue	Aramian
Willard	Z.	Carr,	’50
Kenneth	Hayes
Ann	M.	Liebig
William	G.	Mays
James	A.	Ostiller
Rosemarie	B.	Ostiller
Howard	J.	Packer
Eileen	Packer
+
Gift in memory of 
Everett N. Lucas
Indiana	Judges	Association
+
Gift in memory of 
Frank W. Messer
Indiana	Judges	Association
+
Gift in memory of 
William D. Powell
Lisa	A.	Powell,	’84
+
Gifts in memory of 
Paul S. Ruderman
Gary	L.	Birnbaum,	’76
Denise	B.	Birnbaum
Leroy	W.	Hofmann
Fred	Fathe
Kay	Fathe
Jamie	Fischer
Ronald	S.	Reinstein
David	L.	Sandweiss
+
Gift in memory of 
Paul M. Stanley
Indiana	Judges	Association
+
Gift in memory of 
Edward C. Theobald
Indiana	Judges	Association
+
Harry T. Ice Memorial Fund
Karen	E.	Arland,	’82
Byron	L.	Myers,	’77	
L.	Alan	Whaley,	’81	
+
Harry Pratter Professorship 
in Law
Philip	C.	Potts,	’59	
+
Jackson Lewis Labor 
and Employment Law 
Scholarship
Jackson	Lewis	LLP
+
John F. Kimberling 
Scholarship
Estate	of	John	F.	Kimberling
+
Kathleen A. Buck Loan 
Repayment Assistance Fund
Richard	A.	Dean,	’73
+
Kenneth & Louise Yahne 
Scholarship
Kenneth	R.	Yahne,	’68	&	
	 Louise	A.	Yahne
+
L.H. Wallace Teaching 
Award
Dale	E.	Armstrong,	’54	
Susan	J.	Voelkel
Harry	L.	Wallace
+
Law Journal Sustaining 
Fund
David	O.	Barrett,	’95
Gary	L.	Birnbaum,	’76
Samuel	R.	(“Chic”)	Born	II,	’70	
Michael	E.	Brown,	’78	
Jeffery	A.	Burger,	’79
William	T.	Burke,	’53
Donald	W.	Buttrey,	’61	
Larry	L.	Chubb,	’89
Michael	R.	Conner,	’75
Thomas	A.	Coyne,	’64
John	A.	Crawford,	’81
Richard	J.	Darko,	’68	
Jeffrey	S.	Davidson,	’73
Rhett	R.	Dennerline,	’89
Eric	M.	Douthit,	’97
Robert	A.	Dubault,	’95
David	G.	Elmore,	’58	
Daniel	C.	Emerson,	’79	
Margaret	D.	Flores,	’11
William	A.	Freihofer,	’58
Gerald	F.	George,	’69	
Miles	C.	Gerberding,	’56
Anthony	P.	Gillman,	’81
Hon.	Vincent	F.	Grogg*,	’58	
Christian	M.	Habegger,	’11
Marvin	L.	Hackman,	’59	
Leroy	W.	Hofmann,	’58
Julie	(Grachek)	Hutchins,	’06
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SPECIAL AND MEMORIAL GIFTS 
HONOR ROLL
Indiana	Law	gratefully	acknowledges	the	donors	who	honor	loved	ones,	friends,	and	colleagues	with	memorial	
and	honorary	gifts.	We	also	thank	donors	to	dedicated	funds,	including	named	scholarships.
 Travis	N.	Jensen,	’98
Lester	A.	Kassing,	’58
Robert	P.	Kassing,	’64	
MaryJane	Lapointe,	’87
Paul	B.	Ledford,	’63
Elliott	D.	Levin,	’66
Jason	W.	Levin,	’83
Sue	(Weinberg)	Levin,	’83
David	A.	Locke,	’95
Thomas	M.	Lofton,	’54
Joseph	H.	Marxer,	’87
Edward	F.	McCrea,	’72
Christina	M.	McKee,	’76
Doyal	E.	McLemore,	Jr.,	’77
Anna	T.	Meyer	Simpson,	’06
John	P.	Mitchell,	’70
James	D.	Moore,	’77
Michael	D.	O’Connor,	’71	
Sandip	H.	Patel,	’96
Julie	A.	Randolph	
	 Slaughter,	’89	
Debra	L.	Schroeder,	’92
John	E.	Seddelmeyer,	’74
Hon.	Sarah	M.	Singleton,	’74
Geoffrey	G.	Slaughter,	’89	
Taft	Stettinius	&	Hollister		 	
	 LLP
Jay	G.	Taylor,	’67
Frederick	F.	Thornburg,	’68
	 in	memory	of	James		 	
	 Fletcher	Thornburg
Cliff	K.	Travis,	’57	
Edward	L.	Volk,	’70
Edwin	F.	Walmer,	’57
Kent	H.	Westley,	’68	
Sally	(Hartfield)	Westley,	’67
Anthony	A.	Windell,	’63
Rachael	Yates	Pileggi,	’09
Richard	W.	Young,	’81
+
Law Library Fund
Lisa	M.	Anderson,	’88
Wayne	D.	Boberg,	’78
Richard	T.	Dawson,	’70	
Rachel	Leahey,	’10
Hon.	Paul	D.	Mathias,	’79
Pamela	S.	Meyer,	’00	
Lauren	E.	Minto,	’02
James	C.	Nelson,	’67
Lawrence	T.	Oates,	’87
Rhys	Corporation
George	P.	Smith,	II,	’64	
Ann	R.	Vaughan,	’78	
Heather	(Tallman)	
	 Wilson,	’97	
+
Leonard D. Fromm 
Memorial Fund
Anonymous
Kenneth	J.	Adams,	’00
Baldwin	&	Lyons,	Inc.
Cynthia	M.	Baran,	’95
Lori	A.	Barnhart
Barbara	J.	Bealer
Timothy	J.	Boeglin,	’84
Alan	S.	Bradin,	’13
Ian	M.	Burns,	’04
Andrew	Butler
Sarah	E.	Caldwell,	’11
John	D.	Clark
Patricia	S.	Clark
James	K.	Cleland,	’97
Kelly	(Collier)	Cleland,	’97
Daniel	O.	Conkle
Amanda	C.	Couture,	’04
Robert	Dale
Claude	E.	Davis
Michael	K.	Davis,	’87
Sara	E.	Davis
Diane	L.	Day
Dermatology	Center	of	
	 S.	Indiana
Joseph	J.	DeVito
Sarah	N.	DeVito,	’12
Janet	L.	Dunigan
Patrick	L.	Dunigan
James	R.	Fagan
Marjorie	Lou	Fagan
Cheryl	R.	Fell
Stephen	L.	Ferguson,	’66
David	Fidler
Shari	Fidler
Maribeth	Z.	Fischer
Thomas	J.	Fischer
Robert	L.	Fischman
Anne	K.	Furniss
Norman	Furniss
Ann	Gale
R.	Brian	Giesler
Governmental	Management		
	 Services
Kirk	E.	Grable,	’88
David	E.	Greene,	’74
Hon.	David	F.	Hamilton
William	P.	Harbison,	’07
Shontrai	D.	Irving,	’03
Julann	Jatczak
Kristen	V.	Johnson
Terry	L.	Johnson
Gregory	J.	Jordan,	’84
Elizabeth	A.	Justice,	’83
Karen	Klein,	’03
Debra	Kloosterman
Peter	W.	Kloosterman
Charlotte	Klootwyk
M	E.	Klootwyk
Carol	A.	Krajnik
Dorothy	Krueger
Lang	Diversified	Services		 	
	 Inc.
Deborah	A.	Lemon
Elliot	R.	Lewis,	’87
Tara	Lineweaver
Joel	Martin
Sharon	L.	Mayell
Connie	McDermott
Susan	M.	McGlasson
Thomas	M.	McGlasson,	’68
Beverly	A.	McGuire
Dennis	K.	McGuire
Maribeth	A.	McKaig
Richard	N.	McKaig
Jessica	(Wininger)	Merkel,	’06
Katherine	A.	Miltner,	’05
Carol	Montgomery
George	A.	Morgan
Kathryn	Morris
Frank	Motley
Kurt	D.	Nondorf,	’83
Alexander	C.	O’Neill,	’03
Shiv	(Ghuman)	O’Neill,	’01
Marianne	M.	Owen,	’91
Roger	L.	Pardieck,	’63
Christine	Perkins
Tedd	Perkins
Jerry	Petty
Linda	K.	Petty
Mark	J.	Plantan,	’12
Patricia	Prochaska
Daniel	N.	Quinn
Lois	Quinn
Richard	Quinn
Ronald	Quinn
Teri	Quinn
Angela	R.	Rager
Jason	A.	Rager
Cynthia	J.	Reichard,	’84
Stephen	E.	Reynolds,	’08
Richard	S.	Rhodes,	’53
Timothy	J.	Riffle,	’83
Lauren	K.	Robel,	’83
Judy	Roberts
Marjory	Sarkis
Judy	Schroeder
Keith	Schroeder
Gene	Shreve
Marguerite	R.	Shreve
Nathaniel	R.	Sinn,	’04
Sara	R.	Slaughter,	’88
Jeffrey	A.	Smeathers
Patricia	E.	Smeathers
Thomas	C.	Smith,	’88
Janet	Stake
Jeffrey	E.	Stake
Janet	C.	Stavropoulos,	’94
Cynthia	Storer	Baran,	’95
Glenda	M.	Sweet
Inge	M.	Van	der	Cruysse,	’04
Denise	A.	Walker,	’06
David	H.	Waterman
Donna	K.	Wilber-Fromm
+
Lotz Office of Alumni & 
Development Fund
Philip	H.	Larmore,	’65
+
M.A.L. Fund
Lilly	Endowment,	Inc.
Betty	L.	Lofton
Thomas	M.	Lofton,	’54
+
Marilyn Wheeler Pendergast 
Scholarship
Wabash	Valley	Community	
Foundation
+
Maurice B. Miller Memorial 
Scholarship
Maurice	Miller	Memorial		 	
	 Scholarship	Trust
McLoughlin Family 
Scholarship
Michael	T.	McLoughlin
Susie	McLoughlin
+
Michael K. Guest Memorial 
Scholarship
Charles	W.	Ardery
Joanne	R.	Ardery
Janet	K.	Guest
+
Michael S. and Janie Maurer 
Scholarships
Janie	K.	Maurer
Michael	S.	Maurer,	’67	
+
Minority Student 
Scholarship
Rita	L.	Bender
William	J.	Bender
+
Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, 
Smoak & Stewart Fellowship 
in Labor & Employment Law
Ogletree,	Deakins,	Nash,		 	
	 Smoak	&	Stewart,	P.C.
+
On-Campus Interviewing 
Program
Arnold	Porter	LLP
Faegre	Baker	Daniels	LLP
Barnes	&	Thornburg	LLP
Bingham	Greenebaum	Doll		
	 LLP
Brinks	Hofer	Gilson	&	Lione
Chapman	and	Cutler	LLP
Dinsmore	&	Shohl	LLP
Fredrikson	&	Bryon	PA
Frost	Brown	Todd	LLC
Honigman	Miller	Schwartz		
	 &	Cohn
Hoover	Hull,	LLP
Mayer	Brown	LLP
Jones	Day
Scopelitis	Garvin	Light	
	 Hanson	Feary	PC
Stites	Harbison	PLLC
Wilkinson	Goeller	
	 Modesitt	Wilkinson	&		 	
	 Drummy	Law
+
Public Interest Law 
Fellowship
Anonymous
Kevin	G.	Baer,	’93
Robin	D.	Bannister,	’13
A.	James	Barnes
K.	Louise	Barrett,	’13
Jeannine	Bell
Timothy	J.	Boeglin,	’84	
Brian	J.	Broughman
Kevin	D.	Brown
Beth	A.	Burrous
Hannah	L.	Buxbaum
Daniel	O.	Conkle
Deborah	W.	Conkle
Rita	L.	Eads
John	S.	Fleming,	’12
John	M.	Hamilton,	’86
Steven	T.	Henke,	’15
Edward	W.	Herrmann
Yamini	Hingorani
Sarah	J.	Hughes	
Jessica	S.	Jackson
Dawn	E.	Johnsen
Clark	P.	Kirkman,	’09
Leandra	Lederman
Daisy	L.	Lovelace
Ajay	K.	Mehrotra
Christian	J.	Morrison,	’90
Barbara	Muceus
Eric	E.	Muceus
Christiana	Ochoa
Cynthia	J.	Reichard,	’84
Lea	Rennert
Nicholas	C.	Roberts,	’15
Ryan	Scott
Heather	E.	Shreve,	’12
James	A.	Spangler,	Jr.,	’14
Student	Bar	Association
Hon.	Ellen	K.	Thomas,	’73
James	L.	Vana,	’93
Jennifer	L.	Vana,	’93
Carwina	Weng
Deborah	A.	Widiss
Germaine	(Winnick)	
	 Willett,	’98
+
R. Neil & Michele Irwin 
Scholarship
R.	Neil	Irwin,	’71	&	
	 Michele	K.	Irwin
+
Ralph Fuchs Memorial Fund
John	A.	Hargis,	’69
+
Rapheal M. Prevot, Jr. 
Memorial Scholarship
Carol	D.	Boddy,	’95
Roberta	M.	Gumbel
Richardson/Tinder/Logan 
Scholarship Public 
& Community Service 
Scholarship
Abbott	Fund
Fred	J.	Logan,	Jr.,	’77
John	F.	(“Jeff”)	
	 Richardson,	’77
Hon.	John	D.	Tinder,	’75
+
Robert A. Lucas Endowed 
Chair
Mark	E.	Holcomb,	’87
+
Scott N. Flanders 
Scholarship
Scott	N.	Flanders,	’82	
+
Sig Beck Award
Elizabeth	A.	Beck,	in	memory	
	 of	Sigmund	J.	Beck
John	D.	Beck,	in	memory	
	 of	Sigmund	J.	Beck
Thomas	F.	Beck
+
Simmons-Schnellenberger 
Scholarship
Thomas	F.	
	 Schnellenberger,	Jr.,	’79
Jacqueline	A.	Simmons,	’79	
+
Stephen Jeffirs Memorial 
Scholarship
Michael	J.	Jeffirs
+
Student Organizations Fund
Amir	R.	Ali,	’11	for	PWC		 	
	 Campaign
Nicholas	R.	Blesch	Clark,	’08		
	 for	Williams	Moot	Court		
	 Competition
Jerry	J.	Burgdoerfer,	’83	
	 for	Williams	Moot	Court		
	 Competition
Christina	L.	Clark,	’08	
	 for	Williams	Moot	Court		
	 Competition
Thomas	P.	Gannon	
	 for	Williams	Moot	Court		
	 Competition
Lance	M.	Lindeen,	’11	
	 for	Moot	Court	Program
Stephen	E.	Reynolds,	’08	
	 to	benefit	BLSA
Jeffrey	B.	Rubenstein,	’83
Rebecca	(Wilkinson)	
	 Rubenstein,	’83
Steve	Sanders	
	 for	Williams	Moot	Court		
	 Competition
Kathleen	M.	Sweeney,	’84		 	
	 for	Williams	Moot	Court		
	 Competition
Truist	for	PWC	Campaign
Martha	(Blood)	
	 Wentworth,	’90	for	Moot		
	 Court	Program
+
Student Support Fund
Hannah	L.	Buxbaum
Daniel	O.	Conkle
Robert	L.	Fischman
Aviva	A.	Orenstein	in	honor		
	 of	Lauren	K.	Robel
Jeffrey	E.	Stake
J.	Alexander	Tanford
+
V. Sue Shields Endowed 
Scholarship 
Hon.	Basil	H.	Lorch	III,	’74
Vivian	C.	Lorch
Debra	M.	Lynch
Bryan	A.	Richards,	’89
Hon.	V.	Sue	(Blodgett)		 	
	 Shields,	’61
Lisa	(Hamilton)	
	 Thielmeyer,	’92
Kristine	L.	Zeabart,	’04
+
V. William Hunt Scholarship
Nancy	Hunt
V.	William	Hunt,	’69
+
Val Nolan Endowed Chair
Ellwood	W.	Lewis,	’54
+
Viola J. Taliaferro Family 
and Children Mediation Law 
Clinic
John	S.	Applegate
Jan	A.	Dickson
Hon.	Brent	E.	Dickson	
Diane	K.	Dudeck
John	P.	Dudeck
George	Taliaferro
Hon.	Viola	J.	Taliaferro
+
Willard and Margaret Carr 
Professorship in Labor & 
Employment Law
Margaret	Carr
Willard	Z.	Carr,	’50	
+
William R. Stewart Fund
Hon.	Thomas	J.	Felts,	’79
John	H.	Ferguson
Karen	W.	Ferguson
+
William W. Oliver Chair in 
Tax Law
Joseph	T.	Ives,	’58	
5
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Arend	J.	Abel,	’86		
Joshua	W.	Abel,	’05	
Hon.	Shirley	(Schlanger)	
	 Abrahamson,	’56		
Magdalena	A.	(Przytulska)	
	 Acevedo,	’00		
Kathryn	J.	Ahlgren	Garza,	’08		
Anne	E.	Aikman-Scalese,	’78		
Nathan	D.	Alder,	’95		
Glenda	K.	Alexander,	’94	
Amir	R.	Ali,	’11	
D.	Michael	Allen,	’00		
Scott	A.	Allen,	’12	
John	E.	Allread,	’10	
David	E.	Amaya,	’08		
Holly	L.	Amaya,	’08	
Nanafrema	Ananeh-
	 Firempong,	’10	
Erica		Andersen			
Kirstie	D.	Anderson,	’97	
Gary	J.	Anderson	
Jonathan	Anderson	
Jamie	Andree			
Jeffrey	S.	Ankrom,	’04		
Haroon	Anwar,	’09	
John	Applegate	
Samuel	R.	Ardery,	’83		
Jonathan	Armiger,	’11	
Phyllis	Armstrong	
Ian	D.	Arnold,	’01		
Robert	D.	Aronson,	’77	
David	A.	Arthur,	’75		
Bruce	J.	Artim,	’82		
Stephanie	A.	Artnak,	’07		
Tavonna	H.	Askew,	’01	
Ivo	A.	Austin,	’12	
Kathleen	A.	(Buchler)	
	 Austin,	’88		
Bryan	H.	Babb,	’99		
Hon.	Ruth	Bader	Ginsburg	
Rebecca	L.	Bailey	
	 Jacobsen,	’06	
J.	Adam	Bain,	’86		
Elizabeth	L.	Baney,	’07		
Nathan	D.	Baney,	’07		
Michael	H.	Baniak,	’80		
Erin	E.	Bantz,	’13	
Denise	Y.	Barkdull,	’97		
Hon.	Sarah	Evans	Barker			
Hon.	Michael	P.	Barnes	
David	S.	Barnhill,	’10	
Kellie	M.	Barr,	’06	
Matthew	B.	Barr,	’06		
William	W.	Barrett,	’89	
Robert	F.	“Ted”	Barron	II,	’96	
M.	Scott	Bassett,	’86		
Lilaberdia	Batties,	’95	
Mark	D.	Batties	III,	’96	
Scott	A.	Bearby,	’92	
Stephen	W.	Beard	Jr.,	’98		
Robert	H.	Beatson,	’13	
Alyssa	Beattie	Rogers,	’04	
Alan	W.	Becker,	’81	
James	H.	Beckett,	’98	
Frederick	A.	Beckman,	’49		
Jeannine	Bell	
James	K.	Bemis,	’85		
Gabriel		Bender,	’00		
Anne	A.	Bennett,	’91		
Jason	W.	Bennett,	’01	
Jeffrey	T.	Bennett,	’88	
Maria	E.	Bennett,	’08		
Spiro	Bereveskos,	’81		
Benjamin	P.	Beringer,	’90	
Adam	J.	Berlin,	’99		
Martine	Romy	Bernard,	’11	
John	D.	Bessler,	’91	
Kimberly	Y.	Best-Staton,	’94	
Kevin	Betz,	’88	
Andrew	W.	Beyer,	’08	
Patrick	Bickley	
Scott	F.	Bieniek	
Rebecca	L.	Billick,	’10	
Robert	J.	Black,	’77	
K.	Steven	Blake,	’90		
Nicholas	R.	Blesch	Clark,	’08		
Christopher	A.	Bloom,	’75		
Timothy	D.	Blue,	’79	
Craig	J.	Bobay,	’91	
Jack	A.	Bobo,	’96		
Timothy	J.	Boeglin,	’84		
Mindy	L.	Boehr,	’08		
Michael	K.	Bonnell,	’86	
Daniel	Boots	
Kyle	G.	Borkenhagen,	’10	
F.	Wesley	Bowers,	’51		
Tanya	Y.	Bowman,	’01	
James	Boyajian,	’10	
Eric	E.	Boyd,	’86		
Lindsay	T.	Boyd,	’99	
James	M.	Boyers,	’98	
Stephanie	K.	Boys,	’01	
Geoffrey	J.	Bradley,	’94		
Cherri	L.	Branson,	’85	
Bradley	C.	Brasser,	’00	
John	P.	Breen,	’93		
Joseph	B.	Brennan,	’92	
Douglas	K.	Briody,	’94	
Ronald	B.	Brodey,	’70		
Amy	D.	Brody,	’00	
Mary	B.	(Kleiser)	Brody,	’76		
William	J.	Brody,	’76		
Hon.	Mitchell	G.	Brogdon,
	 Sr.,	’86		
Doug	Brown	
Hon.	Elaine	B.	Brown,	’82	
Kevin	D.	Brown	
Patrick	Brown	
Joseph	L.	Brownlee,	’72		
Steven	C.	Bruess,	’89		
Carmen	L.	Brun,	’05	
Evan	S.	Bruno,	’12	
George	E.	Buckingham,	’63		
Lauren	P.	Buford,	’07	
Peter	W.	Bullard,	’73	
Joseph	T.	Bumbleberg,	’61	
Andrew	Bunger	
Jerry	J.	Burgdoerfer,	’83		
Aimee	N.	Burkert,	’12	
Stephen	F.	Burns,	’68		
Andrew	B.	Buroker,	’89		
John	P.	Bushemi,	’73		
Amy	N.	Butz,	’09	
Eleanor	P.	Cabrere,	’93		
Sarah	E.	Caldwell,	’11	
J.	Scott	Callahan,	’88	
Kristen	Cameron,	’11	
Nicole	F.	Cammarota,		’04	
David	W.	Campbell,	’05	
Hon.	Rick	Campbell	
Nicholas	A.	Capezza,	’05	
Lindsey	D.	Carlson,	’07	
Jeff	Carmichael,	’95	
Kepten	D.	Carmichael,	’96	
Steven	D.	Carpenter,	’89	
James	M.	Carr,	’75		
Willard	Z.	Carr,	’50		
Philip	L.	Carson,	’67		
Robert	Carter	
Yvonne	M.	Carter,	’99	
Gregory	A.	Castanias,	’90		
Beth	Cate	
Fernando	S.	Chacon,	’82	
Abhishek	“Jay”	
	 Chaudhary,	’09	
Davina	L.	Childs,	’93		
Cindy	J.	Cho,	’08	
Gug	Hyeon	Cho,	’11	
Brian	Cholewa	
Adam	D.	Christensen,	’06	
Margaret	M.	Christensen,	’07	
Nick	J.	Cirignano,	’01	
Abigail	A.	Clapp,	’99		
Charles	R.	Clark,	’62	
Christina	A.	Clark,	’11	
Christina	L.	Clark,	’08		
Christina	M.	Clark,	’10	
David	R.	Clark,	’10	
David	W.	Clark,	’05		
Rachael	N.	Clark,	’05		
Rachel	E.	Clark,	’07		
Catherine	A.	Clements,	’09		
Brian	P.	Clifford,	’06	
Christal	J.	Coakley,	’08		
Pamela	Sumner	Coffey,	’94	
Bryan	Cogswell	
Shannon	M.	Cohen,	’02	
Freda	Coleman-Jackson	
James	A.	Coles			
Amber	C.	Collins,	’09	
Joseph	A.	Colussi,	’81	
Clyde	D.	Compton,	’65		
Kerry	C.	Connor,	’88		
Catherine	A.	Conway,	’78		
Timothy	M.	Conway,	’85		
Jessie	Cook,	’79	
Amy	Cooper	
James	L.	Cooper,	’91	
Jason	P.	Cooper,	’92		
John	T.	Cooper,	’92		
David	E.	Corbitt,	’97		
Thomas	C.	Cornwell,	’72		
Hon.	Maria	L.	Corona,	’81		
Veronica	M.	Corsaro,	’12	
Amanda	C.	Couture,	’04		
Greta	(Gerberding)	
	 Cowart,	’85		
Amber	L.	Cox,	’06	
Reid	A.	Cox,	’00		
Gregory	B.	Coy,	’95	
Darren	A.	Craig,	’04		
John	A.	“Andy”	Crawford,	’81	
Theresa	Cropper	
Patrick	S.	Cross,	’93		
Gillian	S.	Crowl,	’10		
Daniel	Cueller,	’86	
Courtney	E.	Curtis,	’04	
James	W.	Curtis	Jr.,	’71		
Lara	K.	Cutshall,	’04	
Laura	Daghe	
Chris	Daley	
Lisa	D.	Davidson,	’98	
Gary	L.	Davis,	’82		
Joshua	M.	Davis,	’03	
Carla	De	La	Barra	
	 Helstrom,	’08	
Carina	M.	de	la	Torre,	’04			
Erica	L.	De	Santis,	’96			
Shane	D.	Deaton,	’04		
Alecia	A.	DeCoudreaux,	’78		
Daniel	J.	Deeb,	’96		
Thomas	E.	Deer,	’94		
Maria	G.	DeFord,	’03		
Donald	D.	DeGrasse,	’79	
Claire	Deitchman	
Ann	M.	DeLaney,	’77		
Edward	T.	DeLaney,	’06	
Kathleen	A.	DeLaney,	’95		
Joseph	R.	Delehanty,	’13	
Steven	H.	Denman,	’74	
Rhett	R.	Dennerline,	’89	
Anne	(Nading)	DePrez,	’81		
Chris	M.	Devlin,	’10		
John	C.	DeVoe,	’90	
Daniel	K.	DeWitt,	’94		
Robert	P.	DeWitte,	’07	
Hon.	Brent	E.	Dickson	
Hon.	Mary	Ellen	
	 Diekhoff,	’86		
Chris	A.	Dilworth,	’13	
James	Dimos	
Daniel	A.	Dixon,	’12	
Mary	T.	Doheny,	’80	
Michael	J.	Dommermuth,	’83	
Donald	P.	Dorfman,	’57		
Robert	E.	Downey,	’06		
James	P.	Doyle,	Jr.,	’94		
Ursula	T.	Doyle,	’97	
Jalil	D.	Dozier,	’11	
Kiply	S.	Drew,	’89	
Jesse	R.	Drum,	’13	
Robert	A.	Dubault,	’95		
Catharine	Du	Bois	
Shakeba	DuBose,	’04		
Terry	Duga	
David	P.	Durm,	’98	
Peter	H.	Dykstra,	’97		
Christopher	C.	Eades,	’97	
Ross	D.	Eberly,	’09		
W.	Brian	Edge,	’98	
Jessica	A.	Edgerton,	’04	
Susan	T.	Edlavitch,	’76		
Michelle	F.	Eisele,	’85	
Amanda	R.	Elizondo,	’11	
Lea	Ellingwood	
D.	G.	Elmore	Jr.,	’84		
Dana	M.	Emery,	’94	
Margaret	(Tandy)	
	 Emmert,	’01		
Michael	D.	Engber,	’67		
J.	Scott	Enright,	’90		
Matthew	R.	Entsminger,	’07	
Dean	A.	Etsios,	’90	
Stacee	E.	Evans,	’96	
Jonathan	L.	Faber	
Sherry	Fabina-Abney,	’88	
P.	Stephen	Fardy,	’94		
Troy	D.	Farmer,	’97		
Deborah	Farmer	Smith	
Penelope	S.	Farthing,	’70		
Janeen	L.	Feinberg,	’12	
Hon.	Paul	A.	Felix,	’95		
Hon.	Thomas	J.	Felts,	’79		
David	L.	Ferguson,	’81	
Jon	Adam	Ferguson	
John	T.	Ferguson	Jr.,	’93		
Kathleen	E.	Field,	’09	
Kyle	D.	Fields,	’13	
Lucas	M.	Fields,	’12	
Christina	M.	Finn,	’06	
Mindy	A.	Finnigan,	’02		
John	P.	Fischer,	’97		
Robert	L.	Fischman	
Larry	R.	Fisher,	’68		
Thomas	M.	Fisher,	’94		 	
James	F.	Fitzpatrick,	’59		
Scott	N.	Flanders,	’82		
Michael	E.	Flannery,	’83		
Octavia	Florence	
	 Snulligan,	’97	
Hector	L.	Flores,	’83		
Steven	D.	Forry,	’02		
Amy	M.	Foust,	’08	
Kristen	H.	Fowler,	’07		
Jarrod	B.	Franklin,	’08	
Joseph	A.	Franklin,	Jr.,	’63	
Dorothy	J.	Frapwell,	’73		
Jennifer	Freeman	
Michael	H.	Freese,	’83		
Christian	M.	Freitag,	’97		
E.	Paige	Freitag,	’97	
Eric	A.	Frey,	’67		
Andrew	B.	Fromm,	’08	
Seth	R.	Frotman,	’04	
Luis	Fuentes-Rohwer	
Ellen	Fujawa	
Jennifer	M.	Fujawa,	’13	
Matthew	T.	Furton,	’95		
Joseph	R.	Fuschetto,	’13	
Stephanie	E.	Gabay-
	 Smith,	’87		
Deborah	R.	Gaber,	’75	
Jessica	Gahl,	’08	
Nicholas	K.	Gahl,	’08		
Randal	L.	Gainer,	’81	
Rose	E.	Gallagher,	’99		
Kenneth	A.	Gandy			
Thomas	P.	Gannon	
Matthew	Gardlick	
Robert	A.	Garelick,	’66		
Samuel	E.	Gasowski,	’01	
Jennifer	E.	Gauger,	’02		
Joseph	D.	Gaunt,	’01		
Philip	C.	Genetos,	’77		
Gerald	F.	George,	’69		
Michael	R.	Geske,	’89	
Rebecca	W.	Geyer,	’98	
Mark	E.	GiaQuinta,	’79	
Bonnie	K.	Gibson,	’78	
Caroline	K.	Gilchrist,	’82
Laura	M.	Ginn,	’07	
Laura	Ginger	
Donald	Gjerdingen	
M.	Kristin	Glazner,	’02		
Dominic	W.	Glover,	’97	
Rodney	D.	Glover,	’05		
Heidi	G.	Goebel,	’97		
Tamar	P.	Gontovnik,	’08	
Marce	Gonzalez,	Jr.,	’82	
Rainier	Gonzalez,	’98		
Steven	E.	Goode,	’93		
Alicia	Gooden	
Sophia	Goodman	
Gabrielle		Goodwin			
Eliza	Gordner	
Kasie	M.	Gorosh,	’12	
Casie	Gorsuch	
Mark	B.	Gramelspacher,	’90		
Richard	Granat	
Donald	I.	Grande,	’66		
E.	Lynn	Grayson,	’86		
Carl	A.	Greci,	’93		
Elizabeth	M.	Green,	’05	
Betsy	K.	Greene,	’82		
David	E.	Greene,	’74		
Katherine	M.	Grgic,	’09		
Schean	M.	Griffin	Belton,	’95	
Alex	E.	Gude,	’09		
Ryan	J.	Guillory,	’08		
Daniel	M.	Gurfinkel,	’87	
Philippa	M.	Guthrie,	’91		
Matthew	R.	Gutwein,	’88		
Bruce	C.	Haas,	’83		
Christine	N.	Habeeb,	’08	
Marvin	L.	Hackman,	’59		
Stephen	J.	Hackman,	’84		
Nicholas	M.	Haering,	’13	
Mark	A.	Hagedorn,	’98		
Matthew	K.	Hagenbush,	’08	
Lawrence	S.	Hagerman,	’09	
Joshua	D.	Hague,	’98	
Meaghan	E.		Haller,	’10	
Kelley	J.	Halliburton,	’05	
Kevin	A.	Halloran,	’92		
Hon.	David	F.	Hamilton			
John	M.	Hamilton,	’86		
Lee	H.	Hamilton,	’56	
Thomas	M.	Hamilton	Jr.,	’69			
Barry	M.	Hammond,	’06
Jeffrey	A.	Hammond,	’99	
Kelsey	B.	Hanlon,	’12	
Jeanette	Hanna-Ruiz,	’04		
Scott	R.	Hansen,	’92		
Christopher	J.	Harayda,	’09	
Bradley	E.	Hargis,	’06	
Melissa	Hargis	
Stephen	M.	Harper,	’11	
Terry	L.	Harrell,	’89	
John	R.	Harrington,	’95	
Daniel	P.	Harris,	’84	
David	E.	Harris,	’97	
Levi	S.	Harris,	’06		
Wayne	A.	Harris,	’90		
Tavonna	Harris	Askew,	’01	
Herbert	D.	Hart	III,	’77		
Nathan	W.	Harter	IV,	’13	
Marilyn	A.	Hartman,	’85	
Blake	R.	Hartz,	’12	
Holly	M.	Harvey,	’97		
Lakshmi	D.	Hasanadka,	’03		
Nina	R.	Hatfield,	’73		
Augustavia	(Johnson)	
	 Haydel,	’85		
Mark	T.	Hayden,	’86	
Julie	Head	
Norman	J.	Hedges,	’98		
Robert	H.	Heidt	
Richard	K.	Helm,	’73	
Tyler	D.	Helmond,	’09	
Donald	G.	Henderson,	’71		
Jane	A.	Henegar,	’88	
Nathan	A.	Herbert,	’13	
Marion	P.	Herrington,	’85	
Kristina	K.	Herrmann,	’04	
Jennifer	M.	Hesch,	’08		
Latosha	N.	Higgins	
Hon.	Frances	G.	Hill,	’80		
Michael	J.	Hinchion,	’80		
James	M.	Hinshaw,	’92	
Matthew	E.	Hocker,	’96	
Hon.	E.	Michael	Hoff	Jr.,	’75			
Joseph	L.	Hoffmann	
Paul	R.	Hogan,	’09		
Darrick	J.	Hooker,	’00		
Renea	E.	Hooper,	’05		
Christopher	E.		Hopkins	
	 Gillispie,	’11	
Janet	G.	Horvath,	’03	
Stacey	E.	Horvick,	’06	
Jennifer	Hostetter,	’12	
Sara	L.	Hounshell,	’08	
Michael	D.	Huber,	’85	
Michael	A.	Huerta,	’83		
Emily	E.	Hughes,	’13	
Sarah	Jane	Hughes	
Maren	Hulden	
Andrew	W.	Hull,	’86		
Hon.	Dale	E.	Hunt,	’73	
Michael	E.	Hunt,	’69		
V.	William	Hunt,	’69		
Ryan	M.	Hurley,	’03	
David	E.	Hutchinson,	’09	
Douglas	W.	Hyman,	’95		
Jeffrey	B.	Hyman,	’03		
Benjamin	D.	Ice,	’01	
Kathryn	A.	Imburgia,	’13	
Leigh-Erin	Irons,	’03	
Michala	P.	Irons,	’09	
R.	Neil	Irwin,	’71		
Phil	L.	Isenbarger,	’84	
Katherine	F.	Jackson,	’08	
S.	Craig	Jackson,	Jr.,	’10	
Jesse	J.	James,	’11	
Mark	D.	Janis,	’89	
Robert	A.	Jefferies,	Jr.,	’66		
David	E.	Jefferies,	’98		
Manotti	L.	Jenkins,	’96		
Sarah	C.	Jenkins,	’06	
Travis	N.	Jensen,	’98	
Joyce	A.	Jewell,	’10	
Ian	G.	John,	’95		
Kelly	A.	Johnson,	’90		
Leif	K.	Johnson,	’12	
Stanley	E.	Johnson,	Jr.,	’84	
Stephen	J.	Johnson,	’73		
R.	William	Jonas,	Jr.,	’81		
Aleka	L.	Jones,	’07	
Gregory	J.	Jordan,	’84		
Hon.	James	A.	Joven,	’92		
Laurel	S.	Judkins,	’02	
Elizabeth	A.	Justice,	’83	
John	H.	Kahle,	’83		
Randal	J.	Kaltenmark,	’96		
Larry	J.	Kane,	’75	
Hon.	Michael	S.	Kanne,	’68		
Robert	P.	Kassing,	’64		
James	L.	Katz,	’98		
Brett	P.	Kaufman,	’09		
James	W.	Kayden,	’82	
Christopher	A.	Keele,	’84	
Susan	W.	Keener,	’84	
Ryan	W.	Keevan,	’03	
Jeffrey	A.	Kehr,	’97		
Matthew	D.	Kellam,	’01		
Hon.	Marc	Kellams	’78		
Barbara	J.	Kelley,	’73		
Angela	S.	Kelver,	’03	
Jason	L.	Kennedy,	’96	
Melina	(Maniatis)	
	 Kennedy,	’95		
Allison		Kerndt			
Stephanie	L.	Kimbro	
Hon.	Angela	M.	King,	’96		
Brad	King	
Cynthia	A.	King,	’91	
Matthew	R.	King,	’03	
Robert	D.	King,	Jr.,	’98	
Spencer	H.	King,	’06		
Benedict	J.	Kirchner,	’06	
Daniel	M.	Kirwan,	’74		
James	A.	Klimek,	’92		
Trenten	D.	Klingerman,	’01		
INDIANA LAW VOLUNTEERS
In	2013,	more	than	1,000	alumni	and	friends	volunteered	their	time	in	support	of	
Indiana	Law’s	initiatives.	We	are	honored	to	recognize	them.
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Sarah	S.	Riordan,	’93		
April	Joy	Risk,	’02	
Michael	E.	Riskin,	’09	
Lauren	K.	Robel,	’83	
Laurie	N.	Robinson,	’98		
Kevin	R.	Robling,	’98	
Hon.	Jose	M.	Rodriguez,	
	 Jr.,	’80	
Michael	A.	Rogers,	’08		
Hon.	Flerida	P.	Romero,	’55		
Carol	Romine	
Sally	Ronald,	’13	
Anthony	Rose,	’90	
David	A.	Rose,	’70		
Gavin	M.	Rose,	’06		
Joel		Rosenbloom,	’54		
Laura	S.	Rossi,	’12	
Robert	Roth,	’77		
Lucas	M.	Rudisill,	’08		
Hon.	Loretta	H.	Rush,	’83	
Munjot	Sahu,	’09		
Samantha	A.	Salisbury,	’11	
Marisol	Sanchez,	’02		
Rafael	A.	Sanchez,	’02		
Steve	Sanders			
Caitlin	F.	Satterly,	’10	
Matthias	L.	Sayer,	’09	
Nicholas	P.	Scavone,	Jr.,	’92	
Devin	K.	Schaffer,	’08	
William	J.	Schenck,	’94		
Thomas	C.	Scherer,	’77	
John	T.	Schlafer,	’09	
James	K.	Schleiffarth,	’07	
Ashley	K.	Schneider,	’11	
Jason	S.	Schnellenberger,	’07	
Thomas	F.	
	 Schnellenberger	Jr.,	’79		
Caitlin	S.	Schroeder,	’11	
Frederick	W.	Schultz,	’96	
Matthew	T.	Schulz,	’10		
Jennifer	L.	Schuster,	’08		
Nichole	M.	Schuster-
	 Hawkins,	’01	
Katherine	Schwartz,	’10	
Christina	L.	Sciabica,	’95	
Glenn		Scolnik,	’78		
Laura	A.	Scott,	’95	
Michael	D.	Scott,	’88	
Ryan	Scott	
Zaldwaynaka	L.	Scott,	’83		
Julie	R.	Sculli,	’02	
Frank		Seales	Jr.,	’74		
Christopher	S.	Sears,	’94	
John	E.	Seddelmeyer,	’74		
John	M.	Segal,	’71		
Randolph	L.	Seger,	’72		
Taylor	C.	Segue,	’83		
Andrea		Sellers			
April	E.	Sellers,	’98	
Hon.	Bruce	M.	Selya			
Todd	M.	Sermersheim,	’04		
Steven	J.	Sersic,	’94		
Sue	A.	Shadley,	’77		
Peter	J.	Shakula	II,	’89		
Rebecca	M.	Shanahan,	’77	
Steven	R.	Sharpe,	’05	
Jennifer	L.	Shea,	’03		
John	Shean	
Todd	S.	Shellenbarger,	’90		
Heather	E.	Shreve,	’12	
Marguerite	Shreve			
Thomas	L.	Shriner	Jr.,	’72		
Michael	D.	Shumate			
Darin	A.	Siders,		’01	
Catherine	D.	Siebecker,	’11	
Lee	T.	Silver,	’84	
Matthew	Silverman,	’03		
Eric	S.	Silvestri,	’13	
Jacqueline	A.	Simmons,	’79		
Hon.	James	K.	Simonian,	’89	
Alexander	Simpson,	’11		
Drew	T.	Simshaw,	’12	
David	Singleton	
Earl	Singleton,	’86	
Sarah	M.	Singleton,	’74	
George		Sistevaris,	’87		
Amy	L.	Skelton,	’13	
Allan	T.	Slagel,	’88		
Michael	A.	Slaney,	’92	
Geoffrey	G.	Slaughter,	’89		
Candi	N.	Smiley,	’04		
George	P.	Smith	II,	’64		
Jason	E.	Smith,	’00	
Joseph	L.	Smith,	Jr.,	’95		
Steven	P.	Smith,	’00		
Paul	L.	Smith,	’69		
John	D.	Snethen,	’01		
David	M.	Snyder,	’85	
Maggie	Snyder	
Hugo	C.	Songer,	’60		
Justin	O.	Sorrell,	’12	
Mary	E.	Spears,	’07		
Steve	Spence	
Suzanne	Spicer	
Myra	(Podvoll)	Spicker,	’73		
Aaron	J.	Spolarich,	’11	
James	T.	Spolyar,	’06	
Emily	A.	Springston,	’01	
Kathleen	(O’Connor)	
	 St.	Louis,	’84			
Matthew	R.	St.	Louis,	’04			
Richard	E.	Stahl,	’71		
Catherine	Stafford	
Jeffrey	E.	Stake	
Theodore	C.	Stamatakos,	’90		
David	A.	Steiger,	’90	
David	R.	Steiner,	’89	
Karl	S.	Steinmanis,	’73		
Deetta	Steinmetz	
Roger	T.	Stelle,	’70		
Simone	L.	Sterling,	’01	
Charles	A.	Stewart,	’84	
Judi	Stewart			
Milton	R.	Stewart,	’71		
Megan	H.	Stifel,	’04		
Gregg	E.	Strellis,	’98	
Daniel	B.	Strunk,	’04		
David	M.	Stryker,	’83	
Aaron	J.	Stucky,	’08	
Hon.	Frank	E.	
	 Sullivan,	Jr.,	’82		
Andrew	L.	Sullivant,	’09	
Andrew	W.	Swain,	’88		
Kathleen	M.	Sweeney,	’84		
Andrew	A.	Szakaly,	Jr.,’75		
Hon.	Viola	J.	Taliaferro,	’77		
Andrew	J.	Tan,	’11	
J.	Alexander	Tanford	
Adam	Tavitas,	’94	
Christian	C.	Taylor,	’94		
Gregory	G.	Taylor	
Kellye	Y.	Testy,	’91	
Kevin	N.	Tharp,	’00	
Melinda	Thompson,	’01	
Milton	O.	Thompson,	’79		
TaKeena	M.	Thompson,	’09		
Travis	Thompson	
Richard	P.	Thornberry,	’12	
Robert	B.	Thornburg,	’96	
Richard	J.	Thrapp,	’83	
Sarah	C.	Thrasher,	’12	
Hon.	John	D.	Tinder,	’75		
David	O.	Tittle,	’67		
Scott	B.	Tittle,	’01	
Courtney	R.	Tobin,	’92		
Eric	A.	Todd,	’93		
Frank	E.	Tolbert,	’55		
Jason	M.	Torres,	’02	
Gregory	C.	Touney,	’11	
Daniel	J.	Tounsel,	’06		
Stephen	M.	Trattner,	’70		
Michael	J.	Trescone,	’12	
Mario	Treto,	Jr.,	’12	
Christopher	L.	Tucker,	’11	
Ronald	F.	Tucker,	’83	
Malcolm	J.	Tuesley,	’99	
Kenneth	L.	Turchi,	’83		
Jaime	Turley	Perz,	’03	
Tim	Turner	
Mary	E.	Tuuk,	’90		
Lynn	C.	Tyler	
Frederic	S.	Ury	
Michael	E.	Uslan,	’76		
Hon.	Nancy	Vaidik			
Jose	G.	Valtierra,	’82		
Inge	M.	Van	der	Cruysse,	’04	
John	W.	Van	Laere,’82		
Jessica	L.		Van	Dalen,	’10		
James	L.	Vana,	’93		
Ann	C.	Varnon,	’86	
Hon.	Salvador	Vasquez,	’91		
Margaret	S.	Vegeler,	’74	
Robert	O.	Vegeler,	’75	
Hon.	Albert	J.	Velasquez,	’73		
Andrew	N.	Vento,	’00	
Rachel	A.	Vilensky,	’09	
Hon.	Jesse	M.	
	 Villalpando,	’84	
Joseph	M.	Villanueva,	’00	
Adria	Villar,	’08	
Daniel	B.	Vinovich,	’90	
Peter	D.P.	Vint,	’74		
Lauren	C.	Violi,	’12	
Donald	J.	Vogel,	’85		
Amy	L.	VonDielingen,	’05	
Jeremy	S.	Votaw,	’13	
Ted	A.	Waggoner,	’78		 	
Laura	M.	Walda,	’08	
Kyle	J.	Waldie,	’08	
Carolyn	Waldron	
Denise	A.	Walker,	’06	
Joseph	B.	Walterman,	’03		
Judith	A.	Waltz,	’81		 	
Fiona	C.	Wan,	’12	
Henry	Wang	
Jonathan	B.	Warner,	’06	
Rochelle	A.	Warren	
	 Gordon,	’10	
Kenneth	D.	Washington,	’03	
Alison	R.	Waske,	’06	
W.	William	Weeks,	’79	
Alonzo	Weems,	’95	
Brian	R.	Weir-Harden	
Jerry	Weiss	
Zeff	A.	Weiss,	’83		
Zoe	U.	Weiss,	’83	
Brent	Welke,	’72	
Bob	Welsh,	’83	
Garner	Weng	
Nathan	B.	Wenk,	’12	
Destiny	L.	Wenning,	’08	
Brittany	L.	West,	’13	
Allison	E.	Weyand,	’12	
David	D.	White,	’09		
James	L.	Whitlatch,	’84		
Lora	M.	Whitticker,	’02		
Deborah	Widiss	
Matthew	E.	Wilkins,	’83	
Brian	P.	Williams,	’81		 	
Brian	S.	Williams,	’89		
Maryann	(O’Leary)	
	 Williams,	’88		
Maurice	L.	Williams,	’06		
Noah	T.	Williams,	’11	
Shelli	D.	Williams	Hayes,	’82	
John	Stephen	Wills,	’06		
Heather	L.	Wilson,	’97	
Julie	P.	Wilson,	’99		
Matthew	S.	Winings,	’05	
Alan	C.	Witte,	’70		
Mark	S.	Wojciechowski,	’81		
Jennifer	M.	Wolsing,	’07		
Hon.	Diane	P.	Wood			
Nancy	S.	Woodworth,	’05	
Joanna	Wright	
Mark	E.	Wright,	’89		
Robert	S.	Wynne,	’85		
Elizabeth	J.	Wysong	Berg,	’05	
Jonathan	F.	Yates,	’01	
Rachael	Yates	Pileggi,	’09	
Joseph	H.	Yeager	Jr.,’83		
Brian	Yeley,	’99		
Holly	L.	Yoakum,	’06	
Andrew	J.	Yoder,	’04	
Pete	R.	Yonkman,	’98		
Hongsun	Yoon,	’02		 	
Hon.	Richard	L.	Young			
Richard	W.	Young,	’81		
Lorinda	Youngcourt	
Christopher	C.	Ziegler,	’13	
Patrick	A.	Ziepolt,	’10	
Hon.	Patrick	J.	Zika,	’73		
Jeffrey	J.	Zuber,	’99	
5
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Donald	E.	Knebel			
Andy	Ko	
K.	Thomas	Ko,	’98	
Angelus	T.	Kocoshis,	’12	
Laura	J.	Koenig,	’07		
Lindsay	E.	Koenings,	’13	
William	B.	Kohn,	’87	
Larissa	E.	Koshatka,	’11	
James	S.	Kowalik,	’78		
Joann	J.	Krantz,	’78		
E.	Joseph	Kremp	III,	’94	
Jan	Kreuscher	
Jeremy	M.	Kridel,	’10		
Karol	H.	Krohn,	’84	
John	M.	Kyle	III,	’79		
Shellie	D.	Kyle,	’97
Stephan	E.	Kyle,	’91	
Scott	M.	Kyrouac,	’85		
Rachel	E.	Lackert,	’13
William	R.	LaFleur,	’13
Seth	Lahn	
Brian	J.	Lally,	’01	
Douglas	W.	Langdon,	’89	
Mary	(Nold)	Larimore,	’80		
David	G.	Larmore,	’91	
Tracy	T.	Larsen,	’84	
Robert	D.	Lattas,	’01		
V.	Samuel	Laurin	III,	’87			
Lisa	(Arent)	Lawless,	’92		
Matthew	D.	Lawless,	’08	
Favid	J.	Lazerwitz,	’95		
Gara	U.	Lee,	’00		
Kathleen	L.	Lee,	’09	
Stephen	W.	Lee,	’77		
Damon	R.	Leichty,	’99	
Andrew	D.	LeMar,	’03	
John	P.	Lennon,	’93	
Millard	D.	Lesch,	’67		
Stanley	Levco,	’71	
Roger	J.R.	Levesque	
Nicholas	W.	Levi,	’03	
Alan	A.	Levin,	’82		
Branch	R.	Lew,	’82		
Lars	H.	Liebeler,	’87	
Ann	E.	Liefer,	’03	
Katharine	Liell	
Troy	D.	Liggett,	’09		
Raymond	A.	Limon,	’95		
Lance	M.	Lindeen,	’11	
Kyle	R.	Lindskog,	’08	
Shou	Yeh	Tony	Ling,	’96	
Karen	Lloyd,	’83	
David	A.	Locke,	’95	
Thomas	M.	Lofton,	’54		
Brian	D.	Lohnes,	’11	
Robert	A.	Long,	’71		
Arthur	A.	Lopez,	’83		
Hezron	T.	Lopez,	’97	
Hon.	Basil	H.	Lorch	III,	’74	
Alan	R.	Loudermilk,	’85		
Angelo	J.	Loumbas,	’93		
H.	Timothy	Lovelace	
James	S.	Lowry,	’08	
Joseph	T.	Lozano,	’04	
Kaarin	M.	Lueck,	’02	
Thomas	C.	Lunsford,	’02		
Matthew	C.	Luzadder,	’04	
Dallin	D.	Lykins,	’10		
David	Lynch	
Susan	C.	Lynch,	’93		
Duncan	A.	MacDonald,	’69		
Jeffrey	A.	Macey,	’08	
Christine	M.	Macfarlane,	’89	
Paul	Mackowski	
John	W.	Madison,	’02	
David	M.	Main,	’75	
Simon	I.	Malinowski,		’12	
Paul	W.	Malone,	’93	
Sean	T.	Maloney,	’86		
Marc	F.	Malooley,	’01		
Hon.	Elizabeth	(Noyes)	
	 Mann,	’76		
Richard	Mann	
Alphonso		Manns,	’72		
Dollie	S.	Manns,	’78	
Joseph	H.	Marxer,	’87	
Derrick	A.	Mason,	’05		
Michael	C.	Mattingly,	’13	
Michael	Mattioli	
Michael	S.	Maurer,	’67		
Jerry	Maynard,	’93	
Erin	E.	McAdams,	’11	
Michael	McBride	
Peter	C.	McCabe	III,	’85		
Larry	McClatchey	
Alison	L.	McCormick,	’11	
Thomas	R.	McCully,	’66		
Renee	(Mawhinney)	
	 McDermott,	’78		
Patrick	J.	McGowan,	’04		
Laurence	A.	McHugh,	’73		
Lynn	K.	McKay,	’91	
Lisa	C.	McKinney,	’92		
R.	Bruce	McLean,	’71		
Patricia	C.	McMath,	’87	
William	F.	McNagny,	’47		
David	F.	McNamar,	’68	
Thomas	P.	McNulty,	’83		
Colleen	McPhearson,	’89	
Jonathan	D.	McPike,	’11	
Daniel	A.	Medrea,	’69		
David	A.	Meek,	’08	
Hannah	L.	Meils,	’03		
Robert	S.	Meitus,	’00		
Diana	L.	Mercer,	’88		
Jessica	P.	Meredith,	’11	
Jessica	L.	Merkel,	’06	
Anna	T.	Meyer	Simpson,	’06	
Wayne	A.	Miani,	Jr.,	’00	
Ashley	L.	Michael,	’11	
Suzanne	Michel			
Todd	A.	Mikesell,	’90	
Clayton	C.	Miller,	’93		 	
Elizabeth	Miller		
Julaie	D.	Miller,	’08		
Sonia	L.	Miller-Van	Oort,	’97		
Lloyd	H.	Milliken	Jr.,	’60		
Matthew	B.	Millis,	’06		
Michael	Mills	
David	C.	Milne,	’94		
Meagan	K.	Milne,	’94	
Dana	L.	Miroballi,	’95	
Jason	T.	Mizzell,	’11	
Kathleen	A.	Moccio,	’87		
Vincent	J.	Moccio,	’87	
Derek	R.	Molter,	’07		
Katie	K.	Molter,	’07		
Terry	L.	Monday	
Martin	Montes,	’95		
Burke	J.	Montgomery,	’99		
David	A.	Moore,	’04	
Raeanna	S.	Moore,	’97		
Ronald	J.	Moore,	’95		
Daniel	Morgenstern	
Alice	M.	Morical,	’94
Michael	M.	Morris,	’11	
Timothy	M.	Morrison,	’74	
Karen	T.	Moses,	’85	
Jerry		Moss,	’62		
John	M.	Mueller,	’97	
Edward	B.	“Ned”	
	 Mulligan,	’10		
Sharon	Murphy	
Kellen	T.	Myers,	’09	
Jennifer	M.	Nagourney,	’08	
Hon.	Edward	W.	Najam,	Jr.		
Angela	K.	Neboyskey,	’00		
David	A.	Neboyskey,	’00		
Andrea	(Isaacs)	Need,	’93	
Mark	E.	Need,	’92		
Amy	L.	Nefouse,	’91	
Peter	S.	Nemeth,	’01	
Thomas	R.	Newby,	’87		
Robin	Niehaus	
Jane	Ann	Noblitt,	’86	
Kurt	D.	Nondorf,	’83	
Jessica	Norris	
Jennifer	E.	Norton,	’08	
Jeffrey	S.	Nowak,	’99	
Henry	S.	Noyes,	’94		
Carl	Oberdier	
Anna	K.	Obergfell,	’09		
Rory	O’Bryan,	’72	
Christiana	Ochoa	
Ann	E.	O’Connor,	’11	
Edward	F.	O’Connor,	’69		
Joseph	D.	O’Connor,	’78		
Michael	T.	O’Connor	
Amy	H.	Oliver,	’92	
James	R.	Oliver,	’92		
Dominique	K.	O’Neill,	’02	
Shiv	O’Neill,	’01		
Aviva	Orenstein	
Gloria	M.	Ortiz,	’08	
Brandy	A.	Osimokun,	’03		
Andrew	D.	Otis,	’90		
Lauren	R.	Outlaw,	’11	
Carl	D.	Overman,	’52		
Marianne	M.	Owen,	’91	
William	E.	Padgett,	’95	
F.	Anthony	Paganelli,	’95		
Thomas	A.	Pagliarulo,	’09	
Angela	(Foster)	Parker,	’94		
James	G.	Parker,	’12	
Justin	C.	Parker,	’10		
Kenneth	L.	Parker,	’97		
Jennie	C.	Patschull,	’13	
James	C.	Patterson,	’75	
George	T.	Patton	Jr.,	’87		
Stephen	H.	Paul,	’72		
Amy	Payne	
Jean	R.	Pechette,	’80	
Michael	A.	Pechette,	’81	
Nora	E.	Peoples,	’82		
Gilberto	R.	Perez,	’84	
Andrea	N.	Person,	’10	
Charles	M.	Persons	Jr.,	’07		
Jeremy	Peterman	
Stephen	J.	Peters,	’80	
Antje	C.	Petersen-Weiner,	’92	
Jeffrey	P.	Petrich,	’84		
Michael	John	Petro,	’88	
Mark	V.	Pettinga,	’87	
Mark	J.	Phillipoff,	’80		
Suzanne	J.	Phillips,	’98		
Jeanne	M.	Picht,	’94		
Christopher	A.	Pierce,	’12	
Kirk	A.	Pinkerton,	’75		
Kristin	M.	Pinkston,	’08	
M.	Ryan	Pinkston,	’08	
Julie	Pinkus	
Casey	J.	Plant,	’10		
Alexander	J.	Platte,	’11	
John	L.	Pogue,	’69		
Adrian	C.	Polit	
Dino	Pollock	
Joseph	J.	Pophal,	’92		
Christine	Popp	
Lisa	A.	Powell,	’84		
Jonathan	K.	Powers,	’11	
Jill	T.	Powlick,	’95		
R.	Anthony	Prather,	’83		
Elissa	J.	Preheim,	’96		
Jared	Prentice	
Matthew	M.	Price,	’93	
Leslie	B.	Prill,	’11	
Noah	M.	Priluck,	’11	
Andrew	A.	Proia,	’13	
Seth	Pruden,	’84	
Kathryn	K.	Przywara,	’82	
Phil	Purcell,	’85	
Rubin	Pusha,	’12	
Rudolph	R.	Pyle	III,	’00	
Amanda	N.	Raad,	’05	
Peter	M.	Racher,	’86		
Aaron	R.	Raff,	’02	
David	A.	Rammelt,	’90		
William	A.	Ramsey,	’06		
Chad	E.	Ranney,	’12	
Angela	L.	Rapp	Weber,’06		
Patrick	W.	Rasche,	’93		
A.	Yasmine	Rassam,	’94	
Michael	D.	Ray,	’04	
Kara	L.	Reagan,	’05	
Michael	N.	Red,	’04		
James	L.	Reed	,	Jr.,	’92		
Tasha	Reed	Outlaw,	’02	
Jason	R.	Reese,	’97		
Morgan	E.	Rehrig,	’08	
Deanna		Reichel			
Peter	C.	Reinstein,	’74	
Kellen	G.	Ressmeyer,	’07	
Rodney	S.	Retzner	
Katrina	Reynolds,	’96		
R.	Christopher	Reynolds,	’96		
Stephen	E.	Reynolds,	’08		
Richard	S.	Rhodes,	’53		
Ryann	E.	Ricchio,	’11	
Marjorie	K.	Rice,	’96	
Jeffrey	I.	Richards,	’81	
John	F.	“Jeff”	Richardson,	’77		
Kimberly	Richardson,	’06		
James	G.	Richmond,	’69		
Adam	J.	Richter,	’05	
Mitchell	Z.	Rickey,	’13	
Clarine	Nardi	Riddle,	’74		
Jeffrey	K.	Riffer,	’78		
Timothy	J.	Riffle,	’83		
Randall	R.	Riggs,	’77		
William	R.	Riggs,	’63		
THE 
KIMBERLING 
SOCIETY
Anonymous	(5)
John	J.	Adams
Terrill	D.*	and	Judith	A.	Albright*
Alfred	Aman,	Jr.	and	Carol	
	 Greenhouse
John	S.	and	Amy	G.	Applegate
Lowell	E.	Baier
J.	Adam	Bain
M.	Scott	and	Diane	L.	Bassett
Frederick	A.	Beckman
Samuel	R.	“Chic”	Born	II	and		
	 Brenda	Born
F.	Wesley	Bowers
Mary	B.	(Kleiser)	Brody
William	J.	Brody
Andrew	B.	and	Susan	N.	Buroker
James	and	Angela	Carr
Willard	and	Margaret	Carr
Gregory	A.	and	Jane	E.	Castanias
Fred	H.	and	Beth	Cate
Charles	and	Karen	Cohen
Catherine	A.	Conway
Greta	E.	(Gerberding)	Cowart
Marvin	S.	and	Harriet	L.	Crell
Richard	J.	Darko
Kenneth	G.	Dau-Schmidt	and		
	 Elizabeth	R.	Birch
Richard	and	Mary	Davis
Alecia	A.	DeCoudreaux
Ann	and	Edward	DeLaney
Francina	A.	Dlouhy
Clarence	and	Judith	Doninger
Donald	P.	Dorfman
Bob	and	Darlene	Duvin
DG	Elmore,	Jr.
Mrs.	Gordon	S.	Eslick
Douglas	S.	Abney	and	Sherry	A.		
	 Fabina-Abney	
Scott	N.	and	Linda	A.	Flanders
Eugene	D.*	and	Jane	M.	Fletchall
Dorothy	J.	Frapwell
Hon.	Ezra	H.	Friedlander
Leonard	D.	Fromm*	and	Donna		
	 Wilber-Fromm
Robert	and	Susan	Garelick
Philip	and	Dorothea	Genetos
Frank	and	Donna	R.	Gilkison
Harry	and	Lucy	Gonso
David	Greene	and	Barbara	Bealer
Elwood	“Bud”	and	Carol	L.	Hillis
Sarah	Jane	Hughes
V.	William	and	Nancy	Hunt
R.	Neil	and	Michele	Irwin
Mark	Janis	
The	Family	of	Honorable	
	 Paul	G.	Jasper*
Robert	L.*	and	Florence	L.	
	 Redding	Jessup
Mary	Ann	and	Gregory	J.	Jordan
Harvey	M.	Kagan
Arthur	P.*	and	Sue	A.	Kalleres
Robert	and	Troy	Kassing
Barton	and	Judy	Kaufman
James	L.*	and	Jane	C.	Kealing
James	and	Diana	Kemper
John	F.	(Jack)	Kimberling*
Robert	and	E.	Carol	Kixmiller
John	Kyle	and	Marcia	Dunne-Kyle
Mary	N.	Larimore
Robert	D.	and	Angelica	Lattas
Edward	L.*	and	Cathleen	Lay
Douglas	and	Minda	Lehman
Millard	D.	Lesch
Mike	and	Miki	Lewinski
Larry	and	Sherry	Linhart
In	November	2009,	the	Law	School	honored	John F. (“Jack”) Kimberling,	JD	’50,	for	his	generosity	and	vision	
by	creating	The	Kimberling	Society:	a	special	group	of	donors	who	have	made	arrangements	to	support	the	Law	
School	in	their	estate	planning.	Kimberling	passed	away	in	2013.
Membership	in	The	Kimberling	Society	is	open	to	all	who	make	or	have	made	a	planned	or	deferred	gift	
commitment	to	the	Law	School.	This	is	accomplished	by	naming	the	IU	Maurer	School	of	Law	as	a	beneficiary	
through	a	bequest	in	a	will,	charitable	remainder	uni-trust	or	annuity	trust,	pooled	income	fund,	charitable	gift	
annuity,	life	insurance,	retirement	plan,	or	other	life-income	arrangements.	Members	in	The	Kimberling	Society	
are	automatically	included	in	the	IU	Foundation’s	planned	giving	society,	the	Arbutus	Society.		
WE ARE PLEASED TO RECOGNIZE AND THANK THE MEMBERS OF THE KIMBERLING SOCIETY:
Fred	J.	Logan,	Jr.
Robert	and	Susan	Long
Arthur	M.	and	Doris	I.	Lotz
Hon.	Susan	L.	Macey
Larry	A.	Mackey
Hon.	Elizabeth	F.	Mann
Michael	S.	“Mickey”	and	
	 Janie	Maurer
R.	Bruce	McLean
Thomas	R.	McCully
Renee	and	Jim	McDermott
Thomas	M.	and	Susan	McGlasson
Robert	H.	McKinney
Clayton	C.	Miller
Jeanne	S.	Miller
Jerry	and	Anne	Moss
P.	Michael	Mitchell
Byron	and	Margaret	Myers
Hon.	Edward	W.	Najam,	Jr.
David	and	Angela	Karras	
	 Neboyskey
Rory	and	Pamela	O’Bryan
Peter	L.	and	Sandra	S.	Obremskey
Joseph	D.	O’Connor
Stephen	and	Deborah	Paul
James	J.	Pellerite
James	and	Helen	Petersen
Jeffrey	Petrich	and	Leslie	Mead
Kirk	A.	Pinkerton
Bruce	and	Linda	Polizotto
Jack	Rearick*	and	Jeanette	Rearick
Dean	W.	and	Christine	L.	
	 Regenovich
Richard	and	Judith	Rhodes
John	(Jeff)	Richardson
Timothy	J.	Riffle	and	Sarah	M.	
	 McConnell
Randall	R.	and	Ann	M.	Riggs
William	and	Gloria	Riggs
Lauren	K.	Robel
Joel	Rosenbloom
Hugh	and	Debra	Sanders
Glenn	and	Donna	Scolnik
Randolph	and	Mary	Seger
James	and	Rebecca	Shanahan
Brian	J.	Shapiro
Julian	L.	Shepard
Gene	R.	Shreve
Robert	and	Gayle	Shula
Michael	D.	Shumate
George	P.	Smith,	II
Carolyn	and	Arthur	Spengler
Richard	and	Carol	Stahl
Milton	and	Judith	Stewart
Hon.	Frank	Sullivan,	Jr.	and	
	 Cheryl	Sullivan
Milton	O.	Thompson
Hon.	John	D.	Tinder
David	and	Susie	Tittle
Kenneth	L.	Turchi
Leslie	E.	Vidra	
Ted	A.	and	Nancy	K.	Waggoner
W.	William	and	Mary	V.L.	Weeks
Zeff	A.	and	Zoe	U.	Weiss
Sharon	A.	Wildey
Brian	P.	and	Barbara	J.	Williams
Gordon	D.	Wishard
Kenneth	and	Louise	Yahne
C.	Daniel	Yates
Louis	“Buddy”	Yosha
James	P.	Zeller
Hon.	Patrick	Zika
*Deceased
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TOP FIRMS BY DOLLARS RAISED
The	following	firms	raised	more	than	$5,000	from	alumni	for	the	Fund	for	Excellence:
Firm Agent(s) Total
Barnes	&	Thornburg	 Randal	J.	Kaltenmark	and	Timothy	J.	Riffle	 $			33,038
Faegre	Baker	Daniels		 Patrick	S.	Cross	and	Mark	Wright	 28,004
Bose	McKinney	&	Evans	 Bryan	Babb,	Robert	P.	Kassing,	and	Lisa	McKinney	 13,780
Jones	Day	 Gregory	A.	Castanias	 12,756
Ice	Miller	 Philip	C.	Genetos	and	Paul	R.	Hogan	 11,666
Stuart	&	Branigin	 Thomas	R.	McCully	 8,325
Bingham	Greenebaum	Doll	 Rafael	A.	Sanchez	 7,250
K&L	Gates	 Christopher	A.	Bloom	 7,004
Winston	&	Strawn	 —	 5,200
Frost	Brown	Todd	 Randall	R.	Riggs	 5,175
ALUMNI PARTICIPATION
The	IU	Maurer	School	of	Law	gratefully	acknowledges	the	law	firms	that	had	alumni	participation	of	
75	percent	or	more	in	the	2012–2013	Fund	for	Excellence	campaign.
Firm Agent(s) Participation
Bose	McKinney	&	Evans	 Bryan	Babb,	Robert	P.	Kassing,	and	Lisa	McKinney	 100%
Cohen	Garelick	&	Glazier	 Robert	A.	Garelick	 100%
DeLaney	&	DeLaney	 Kathleen	A.	DeLaney	 100%
Hackman	Hulett	&	Cracraft	 Marvin	L.	Hackman	 100%
Jones	Day	 Gregory	A.	Castanias	 100%
Stuart	&	Branigin	 Thomas	R.	McCully	 100%
Segal	McCambridge	Singer	&	Mahoney	 Jason	Kennedy	 80%
Jones	Obenchain	 Mark	J.	Phillipoff	 75%
Yoder	Ainlay	Ulmer	&	Buckingham	 George	E.	Buckingham	 75%
1.	 Left	to	right:	Jane	Fredgant,	Provost	Lauren	Robel,	IU	President	Michael	A.	McRobbie,	
	 and	Julie	Spencer.	Fredgant	and	Spencer	are	Jack	Kimberling’s	cousins.
2.	 Dean	Buxbaum	greets	Jack’s	cousin	Larry	Wilkinson	and	his	wife,	Myra.
3.	 Left	to	right:	Dick	Bishop,	executive	associate,	Office	of	the	IU	Foundation	President	Emeritus;	
	 John	Wilhite,	IU	Foundation	executive	director	for	real	estate;	Milton	R.	Stewart,	JD’71;		 	 	
	 Jeffrey	D.	Stumpf,	IU	Foundation	executive	vice	president	for	finance	and	operations;	and	
	 Thomas	M.	McGlasson,	JD’68.
4.	 Troy	Farmer,	JD’97,	with	IU	Foundation	President	Emeritus	Curtis	R.	Simic.
FRIENDS AND FAMILY 
REMEMBER KIMBERLING
Friends	and	family	of	John F. “Jack” Kimberling,	JD’50,	gathered	at	
the	IU	Foundation	on	October	31	to	pay	tribute	to	this	distinguished	and	
beloved	alumnus,	who	died	in	January	2013.	
IU	Foundation	President	Emeritus	Curtis	R.	Simic	remembered	his	
25-year	affiliation	with	Kimberling,	who,	despite	a	longtime	career	as	
a	trial	lawyer	in	Los	Angeles,	never	lost	touch	with	his	Hoosier	roots.	
“Jack	emerged	as	one	of	those	go-to	people	on	the	Foundation	board,”	he	
recalled.	“He	helped	shape	and	then	led	the	campaign	for	endowed	chairs	
and	professorships	that	moved	IU	from	last	to	first	in	the	Big	Ten.”	
Simic	pointed	to	Kimberling’s	leadership	of	the	Law	School’s	last	capital	
campaign	as	having	a	major	impact	on	the	school’s	success,	adding	that	
he	was	a	helpful	advisor	to	four	generations	of	colleagues	and	family	
members.	“Jack	was	an	activist	for	just	treatment	for	everyone,	in	every	
aspect	of	their	lives,”	he	said.
IU	Executive	Vice	President	and	Bloomington	Provost	Lauren Robel 
remembered	Kimberling	as	“iconoclastic,	individualistic.	.	.	and	
adventurous.	He	appreciated	beauty.	He	had	a	refined	and	expansive	
aesthetic	sensibility.	He	was	generous	and	philanthropic,	and	he	set	
everyone’s	sights	high.”	She	added	that	his	leadership	of	the	Kimberling	
Society	contributed	to	its	success,	with	more	than	200	members.1
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BEFORE 1960
In	May,	Indiana	University	President	Michael	A.	McRobbie	
traveled	to	Shanghai	where	he	bestowed	one	of	the	school’s	
highest	honors	to	Tongkui Ju,	JD’49,	a	distinguished	
jurist	in	China.	Ju	received	the	Thomas	Hart	Benton	Medal,	
given	to	people	who	have	achieved	a	level	of	distinction	
in	public	office	or	service	and	exemplify	the	values	of	
Indiana	University.
✎
 MCKINNEY, 
 MCROBBIE 
 RECOGNIZED BY 
 ANTI-DEFAMATION   
 LEAGUE
Robert H. McKinney,	JD’51,	will	be	presented	with	a	Man	
of	Achievement	Award	from	the	Anti-Defamation	League	
in	April	2014.	The	award	recognizes	individuals	who	have	
demonstrated	exceptional	commitment	to	community,	
justice	and	equal	opportunity	for	all.	McKinney	is	a
founding	partner	of	Bose	McKinney	&	Evans	LLP,	former	
chairman	and	CEO	of	First	Indiana	Bank	and	former	
chair	of	the	IU	Board	of	Trustees.	IU	President	Michael	A.	
McRobbie	will	also	receive	the	award.
✎
In	November,	Shirley Schlanger Abrahamson,	JD’56,	
was	one	of	three	IU	graduates	to	receive	the	school’s	
Distinguished	Alumni	Service	Award.	Abrahamson	is	
chief	justice	of	the	Wisconsin	Supreme	Court	and	the	first	
woman	to	serve	on	the	court.	She	is	also	the	first	woman	
to	serve	as	chief	justice	and	the	longest-serving	justice	
in	the	history	of	the	court.	Abrahamson	is	a	fellow	of	the	
American	Academy	of	Arts	and	Sciences,	a	member	of	
the	American	Philosophical	Society	and	a	member	of	the	
Law	School’s	Academy	of	Law	Alumni	Fellows.	She	was	
awarded	the	first	annual	Dwight	Opperman	Award	for	
Judicial	Excellence	by	the	American	Judicature	Society	
and,	in	2010,	received	the	John	Marshall	Award	from	the	
American	Bar	Association.
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The	law	firm	of	Ball	Eggleston,	PC	is	pleased	to	announce	
that Joseph T. Bumbleburg,	JD’61,	will	be	included	in	the	
20th	edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	Bumbleburg,	
who	has	been	recognized	for	the	5th	year,	is	recognized	in	
the	practice	area	of	mediation.
✎
Frank D. Cleckley,	JD’65,	is	preparing	to	retire	from	the	
West	Virginia	University	College	of	Law.	Over	the	past	47	
years,	Cleckley	has	worked	as	an	attorney,	taught	at	the	law	
school	and	been	appointed	a	justice	of	the	West	Virginia	
Supreme	Court	of	Appeals.	He	also	served	in	the	United	
States	Navy,	Judge	Advocate	General’s	Corps,	where	he	was	
the	lawyer	most	requested	by	criminal	defendants	during	
the	Vietnam	War.	He	has	authored	two	continually	updated	
books,	Handbook on Evidence for West Virginia Lawyers 
and	Handbook on West Virginia Criminal Procedure.	
✎
Howard	&	Howard	Attorneys	PLLC	is	pleased	to	announce	
that	Henry P. Lee,	LLB’65,	was	selected	by	his	peers	for	
inclusion	in	The Best Lawyers in America	2014.	He	has	also	
been	named	to	DBusiness	Top	Lawyers	2014.	Lee	special-
izes	in	corporate	law,	tax	law,	and	trusts	and	estates.
✎
Thomas R. Lemon,	JD’66,	was	honored	for	his	legal	exper-
tise	and	success	on	August	15th	by	being	named	to	the	20th	
edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	Lemon	is	currently	
practicing	at	Mallor	Grodner	in	Bloomington,	Ind.
✎
Gary J. Clendening,	JD’68,	was	honored	for	his	legal	ex-
pertise	and	success	on	August	15th	by	being	named	to	the	
20th	edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	Clendening	is	
currently	practicing	at	Clendening	Johnson	&	Bohrer	PC	in	
Bloomington,	Ind.
✎
Lon D. Showley,	JD’69,	has	retired	after	40	years	of	practic-
ing	law	in	San	Diego,	Calif.	with	his	firm	of	Showley	and	
Thompson,	LLP.	Showley	is	a	certified	specialist	in	estate	
planning,	trust	and	probate.	He	was	a	past	chair	of	the	
Estate	Planning,	Trust	and	Probate	Section	of	the	San	
Diego	County	Bar	Association,	and	a	past	chair	of	the	
Estate	Planning	Council	of	San	Diego.	He	taught	Wills	
and	Trusts	at	the	Cabrillo	College	of	Law	in	the	1970s	and	
continues	to	reside	in	San	Diego.
✎
Taft	Stettinius	&	Hollister	LLP	is	pleased	to	announce	that	
James A. Strain,	JD’69,	was	selected	for	inclusion	in	The 
Best Lawyers in America	2014.	Strain	practices	in	the	firm’s	
Indianapolis	office.
✎
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Yvonne Stam,	JD’75,	has	been	named	hearing	office	chief	
administrative	law	judge	for	the	Raleigh,	North	Carolina,	
Office	of	Disability	Adjudication	and	Review,	Social	
Security	Administration.	Stam	recently	relocated	to	North	
Carolina	after	serving	in	the	same	capacity	in	the	Fort	
Wayne,	Ind.	hearing	office	since	2006.	
✎
Amb. David L. Carden,	JD’76,	resigned	his	post	as	U.S.	
ambassador	to	the	Association	of	Southeast	Asian	Na-
tions,	effective	December	20,	2013.	He	has	returned	to	his	
former	firm,	Jones	Day,	where	he	will	be	a	partner	in	the	
Singapore	office.	He	will	have	responsibility	for	the	firm’s	
Asia	practice	generally,	and	in	particular	for	its	offices	in	
Beijing,	Shanghai,	Tokyo,	Taipei,	Hong	Kong,	Singapore	
and	Sydney.
✎
Robert E. Hayes,	JD’76,	is	a	retired	Illinois	administrative	
law	judge.	He	lives	near	St.	Charles,	Ill.,	and	writes	fiction.	
One	of	his	stories,	“Commotion,”	was	published	as	part	of	
The Huffington Post’s	“Featured	Fifty	Fiction”	in	June.
✎
Jeffrey B. Kolb,	JD’76,	an	attorney	at	Kolb	Roellgen	&	
Kirchoff,	was	honored	for	his	public	service	at	the	2013	
Randall	T.	Shepard	Award	Celebration	on	Oct.	18.	Kolb	
was	recognized	for	providing	50	hours	of	pro	bono	legal	
service	in	2012.
✎
Stephen R. Pennell,	JD’76,	a	partner	from	the	Lafayette	
office	of	Stuart	&	Branigin,	has	been	selected	for	inclu-
sion	in	the	20th	edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	
Pennell	was	also	listed	by	the	2013	Indiana Super Lawyers		
magazine	as	among	the	top	attorneys	in	the	state.	He	has	
successfully	represented	clients	in	a	wide	variety	of	cases	
including	antitrust,	insurance	coverage,	employment,	
personal	injury,	product	liability,	premises	liability,	
business,	construction,	school	and	education	law,	and	
wills	and	estates.	
✎
James L. Petersen,	JD’76,	partner	at	Ice	Miller	LLP,	has	been	
recognized	by	Chambers	USA	in	the	litigation:	general	
commercial	practice	area.	The	rankings	are	determined	by	
in-depth	interviews	with	clients	and	attorneys.	Thousands	
of	interviews	are	conducted	by	a	team	of	more	than	130	
full-time	researchers.	Petersen	is	a	fellow	of	the	American	
College	of	Trial	Lawyers.	His	primary	practice	concentra-
tion	is	litigation.	He	has	handled	a	diverse	case	load	includ-
ing	insurance	coverage	cases,	securities	and	commercial	
litigation,	franchise	disputes,	creditors’	rights	disputes	and	
product	liability	suits.	Petersen	has	also	been	recognized	
in	Indiana Super Lawyers 2013,	Super Lawyers Corporate 
Counsel Edition 2013,	The Best Lawyers in America
2013,	2014	in	the	area	of	commercial	litigation,	and	is	listed	
in	International Who’s Who of Franchise Lawyers.
✎
The	national	law	firm	of	Quarles	&	Brady	LLP	is	pleased	to	
announce	that	Jeffrey L. Gage,	JD’77,	was	selected	by	his	
peers	for	inclusion	in	The Best Lawyers in America	2014.	
Gage	practices	real	estate	law	in	the	firm’s	Phoenix	office.		
✎
Jerry T. Gorman,	JD’77,	is	senior	vice	president	of	down-
state	(Ill.)	operations	at	Attorneys’	Title	Guaranty	Fund,	
Inc.	He	oversees	all	aspects	of	ATG’s	downstate	operations	
and	maintains	involvement	in	underwriting,	technology,	
and	corporate	legal	matters.	After	five	years	in	private	
practice,	Gorman	joined	the	ATG	legal	staff	in	1982	and	
served	as	an	underwriter	until	1988.	As	President	of	ATG	
Legal	Education,	he	is	responsible	for	planning	program	
topics	and	overseeing	all	aspects	of	its	administration.	
Gorman	is	also	a	frequent	lecturer	on	real	estate	and	title	
insurance	law,	and	is	an	adjunct	professor	at	the	University	
of	Illinois	at	Urbana-Champaign	College	of	Law.
✎
McAndrews,	Held	&	Malloy,	Ltd.	announced	that	attorney	
Herbert D. Hart III,	JD’77,	has	been	named	an	“IP	Star”	by	
Managing Intellectual Property	magazine.	To	be	included	
as	an	IP	Star,	attorneys	must	receive	a	significant	number	of	
nominations	from	both	peers	and	clients.	The	rankings	are	
also	based	on	extensive	research	among	thousands	of	IP	
practitioners	conducted	by	a	team	of	researchers	at	Manag-
ing Intellectual Property.	Hart	has	significant	experience	in	
litigation	before	the	Patent	Trial	and	Appeal	Board	(PTAB),	
specifically	in	life	science	and	chemical	technologies.	He	
is	a	frequent	speaker	on	PTAB	trial	practice	and	he	has	
served	as	an	expert	witness	on	interference	practice.	Hart	
serves	on	the	AIPLA	Special	Task	Force	on	AIA	Rulemak-
ing	and	he	was	also	appointed	to	the	six-member	IPO/ABA/
AIPLA	Expert	Committee	on	Regulations	for	Conducting	
New	PGR/IPR	Procedures	(the	“Gang	of	6”).	He	is	widely	
published	in	the	field	of	intellectual	property	law	and	has	
provided	commentary	in	numerous	legal,	business	and	
scientific	publications.	He	also	is	an	associate	editor	and	
contributing	author	of	the	ABA	book,	ANDA Litigation: 
Strategies and Tactics for Pharmaceutical Patent Litigators.	
✎
Fred J. Logan Jr.,	JD’77,	was	appointed	chair	of	the	Kansas	
Board	of	Regents,	the	governing	board	for	higher	education	
institutions	in	the	state	of	Kansas,	by	Gov.	Sam	Brownback	
in	July	2011.	Logan	is	an	attorney	and	partner	in	the	law	
firm	Logan	Logan	&	Watson	in	Prairie	Village,	Kan.,	where	
he	focuses	his	practice	in	the	areas	of	business	law,	public	
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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The	law	firm	of	Ball	Eggleston,	PC	is	pleased	to	announce	
that	Jack L. Walkey,	JD’71,	will	be	included	in	the	20th	
edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	Walkey	is	being	
recognized	in	the	practice	area	of	trusts	and	estates.
✎
Lynn Coyne,	JD’72,	retired	assistant	vice	president	for	real	
estate	and	associate	counsel	of	Indiana	University,	is	join-
ing	the	law	firm	of	Bunger	&	Robertson	as	counsel.	Coyne’s	
practice	areas	include	real	estate,	corporate	and	business	
transaction	law,	as	well	as	public	sector	and	government	
law.	He	was	awarded	the	President’s	Distinguished	Service	
Medal	from	Indiana	University	in	2013	and	the	Maurer	
School	of	Law’s	Distinguished	Service	Award	in	2012.	A	
long-time	community	leader,	Coyne	has	chaired	a	wide	
range	of	development	and	planning	organizations	includ-
ing	the	Bloomington	Economic	Development	Corporation,	
the	Monroe	County	Economic	Development	Commission	
and	the	Metropolitan	Planning	Organization.	Coyne	also	
served	as	chair	of	the	Greater	Bloomington	Chamber	of	
Commerce,	and	received	a	Lifetime	Achievement	Award	
in	2012.	He	has	also	been	chair	of	the	Monroe	County	Red	
Cross,	and	served	as	president	of	the	Board	of	Trustees	of	
the	Monroe	County	Community	School	Corporation.
✎
Varnum	LLP	personal	injury	attorney	Richard L. Halpert,	
JD’72,	has	been	selected	to	receive	the	2013	Alan	and	
Delwyn	Breslau	Award	from	the	Phoenix	Society	for	
Burn	Survivors,	a	leading	national	nonprofit	organization	
dedicated	to	empowering	anyone	affected	by	a	burn	injury.	
The	award	is	the	highest	distinction	the	Phoenix	Society	
can	bestow.	It	honors	a	member	who	has	significantly	
enhanced	the	ability	of	the	Society	to	fulfill	its	mission	of	
peer	support,	education	and	advocacy.	Halpert	has	been	a	
strong	advocate	for	survivors	of	severe	burn	injury	for	more	
than	30	years,	in	both	his	legal	practice	as	well	as	through	
his	personal	efforts	with	organizations	such	as	the	Phoenix	
Society	and	various	burn	injury	prevention	programs.
✎
America’s Leading Lawyers for Business	has	ranked	
Thomas Shriner, Jr.,	JD’72,	as	a	leading	lawyer	in	his	field	
in	2013.	Shriner	specializes	in	litigation:	general	
commercial.	He	is	a	partner	at	Foley	and	Lardner	LLP’s	
Milwaukee,	Wis.	office.	
✎
Richard A. Dean,	JD’73,	has	been	selected	by	his	peers	for	
inclusion	in	The Best Lawyers in America	for	2014.	Dean	
practices	in	the	Cleveland	office	of	Tucker	Ellis	LLP.	His	
practice	area	focuses	on	mass	tort	litigation/class	actions	—	
defendants.	
✎
Andrew C. Mallor,	JD’74,	was	honored	for	his	legal	exper-
tise	and	success	on	August	15th	by	being	named	to	the	20th	
edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	Mallor	is	a	partner	
at	Mallor	Grodner	LLP	in	Bloomington,	Ind.
✎
 RIDDLE TO LAUNCH   
 D.C. OFFICE, 
 GOVERNMENT 
 AFFAIRS PRACTICE
Kasowitz	Benson	Torres	and	Friedman	LLP	is	pleased	to	
announce	that	Clarine Nardi Riddle,	JD’74,	has	joined	the	
firm	as	counsel	and	will	launch	a	Washington,	D.C.,	office	
and	government	affairs	practice.	She	will	focus	on	expand-
ing	the	firm’s	presence	on	Capitol	Hill	and	advising	clients	
on	a	range	of	regulatory	and	public	policy	issues.	Riddle	
will	also	continue	working	with	Senator	Joseph	I.	Lieber-
man	(Ind.	–	Conn.),	for	whom	she	most	recently	served	as	
Senate	chief	of	staff	and	who	joined	Kasowitz	last	week	
in	New	York	as	senior	counsel.	Riddle	was	Connecticut’s	
attorney	general	from	1989–1991,	the	only	woman	to	date	
to	serve	in	that	role.	Led	by	Riddle,	Kasowitz’s	Government	
Affairs	Practice	Group	will	represent	firms,	individuals	
and	trade	associations	requiring	guidance	on	all	issues	
at	the	intersection	of	law,	business	and	public	policy.	
Riddle	is	a	member	of	Indiana	Law’s	Academy	of	Law	
Alumni	Fellows.
✎
Damon	Key	Leong	Kupchak	Hastert,	a	prestigious	law	firm	
celebrating	50	years	of	business	in	Honolulu,	has	announced	
that	family	law	attorney	Judith A. Schevtchuk,	JD’74,	has	
joined	the	firm.	With	experience	in	both	traditional	family	
and	non-traditional	family	law	matters,	Schevtchuk	brings	
a	wealth	of	knowledge	to	the	firm	and	its	clients	in	a	rapidly	
evolving	legal	field.
✎
Thomas L. Davis,	JD’75,	a	member	of	Frost	Brown	Todd	
LLC’s	insurance	and	tort	defense	practice	group,	received	
the	American	Bar	Association’s	Tort	Trial	and	Practice	
Section	Andrew	C.	Hecker	Memorial	Award	during	the	
2013	ABA	annual	meeting	in	San	Francisco.
✎
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David J. Theising,	JD’80,	of	Harrison	&	Moberly	LLP,	
was	recently	honored	by	the	United	States	Bankruptcy	
Court	for	the	Southern	District	of	Indiana	for	taking	
pro	bono	cases	in	2012.
✎
Clifford Garstang,	JD’81,	received	a	literary	award.	His	
novel	in	stories,	What the Zhang Boys Know	(Press	53,	2012),	
which	portrays	the	lives	of	the	residents	of	a	multicultural	
condominium	building	in	Washington,	D.C.,	was	awarded	
the	2013	Emyl	Jenkins	Sexton	Literary	Award	for	Fiction	
from	the	Library	of	Virginia.	The	Library	of	Virginia’s	
prestigious	annual	literary	awards	were	first	given	in	1998	
to	recognize	the	best	books	published	the	previous	year	
by	Virginia	authors.	
✎
Taft	Stettinius	&	Hollister	LLP	announced	that	
Thomas A. Barnard,	JD’82,	was	selected	for	inclusion	in	
The Best Lawyers in America	2014.	Barnard	practices	
in	the	firm’s	Indianapolis	office.
✎
Betsy K. Greene,	JD’82,	was	honored	for	her	legal	expertise	
and	success	on	August	15th	by	being	named	to	the	20th	
edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	Greene	is	a	partner	
at	Greene	&	Schultz	in	Bloomington,	Ind.
✎
Jane E. Raley,	JD’82,	was	named	a	co-legal	director	of	the	
Center	on	Wrongful	Convictions	at	Northwestern	Univer-
sity	School	of	Law,	along	with	Karen	Daniel.	Raley	and	
Daniel	were	the	first	staff	attorneys	hired	by	the	CWC	in	
2000	after	distinguished	careers	at	the	Office	of	the	State	
Appellate	Defender	in	Illinois.	They	have	co-taught	their	
clinical	practice	course	on	wrongful	convictions	since	
their	arrival	at	Northwestern	and	have	been	responsible	for	
the	bulk	of	the	CWC’s	exonerations	since	its	founding.
✎
Samuel R. Ardery,	JD’83,	was	honored	for	his	legal	
expertise	and	success	on	August	15th	by	being	named	to	
the	20th	edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	Ardery	
is	a	partner	at	Bunger	&	Robertson	in	Bloomington,	Ind.
✎
Jackson	Walker	managing	partner	Kurt Nondorf,	JD’83,	
was	selected	for	inclusion	in	the	2013	edition	of	the	
prestigious	Chambers USA: America’s Leading Lawyers 
for Business	guide.	The	Chambers	guide	identifies	leading	
lawyers	and	law	firms	through	interviews	with	thousands	
of	lawyers	across	the	U.S.	and	their	clients.	The	criteria	for	
selection	in	the	guide	include	recommendations	by	clients,	
the	attorney’s	visibility	in	his	or	her	area	of	law,	and	the	
volume,	complexity	and	size	of	work	undertaken.	The	“very	
personable”	Nondorf	maintains	an	excellent	reputation	in	
the	Texas	real	estate	market.	He	played	a	leading	role	in	the	
Lionstone	Group’s	recent	$180	million	acquisition	of	two	
office	building	portfolios.	
✎
Zeff A. Weiss,	JD’83,	partner	at	Ice	Miller	LLP,	has	been	
recognized	by	Chambers USA	in	the	real	estate	practice	
area.	Weiss	was	recognized	as	a	Band	1	attorney,	which	is	
the	highest	ranking	an	individual	lawyer	can	achieve.	
The	rankings	are	determined	by	in-depth	interviews	with	
clients	and	attorneys.	Thousands	of	interviews	are	con-
ducted	by	a	team	of	more	than	130	full-time	researchers.	
Weiss	was	also	recognized	by	Best Lawyers	as	the	2013	
Real	Estate	Lawyer	of	the	Year.	His	primary	practice
concentration	is	in	real	estate	development,	finance	and	
taxation.	Weiss,	together	with	his	wife,	Zoe Urena Weiss,	
JD’83,	were	pleased	to	announce	that	their	daughter,	
Miranda Weiss Bernadac,	JD’12,	commenced	the	private	
practice	of	law	in	Indianapolis	shortly	after	her	swearing	
in,	and	their	next	two	daughters,	Reva	Marie	and
Alexandra	Kara,	commenced	law	school	at	the	IU	Robert	
H.	McKinney	School	of	Law	in	August	2013.
✎
Stephen J. Hackman,	JD’84,	partner	at	Ice	Miller	LLP	in	
Indianapolis,	has	been	recognized	by	Chambers USA 
in	the	corporate/mergers	and	acquisitions	practice	area.	
Hackman	was	recognized	as	a	Band	1	attorney,	which	is	
the	highest	ranking	an	individual	lawyer	can	achieve.	
The	rankings	are	determined	by	in-depth	interviews	with	
clients	and	attorneys.	Thousands	of	interviews	are	con-
ducted	by	a	team	of	more	than	130	full-time	researchers.	
His	practice	concentration	is	in	federal	and	state	securities	
law,	including	capital	formation	(registered	public	and	ex-
empt	private	offerings)	and	federal	and	state	reporting	and	
compliance;	mergers	and	acquisitions;	structured	finance;	
commercial	lending;	and	general	corporate	matters.
✎
Barnes	and	Thornburg	attorney	Tracy T. Larsen,	JD’84,	has	
received	the	Dealmaker	of	the	Year:	Adviser	Award	from	
MiBiz	for	his	leadership	of	the	advisory	team	that	assisted	
Michigan-based	Wolverine	World	Wide	Inc.	in	its	$1.24	
billion	acquisition	of	a	portion	of	Collective	Brand	Inc.	
Larsen,	office	managing	partner	in	the	firm’s	Michigan	
office	and	co-chair	of	the	firm-wide	Corporate	Department,	
accepted	the	award	at	the	MiBiz	and	Association	for	
Corporate	Growth’s	inaugural	M&A,	Deals	and	Dealmakers	
Awards	in	Grand	Rapids	on	October	3rd.	In	addition	to	his	
M&A	work,	Larsen	represents	clients	in	joint	ventures,	
corporate	finance	transactions	and	restructurings,	
takeover	defense,	corporate	governance	and	federal	
securities	law	matters.	Larsen	runs	one	of	the	most	active	
and	not-for-profit	law,	real	estate,	probate	and	estate	
planning	law,	and	administrative	law.	
✎
Plews	Shadley	Racher	&	Braun	LLP,	co-founded	by	
Sue A. Shadley,	JD’77,	celebrated	its	25th	anniversary	
on	Aug.	1,	2013.	The	firm	now	includes	37	lawyers	and	
more	than	30	staff	members	in	its	Indianapolis	and	
South	Bend	locations.
✎
The	International	Association	of	Defense	Counsel	(IADC)	
appointed	Michael E. Brown,	JD’78,	Indianapolis,	as	the	
director	of	the	2014	Professional	Liability	Roundtable.	The	
IADC	is	an	invitation-only	global	legal	organization	with	
approximately	2,500	members	whose	practice	concerns	
the	representation	of	corporate	and	insurance	interests.	
Members	hail	from	each	of	the	fifty	U.S.	states	and	ap-
proximately	forty	other	countries.	Brown	is	senior	partner	
at	Kightlinger	and	Gray,	LLP.	He	has	practiced	for	more	
than	30	years,	focusing	on	corporate	and	business	litiga-
tion;	insurance	coverage	and	bad	faith;	and	professional	
liability	cases	involving	accountants,	attorneys,	insurance	
agents	and	other	professionals.	He	has	been	recognized	by	
his	peers	with	several	legal	awards,	including	being	named	
a	Diplomat	of	the	Indiana	Defense	Trial	Counsel,	being	
selected	for	inclusion	in	Indiana Super Lawyers ®	from	2004	
to	2013	and	in	The Best Lawyers in America®	in	the	area	of	
legal	malpractice	law	from	2009	to	2014.		
✎
Joseph D. O’Connor,	JD’78,	was	honored	for	his	legal	
expertise	and	success	on	August	15th	by	being	named	to	the	
20th	edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	O’Connor	is	a	
partner	at	Bunger	&	Robertson	in	Bloomington,	Ind.
✎
Bruce A. Hugon,	JD’76,	a	partner	from	the	Lafayette	office	
of	the	law	firm	Stuart	&	Branigin,	has	been	selected	for	
inclusion	in	the	20th	edition	of	The Best Lawyers in 
America.	Hugon	was	also	listed	by	the	2013	Indiana Super 
Lawyers	magazine	as	among	the	top	attorneys	in	the	state.	
His	practice	areas	include	litigation	and	disputes,	personal	
injury,	and	railroad	and	trucking.	His	jury	trial	and	
appellate	work	includes	state	and	federal	court	cases	
typically	involving	catastrophic	injuries	and	death	claims	
with	substantial	exposure.
✎
Hon.	Thomas J. Felts,	JD’79,	was	honored	for	his	exception-
al	contributions	to	the	profession	of	law	and	the	citizens	
of	Indiana	at	the	Indiana	State	Bar	Association’s	annual	
meeting	on	October	16th,	where	he	received	a	presidential	
citation	from	outgoing	ISBA	President	Daniel B. Vinovich,	
JD’90.	Felts	is	judge	of	the	Allen	Circuit	Court.	Previously,	
he	served	as	a	magistrate	for	the	court	and	was	an	
associate,	then	partner	at	the	firm	Burt	Blee	Dixon	
Sutton	&	Bloom.	
✎
Edward J. Liptak,	JD’79,	was	honored	for	his	legal	expertise	
and	success	on	August	15th	by	being	named	to	the	20th	
edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	Liptak	is	a	partner	
at	Carson	Boxberger	LLP	in	Bloomington,	Ind.
✎
Thomas F. Schnellenberger, Jr.,	JD’79,	was	named	the	
Best Lawyersš 2014	Lawyer	of	the	Year	in	his	respective	
practice	area	and	location:	tax	law.	Schnellenberger’s	
primary	practice	concentration	is	in	income	tax	and	estate	
and	gift	taxation.	He	is	also	a	member	of	Ice	Miller’s	Private	
Equity	and	Venture	Services	Group	and	its	Affordable	
Housing	and	Economic	Development	Group.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
1980s
Phillip L. Bayt,	JD’80,	partner	at	Ice	Miller	LLP,	has	been	
recognized	by	Chambers USA	in	the	real	estate	practice	
area.	Bayt	was	recognized	as	a	Band	1	attorney,	which	is	
the	highest	ranking	an	individual	lawyer	can	achieve.	
Bayt	serves	as	chief	managing	partner	for	Ice	Miller.	His	
primary	responsibility	includes	managing	the	operations	
of	the	firm	and	developing	and	implementing	the	firm’s	
strategic	plan.
✎
Taft	Stettinius	&	Hollister	LLP	is	pleased	to	announce	that	
Paul T. Deignan,	JD’80,	was	selected	for	inclusion	in	The 
Best Lawyers in America	2014.	Deignan	practices	in	the	
firm’s	Indianapolis	office.
✎
Tom S. Ebbinghouse,	JD’80,	an	Indianapolis	attorney,	
attended	the	American	Society	of	Tax	Problem	Solver’s	
(ASTPS)	2013	advanced	seminar	in	IRS	tax	problem	
resolution,	where	he	was	awarded	the	ASTPS	Top	Practi-
tioner	Award	for	his	exceptional	achievements.	
Ebbinghouse	is	the	first	attorney/practitioner	in	the	state	
of	Indiana	to	receive	the	award.	ASTPS	is	a	national,	
nonprofit	organization	of	professionals	who	specialize	in	
representing	taxpayers	before	the	IRS.	
✎
America’s Leading Lawyers for Business	has	ranked	
Thomas Pence,	JD’80,	as	a	leading	lawyer	in	his	field	in	
2013.	Pence	specializes	in	labor	and	employment.	He	is	
a	partner	at	Foley	and	Lardner’s	Milwaukee	office.	
✎
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if	raised	elsewhere.	Oldest	daughter	Angela	is	a	junior	at	
Purdue	University	studying	agribusiness	and	operating	
her	own	beef	business.	Middle	daughter	Allie,	a	recent	
high	school	graduate,	is	state	FFA	president	and	will	spend	
the	year	advocating	for	agricultural	issues.	Son	Dougie	is	
involved	in	4-H	and	raises	and	shows	goats.
✎
Matthew R. Gutwein,	JD’88,	is	president	and	CEO	of	
Marion	County’s	Health	and	Hospital	Corp.	in	Indianapolis.	
His	wife,	Jane A. Henegar,	JD’88,	is	executive	director	
of	the	ACLU	of	Indiana.	The	couple	lives	in	Indianapolis.
✎
Constance Lindman,	JD’89,	has	joined	the	new	
SmithAmundsen	LLC	Indianapolis	office	as	partner	with	
more	than	20	years	of	experience	in	intellectual	property	
law.	Her	practice	includes	negotiation	of	software	
agreements	as	well	as	a	wide	variety	of	other	intellectual	
property	and	technology	agreements	including	patent,	
trademark	and	copyright	license	agreements,	distribution	
agreements,	technology	transfer	agreements,	and	
professional	services	agreements.	Lindman	was	formerly	
a	partner	in	Stewart	&	Irwin	PC,	Indianapolis.
✎
Taft	Stettinius	&	Hollister	LLP	is	pleased	to	announce	
that	Geoffrey G. Slaughter,	JD’89,	was	selected	for	
inclusion	in	The Best Lawyers in America	2014.	Slaughter	
practices	in	the	firm’s	Indianapolis	office.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
1990s
Scott G. Deller,	JD’90,	an	attorney	with	Shumaker,	Loop	&	
Kendrick,	LLP,	has	been	included	in	the	2014	edition	of	
The Best Lawyers in America.	Deller	is	being	recognized	in	
the	area	of	Workers’	Compensation	Law	—	Employers.
✎
Douglas A. Hoffman,	JD’90,	was	honored	for	his	legal	
expertise	and	success	on	August	15th	by	being	named	to	the	
20th	Edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	Hoffman	is	
an	attorney	at	Carson	Boxberger	in	Bloomington,	Ind.
✎
Gary D. Gold,	JD’91,	is	associate	professor	of	business	law	
and	ethics	at	the	American	University	of	Sharjah	in	the	
United	Arab	Emirates,	where	he	has	worked	for	six	years.	
He	studied	international	law	at	the	University	of	London,	
and	he	is	presently	pursuing	an	LLM	degree	in	employment	
law	at	the	University	of	Leicester,	U.K.	Gold	is	a	certified	
public	accountant	and	an	attorney	with	practical	
experience	in	both	fields.	He	has	more	than	15	years	of	
university	teaching	experience	in	the	fields	of	accounting,	
contemporary	business	ethics,	and	business	law	in	the	U.S.	
and	the	Middle	East.	His	research	interests	are	in	applied	
business	ethics,	and	labor	and	employment	law.
✎
Brent W. Huber,	JD’91,	partner	at	Ice	Miller	LLP,	has	been	
recognized	by	Chambers USA	in	the	natural	resources	and	
environment	practice	group.	The	rankings	are	determined	
by	in-depth	interviews	with	clients	and	attorneys.	Thou-
sands	of	interviews	are	conducted	by	a	team	of	more	than	
130	full-time	researchers.	Huber’s	primary	areas	of	practice	
are	risk	management	and	complex	litigation,	including	
insurance	coverage	litigation,	business	litigation,	and	toxic	
torts	and	environmental	litigation.
✎
Hoeppner	Wagner	&	Evans	LLP	partner	Sean Kenyon,	
JD’91,	was	awarded	the	honor	of	Influential	Woman	in	
the	Law	at	the	Influential	Women	of	Northwest	Indiana	
Awards	banquet	May	23rd.
✎
Carol M. Adinamis,	JD’92,	Indianapolis,	was	elected	as	
vice	president	of	the	Indiana	State	Bar	Association	for	
2013-14	at	the	Association’s	annual	meeting	in	French	Lick,	
Ind.,	in	October.	Her	term	will	expire	in	October	2014,	after	
which	she	will	become	president-elect	and	then	president	
of	the	ISBA.	As	president,	she	will	represent	the	single	
largest	legal	organization	in	the	state.	Adinamis	is	a	partner	
at	the	firm	Adinamis	Michael	and	Saunders,	where	she	
focuses	on	business	formation	and	planning,	estate	
planning	and	taxation.	Previously,	she	served	as	a	CPA	at	
a	Big	Eight	accounting	firm.	Adinamis	is	a	member	of	the	
Indianapolis,	Hamilton	County,	Indiana	State	and	Ameri-
can	bar	associations	and	the	Indiana	CPA	Society.	She	is	
also	an	active	member	of	the	Brebeuf	Mothers’	Association,	
Westfield	Middle	School	PTO	and	Oak	Trace	PTO.
✎
Steven M. Badger,	JD’92,	Indianapolis,	was	appointed	
as	counsel	to	the	president	of	the	Indiana	State	Bar	Associa-
tion	(ISBA)	at	its	annual	meeting	in	French	Lick,	Ind.,	in	
October.	He	was	appointed	by	ISBA	President	James	Dimos	
and	his	term	will	expire	in	October	2014.	Badger	is	a	
partner	at	the	firm	Benesch	Friedlander	Coplan	&	Aronoff.	
Previously,	he	was	a	partner	at	the	firms	Bose	McKinney	&	
Evans	and	McTurman	&	Turner.	Badger	is	a	member	of	the	
Indianapolis,	Indiana	State	and	American	bar	associations,	
Media	Libel	Resource	Center	and	the	Forum	on	Communi-
cations	Law.	He	is	also	a	member	of	the	Indiana	Commis-
sion	for	Continuing	Legal	Education	and	the	Indianapolis	
Association	of	Wabash	Men.
✎
M&A	practices	in	the	Midwest.	The	recent	award	adds	
to	Larsen’s	long	list	of	honors,	which	includes	listings	in	
The Best Lawyers in America®,	Michigan Super Lawyers ®,	
Who’s Who in American Lawš	and	The Legal 500.	He	also	
received	a	number	one	ranking	among	corporate	lawyers	
in	the	state	of	Michigan	in	Chambers USA’s America’s 
Leading Lawyers for Business,	and	received	Best Lawyers’	
“Lawyer	of	the	Year”	award	for	corporate	law	in	Grand	
Rapids,	Mich.,	from	2010-2013.
✎
	 COWART ACCEPTS   
 SHAREHOLDER 
 POSITION 
 AT WINSTEAD PC
Law	firm	Winstead	PC	welcomes	employee	benefits	and	
taxation	attorney	Greta E. Cowart,	JD’85,	previously	a	
partner	for	Haynes	and	Boone,	LLP	in	Dallas,	Tex.	Cowart	
is	a	shareholder	in	Winstead’s	taxation,	employee	benefits	
and	private	business	practice	group.	Cowart	has	more	
than	25	years	of	experience	resolving	significant	employee	
benefit	compliance	issues	through	a	variety	of	voluntary	
compliance	programs.	She	represents	clients	in	audit	
defense,	including	numerous	U.S.	Department	of	Labor	and	
IRS	audits,	she	has	served	as	interim	in-house	counsel	for	
a	Fortune 250 company,	and	she	has	led	teams	of	attorneys	
in	developing	compliance	tools	and	materials	for	clients	for	
both	retirement	plans	and	group	health	plans.	Cowart	is	a	
member	of	the	American	Bar	Association,	the	State	Bar	of	
Texas	and	the	Dallas	Bar	Association.	She	is	a	fellow	of	the	
American	College	of	Employee	Benefits	Counsel	and	the	
American	College	of	Tax	Counsel,	serves	on	the	BNA	
Pension	and	Benefits	Advisory	Board,	and	is	the	past	chair	
of	the	Education	Committee	for	the	SouthWest	Benefits	
Association.	Recognized	as	Best Lawyer in America,	
a	Texas Super Lawyer	and	a	Best Lawyer in Dallas.	She	is	
a	member	of	the	Law	School’s	Alumni	Board.
✎
Taft	Stettinius	&	Hollister	LLP	is	pleased	to	announce	
that	Erick D. Ponader,	JD’85,	was	selected	for	inclusion	in	
The Best Lawyers in America	2014.	Ponader	practices	in	
the	firm’s	Indianapolis	office.
✎
Cohen	&	Malad	LLP	partner,	Arend Abel,	JD’86,	has	been	
selected	as	chair	for	the	Indiana	State	Bar	Association	
Standing	Committee	on	Legal	Ethics.
✎
Andrew L. Cameron,	JD’86,	was	elected	as	a	county	court	
judge	in	the	Ninth	Circuit	Court	in	Orange	County,	
Orlando,	Fla.	Cameron	will	serve	a	six-year	term	and	han-
dle	a	variety	of	small	claims	and	misdemeanor	criminal	
and	traffic	offenses.	Prior	to	his	election,	Cameron	enjoyed	
a	20-year	private	law	practice	which	included	criminal	
defense,	personal	injury,	family	and	juvenile	law.
✎
Taft	Stettinius	&	Hollister	LLP	is	pleased	to	announce	
that	Mark T. Hayden,	JD’86,	was	selected	for	inclusion	in	
The Best Lawyers in America	2014.	Hayden	practices	in	
the	firm’s	Cincinnati	office.
✎
South	Bend	attorney	John J. Roggeman,	JD’86,	has	
been	elected	to	the	Public	Defender	Board.	Roggeman	is	
Director	of	Employee	Relations	for	the	South	Bend	
Community	School	Corporation.
✎
Gregory J. Rutzen,	JD’87,	has	been	named	associate	vice	
president	and	chief	advancement	officer	at	the	University	
of	Houston-Victoria	in	Victoria,	Tex.	With	more	than	
15	years	of	experience	in	fundraising	campaigns,	annual	
giving	and	development	communications,	Rutzen’s	job	as	
UHV’s	senior	development	officer	will	be	to	provide	strate-
gic	and	operation	leadership	for	planned	giving,	corporate	
and	foundation	relations,	annual	giving,	alumni	relations	
and	special	events.	He	left	his	post	as	associate	director	of	
development	communications	at	the	University	of	Texas	
Medical	Branch	in	Galveston	to	begin	his	position	at	UHV	
on	August	15th.	Rutzen	lives	in	Sugar	Land,	Tex.
✎
The	intellectual	property	law	firm	founded	by	Julia Church 
Dierker,	JD’88,	Dierker	and	Associates,	PC,	was	featured	in	
the	Michigan	Women	Business	Leaders	promotional	
section	in	the	June	10,	2013	issue	of	Forbes	magazine.
✎
Sherry Fabina-Abney,	JD’88,	was	recently	featured	in	
The Indiana Lawyer	on	her	and	her	husband’s	decision	to	
raise	their	children	in	a	rural	setting.	Years	ago,	Fabina-
Abney	would	have	identified	herself	as	an	urban	rodent	
through	and	through,	but	today	her	answer	would	be	quite	
different.	Fabina-Abney,	an	attorney	with	the	healthcare	
group	at	Ice	Miller	LLP	in	Indianapolis,	moved	her	life	and	
her	identity	to	an	18-acre	farm	in	Johnson	County.	It	was	
Fabina-Abney’s	husband	who	pushed	for	moving	beyond	
the	suburbs	when	the	couple	contemplated	setting	down	
roots	to	start	a	family.	The	rural	environment	has	had	a	
tremendous	impact	on	Fabina-Abney’s	children,	leading	
them	to	community	involvement	and	leadership	as	well	as	
career	opportunities	they	likely	would	not	have	considered	
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Mooney	Colvin,	P.L.	partner John V. Colvin,	JD’92,	is	now	
a	member	of	The	National	Trial	Lawyers:	Top	100	Trial	
Lawyers.	Membership	is	by	invitation	only	and	extended	
to	individuals	who	exemplify	superior	qualifications,	
trial	results	and	leadership	in	their	respective	state	or	
major	geographical	area.	Mr.	Colvin’s	invitation	was	
based	on	exceptional	performance	in	the	practice	area	
of	civil	plaintiff	law.	In	addition,	he	was	named	to	2014	
Best Lawyers in America.	in	the	practice	area	of	product	
liability	litigation	—	plaintiffs.	
✎
Lonnie D. Johnson,	JD’92,	was	honored	for	his	legal	
expertise	and	success	on	August	15th	by	being	named	
to	the	20th	edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	
Johnson	is	a	partner	at	Clendening	Johnson	&	Bohrer	PC	
in	Bloomington,	Ind.
✎
Bose	McKinney	&	Evans	LLP	partner	Lisa C. McKinney,	
JD’92,	has	been	named	to	the	board	of	advisors	of	the	
Center	on	Congress	at	Indiana	University	in	Bloomington.	
Founded	in	1999,	the	Center	on	Congress	provides	
educational	opportunities	for	young	Americans	to	gain	a	
functional	understanding	of	the	country’s	democratic	
institution.	McKinney	is	a	member	of	the	Law	School’s	
Board	of	Visitors.
✎
James E. Morgan,	JD’92,	has	joined	the	law	firm	
Howard	&	Howard’s	Chicago	office.	His	practice	focuses	
on	creditors’	rights,	and	his	experience	includes	handling	
significant	commercial	and	bankruptcy	litigation	with	
an	emphasis	on	representing	trustees	for	litigation	trusts,	
assignments	for	the	benefit	of	creditors,	and	bankruptcy	
cases.	As	a	commercial	litigator,	prior	to	expanding	into	
bankruptcy	law,	he	worked	on	complex	cases	ranging	
widely	from	employment	discrimination	to	securities	
fraud	to	legal	malpractice.	Morgan	represents	borrowers,	
lenders	and	other	creditors	in	work-outs,	bankruptcy	
cases,	out-of-court	restructurings	and	liquidations.	
He	is	frequently	consulted	on	transactional	risks	such	
as	potential	fraudulent	or	preferential	transfers,	lender	
liability	and	bankruptcy	exposure.		
✎
Timothy E. Ochs,	JD’92,	partner	at	Ice	Miller	LLP,	has	been	
recognized	by	Chambers USA	in	the	real	estate	practice	
area.	The	rankings	are	determined	by	in-depth	interviews	
with	clients	and	attorneys.	Thousands	of	interviews	are	
conducted	by	a	team	of	more	than	130	full-time	researchers.	
Ochs’s	primary	practice	concentration	is	in	real	estate	law,	
including	real	estate	development,	land	use	and	zoning,	
annexation,	leasing,	and	real	estate	finance.	He	also	serves	
on	the	firm’s	Agriculture	Law	Initiative	and	is	a	member	of	
the	firm’s	Green	Initiative.
✎
Scott E. Racop,	JD’92,	of	Racop	Law	Offices,	P.C.,	was	
recently	honored	by	the	United	States	Bankruptcy	Court	
for	the	Southern	District	of	Indiana	for	taking	pro	bono	
cases	in	2012.
✎
James Reed,	JD’92,	recently	ended	a	one-year	mid-career	
sabbatical	and	started	a	new	phase	in	his	career	as	the	
deputy	general	counsel	of	the	Eisenhower	Medical	Center	
(EMC)	in	Rancho	Mirage,	Calif.	EMC	is	the	medical	center	
founded	by	Bob	and	Dolores	Hope.	In	his	new	role,	Reed	
oversees	hospital	and	clinic	corporate	healthcare	legal	
matters	and	heads	the	compliance	function.	He	lives	in	
Palm	Springs	with	his	husband, Steve Blake,	JD’90.
✎
Scott E. Yahne,	JD’92,	Munster,	Ind.,	was	elected	to	the	
board	of	governors	of	the	Indiana	State	Bar	Association	
(ISBA)	at	its	annual	meeting	in	French	Lick,	Ind.,	in	
October.	He	will	serve	a	two-year	term,	representing	one	of	
13	districts	in	the	state.	Yahne	is	a	practitioner	at	his	firm	
in	Munster,	Yahne	Law.	Previously,	he	practiced	at	the	firm	
Efron	Efron	&	Yahne.	He	is	an	active	member	of	the	Lake	
County	and	Indiana	State	bar	associations.	He	is	also	active	
with	the	Carmelite	Home	of	St.	Joseph,	Hammond	Legal	
Aid	Clinic	and	Hammond	Development	Corporation.	
✎
Marc P. Sultzer,	JD’95,	has	joined	Frost	Brown	Todd	LLC’s	
Indianapolis	office,	where	he	will	practice	in	criminal	and	
civil	litigation.
✎
Angela R. Elbert,	JD’96,	was	recognized	by	Business 
Insurance as	one	of	2013’s	“Women	to	Watch.”	Elbert	is	a	
partner	in	the	General	and	Commercial	Litigation	Section	
and	chair	of	the	Insurance	Policyholder	Group’s	D&O	
Practice	at	Neal	Gerber	&	Eisenberg	LLP	in	Chicago.
✎
Frederick W. Schultz,	JD’96,	was	honored	for	his	legal	
expertise	and	success	on	August	15th	by	being	named	to	
the	20th	edition	of	The Best Lawyers in America.	Schultz	
is	a	partner	at	Greene	&	Schultz	in	Bloomington,	Ind.
✎
Christopher J. Pappaioanou,	JD’97,	was	appointed	Presi-
dent	of	go!,	Hawaii’s	Low	Fare	Airline,	September	4,	2013.
✎
David A. Suess,	JD’97,	who	has	more	than	14	years	of	
experience	in	tax	law,	has	joined	Faegre	Baker	Daniels	LLP	
as	a	partner	in	the	tax	advocacy	group.	He	will	practice	
from	the	law	firm’s	downtown	Indianapolis	office.	Suess	
focuses	on	resolving	disputes	involving	state	and	local	
taxes,	including	property	taxes,	wagering	taxes	and	
valuation	of	commercial	and	industrial	property	for	
tax	purposes.	He	also	represents	clients	in	all	phases	
of	litigation	through	administrative,	court	and	appellate	
proceedings.	He	was	previously	a	partner	at	Bose	
McKinney	&	Evans	LLP	in	Indianapolis.
✎
Taft	Stettinius	&	Hollister	LLP	is	pleased	to	announce	
that	Andrew T. Kight,	JD’98,	was	selected	for	inclusion	in	
The Best Lawyers in America	2014.	Kight	practices	in
the	firm’s	Indianapolis	office.
✎
In	March,	Molly J. Moran,	JD’98,	of	Washington,	D.C.,	
married	Mark	A.	Synnes	in	Chicago.	A	lawyer	with	the	
U.S.	Department	of	Justice	in	Washington	D.C.,	she	is	a	
counselor	to	the	attorney	general.		
✎
	 PETE YONKMAN 
 NAMED NEW 
 COOK MEDICAL 
 PRESIDENT
Pete Yonkman,	JD’98,	has	been	named	president	of	Cook	
Medical,	the	Bloomington,	Ind.-based	global	manufacturer	
of	medical	devices.	A	12-year	veteran	of	the	company,	
he	most	recently	served	as	executive	vice	president	
overseeing	Cook	Medical’s	10	strategic	business	units.	
He	joined	Cook	in	2001	as	corporate	counsel	and	has	
held	numerous	positions	within	the	company	including	
vice	president	of	Asian	operations,	chief	legal	officer	and	
president	of	Cook	Urological.	
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
2000s
Brian E. Bailey,	JD’00,	will	serve	as	budget	director	to	lead	
the	Indiana	State	Budget	Agency.	His	previous	position	
was	as	the	chief	of	staff	and	general	counsel	at	the	Office	
of	Management	and	Budget.
✎
Chad J. Bradford,	JD’02,	has	joined	O’Bryan,	
Brown	&	Toner	PLLC,	where	he	focuses	on	general	c
ivil	defense	litigation.
✎
Dennis Schell,	JD’01,	has	joined	the	new	SmithAmundsen	
LLC	Indianapolis	office	as	partner.	Schell	is	a	licensed	
patent	attorney	with	more	than	ten	years	of	experience	rep-
resenting	individuals	and	companies	in	matters	involving	
patent	prosecution,	patent	litigation,	and	opinions.	He	was	
formerly	a	partner	at	Stewart	&	Irwin	PC,	Indianapolis.
✎
	 INAUGURAL 
 HICKS AWARD 
 RECOGNIZES 
 CHO
Heejin Cho,	MCL’00,	was	one	of	two	inaugural	recipients	
of	the	J.	William	Hicks	Award.	She	is	the	newly	appointed	
deputy	chief	prosecutor	of	the	Seoul	High	Prosecutor’s	
Office,	the	highest	level	attained	by	a	woman	in	the	
institution’s	65-year	history.	Previously	she	was	senior	
prosecutor	for	the	Criminal	Investigation	Department	
of	the	Seoul	Central	District	Prosecutor’s	Office.	Also	
recognized	was	Jun	Kwang-woo,	chairman	of	South	Korea’s	
National	Pension	Service	until	his	retirement	in	2013.	
The	award	is	named	for	Indiana	Law	Professor	Emeritus	
J. William Hicks,	a	longtime	mentor,	teacher	and	friend	
to	many	of	the	school’s	international	graduate	students.	
It	was	presented	in	October	in	a	ceremony	in	Seoul	by	
IU	Bloomington	Provost	Lauren Robel.
✎
Erin Schrantz,	JD’00,	has	been	named	a	“Chicago	40	
Under	40”	by	The National Law Journal.	Schrantz	was	
profiled	in	a	July	1st	special	report.	Schrantz	was	chosen	
for	her	work	in	complex	commercial	litigation	and	white	
collar	defense	and	investigations.	The	profile	also	focused	
on	her	appearances	before	the	U.S.	Court	of	Appeals	for
the	Seventh	Circuit,	in	particular	noting	her	work	on	
behalf	of	pro	bono	client	Henry	Johnson,	whose	life	
sentence	was	reduced	to	30	years	after	two	appeals	in	that	
court.	Finally,	the	feature	referenced	Schrantz’s	role	as	
co-chair	of	the	firm’s	Women’s	Forum	and	observes	that	
her	commitment	also	extends	to	the	community,	where	she	
serves	as	an	Investor	and	Outreach	Committee	member	
for	Women	Employed,	an	organization	that	advocates	on	
behalf	of	low-wage	working	women.
✎
Jon R. Elrod,	JD’02,	has	been	named	an	attorney	to	the	
Indiana	Board	of	Tax	Review	by	Governor	Mike	Pence.
✎
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Jeffrey D. Roberts,	JD’02,	has	co-founded	Roberts	Means	
LLC	in	Indianapolis.	The	practice	will	focus	on	business	
litigation	and	family	law	matters.
✎
	 LUECK LAUNCHES 
 JUVENILE 
 JUSTICE BLOG
Kaarin M. Lueck,	JD’02,	began	a	juvenile	justice	blog	in	
2013	—	indianajuvenilejustice.com	—	that	was	recently	
added	to	the	American	Bar	Association	Blawg	Directory.	
The	blog	is	an	extension	of	her	work	to	reform	the	juvenile	
justice	system	in	Indiana.	She	continues	her	annual	
involvement	with	the	Law	School,	recruiting	and	
delivering	several	Moot	Court	judges	to	campus	every	
year,	while	also	serving	as	a	judge	herself.	She	also	guest	
lectures	annually	for	Prof.	Jody Madeira’s	course	on	
reproduction	and	the	law.	Lueck	is	an	attorney	for	the	
Wayne	County,	Ind.,	Public	Defender’s	Office.
✎
Rafael A. Sanchez,	JD’02,	is	a	partner	in	the	Indianapolis	
office	of	the	law	firm	Bingham	Greenebaum	Doll.	He	
concentrates	his	practice	in	civil	and	business	litigation.	
In	addition,	Sanchez	assists	individuals	and	enterprises	
with	general	corporate	matters	including	entity	selection	
and	formation,	contract	drafting	and	negotiation,	general	
business	advice	and	certification.	He	also	is	a	member	
of	the	firm’s	diversified	business	solutions	team,	which	
focuses	on	providing	a	wide	range	of	legal	services	to	
minority-	and/or	women-owned	businesses,	as	well	as	the	
firm’s	media	law	task	force.	Sanchez	is	the	chair	of	the	
Indianapolis	Chamber	of	Commerce’s	Hispanic	Business	
Council	and	co-authored	an	opinion	piece	for	Hispanic	
Heritage	Month	in	September.	Also	in	September,	
the	Indianapolis	Colts,	in	conjunction	with	the	NFL’s	
national	celebration	of	Hispanic	Heritage	Month,	presented	
Sanchez	with	the	second	annual	NFL	Hispanic	Heritage	
Leadership	Award.	
✎
Terrance Stroud,	JD’02,	has	been	named	a	2013	New	York	
City	Rising	Star	by	City & State	magazine.	He	is	director	
of	media	strategy	for	New	York’s	Department	of	Citywide	
Administrative	Services.
✎
William J. Brinkerhoff,	JD’03,	has	joined	Schuckit	&	
Associates	P.C.	in	Zionsville,	Ind.	as	an	associate	attorney.
✎
Michael P. Commons,	JD’03,	has	joined	the	Indiana	
Supreme	Court’s	Division	of	State	Court	Administration	
as	a	family	law	staff	attorney	and	Family	Court	
project	manager.
✎
Leech	Tishman	recently	welcomed Ray Hughes,	JD’03,	
to	its	Chicago	office.	Hughes	will	be	practicing	in	the	
Insurance	Coverage	and	Corporate	Risk	Mitigation	and	
Litigation	Practice	Groups.	He	focuses	his	practice	on	
insurance	coverage,	tort	defense	and	commercial	litigation.
✎
On	November	14,	2013,	Special	Agent	Ariel Joshua 
Leinwand,	JD’03,	was	a	guest	speaker	at	an	event	sponsored	
by	the	International	Section	of	the	State	Bar	of	Georgia	
and	hosted	by	the	law	firm	Kilpatrick	and	Townsend	LLP	
in	Atlanta.	The	event	covered	the	international	movement	
of	technology	and	know-how,	special	concerns	when	
traveling	with	know-how	and	other	valuable	information	
addressing	threats	to	information	when	traveling	overseas	
and	when	entering	the	U.S.	
✎
Lisa M. Adler,	JD’04,	has	been	elected	equity	partner	at	
Harrison	and	Moberly,	LLP,	effective	October	1,	2013.	She	
practices	in	the	areas	of	estate	planning,	estate	administra-
tion,	and	related	fiduciary	and	probate	litigation.	Harrison	
and	Moberly,	LLP	is	a	full-service	law	firm	with	offices	in	
Indianapolis	and	Carmel,	Ind.	Lisa	is	married	to	Adam 
Mueller,	JD’05,	an	attorney	with	Indiana	Legal	Services,	
and	they	have	two	young	children.
✎
The	University	of	Indianapolis	has	selected	attorney	
Samantha S. Karn,	JD’04,	to	fill	the	new	position	of	vice	
president	and	general	counsel,	effective	July	15th.	Karn	has	
served	the	City	of	Indianapolis	since	2008,	most	recently	as	
corporation	counsel,	reporting	directly	to	Mayor	Greg	
Ballard.	At	UIndy,	she	will	represent	the	university	in	
all	legal	matters	and	advise	the	administration	and	
Board	of	Trustees,	reporting	to	President	Robert	Manuel	
and	serving	on	his	cabinet.
✎
Plews	Shadley	Racher	&	Braun	LLP	in	South	Bend	partner	
Thao Nguyen,	JD’04,	has	been	reappointed	to	the	Indiana	
Pro	Bono	Commission.	Her	term	runs	for	three	years.	
She	has	also	been	named	chair-elect	of	the	Indiana	State	
Bar	Association	Environmental	Law	Section.
✎
Former	member	of	Stewart	&	Irwin	P.C.	in	Indianapolis,	
Alyssa Beattie Rogers,	JD’04,	has	joined	the	new	
SmithAmundsen	LLC	Indianapolis	office	as	a	corporate	
practice	attorney.	Rogers	has	successfully	negotiated	and	
closed	numerous	business	transactions	ranging	up	to	
$30	million	in	diverse	industries	such	as	manufacturing,	
healthcare	services,	financial	services,	and	automotive	
dealers	and	auctions.
✎
Kate Brinkerhoff,	JD’05,	and	BJ Brinkerhoff,	JD’03,	
welcomed	a	son,	Andrew	Jeffery,	on	March	26,	2013.	
They	expect	his	first	word	will	be	jurisprudence.
✎
Sarah Jenkins,	JD’06,	a	business	litigation	associate	at	
Faegre	Baker	Daniels	LLP,	received	the	Indiana	State	Bar	
Association’s	(ISBA)	2013	Outstanding	Young	Lawyer	
award	on	October	17.th	The	award,	sponsored	by	the	
ISBA’s	Young	Lawyers	Section,	honors	an	individual	
under	36	years	of	age	or	with	less	than	six	years	of	legal	
experience	who	exemplifies	the	virtues	embodied	in	the	
Indiana	Oath	of	Attorneys.
Jenkins	was	selected	in	part	because	of	her	pro	bono	
representation	on	behalf	of	individuals	with	mental	health	
disabilities,	in	collaboration	with	FaegreBD	partner	Kathy	
Osborn.	Beyond	her	pro	bono	contributions,	Jenkins	has	
represented	clients	successfully	in	many	guardianship,	
probate	and	commercial	litigation	matters.	Beginning	in	
2010,	she	represented	charitable	beneficiaries	as	claimants	
in	the	Melvin	Simon	will	and	trust	contest	and	negotiated	
the	fulfillment	of	Simon’s	charitable	pledges.	She	is	also	the	
recipient	of	the	firm’s	2013	Baker	Benson	Pro	Bono	Award,	
honoring	her	outstanding	representation	of	vulnerable	
clients	in	guardianship	and	probate	matters	through	the	
firm’s	Persons	with	Disabilities	Pro	Bono	Project.	Jenkins	
selected	the	Humane	Society	of	Indianapolis	as	the	
recipient	of	a	contribution	from	the	firm’s	foundation.
✎
Vess Miller,	JD’06,	has	been	named	partner	at	
Cohen	&	Malad	LLP,	Indianapolis.	Miller	concentrates	
his	practice	on	complex	consumer	protection	cases.	
He	has	been	named	an	Indiana Super Lawyer	Rising	
Star	every	year	since	2010.
✎
Kimberly Richardson,	JD’06,	recently	joined	the	
Employment	and	Labor	Law	Division	of	the	U.S.	
Department	of	Commerce’s	Office	of	General	Counsel.	
Division	attorneys	represent	the	department,	its	bureaus,	
and	activities	in	administrative	proceedings	relating	to		
	
employment	or	labor	law	matters	before	the	Equal	
Employment	Opportunity	Commission,	the	Merit	Systems	
Protection	Board,	the	Federal	Labor	Relations	Authority,	
and	the	Foreign	Service	Grievance	Board.	Richardson	
lives	in	Alexandria,	Va.
✎
Christopher M. Ripley,	JD’06,	an	attorney	at	Kolb	Roellgen	
&	Kirchoff,	was	honored	for	his	public	service	at	the	2013	
Randall	T.	Shepard	Award	Celebration	on	October	18th.	
Ripley	received	the	award	for	providing	50	hours	of	pro	
bono	legal	service	in	2012.
✎
Eichhorn	&	Eichhorn	attorney	Carly A. Brandenburg,	
JD’07,	was	honored	by	the	Northwest Indiana Times	as	
one	of	northwest	Indiana’s	Top	20	Under	40	for	the	year	
2013-2014.	The	award	honors	20	people	younger	than	
40	who	have	shown	outstanding	leadership	and	have	
become	key	players	in	the	growth	and	development	of	
northwest	Indiana.	
✎
Holly L. Amaya,	JD’08,	was	recently	named	one	of	San 
Diego Metro	magazine’s	40	Under	40.	Amaya	was	also	
selected	by	an	independent	judging	panel	as	one	of	San	
Diego’s	top	corporate	counsel	and	was	featured	in	the	
San Diego Daily Transcript’s	Power	of	Attorneys	feature	
honoring	award	winners.	In	other	news,	she	welcomed	
her	first	child,	a	daughter,	in	April	of	last	year	with	her	
husband,	David Amaya,	JD’08.	No	word	yet	on	whether	
she’ll	follow	Mom’s	footsteps	with	a	double	IU	degree.
✎
Christina L. Clark,	JD’08,	recently	accepted	the	position	
of	legal	counsel	with	Wabash	National	Corporation,	a	
semi-trailer	manufacturer	headquartered	in	Lafayette,	Ind.	
✎
Nicholas Gahl,	JD’08,	has	joined	Katz	&	Korin	P.C.	in	
Indianapolis	as	an	associate,	handling	a	multitude	of	
environmental	issues	confronting	clients.
✎
Benjamin J. Keele,	JD’09,	is	research	and	instructional	
services	librarian	in	the	Ruth	Lilly	Law	Library	at	the	
IU	Robert	H.	McKinney	School	of	Law	in	Indianapolis.	
He	previously	worked	at	the	William	and	Mary	Law	
School’s	Wolf	Law	Library,	where	he	served	as	reference	
librarian	and	adjunct	professor	of	law.	Keele	is	chair	of	the	
AALL/Lexis/Nexis	Call	for	Papers	committee	and	has	
presented	at	professional	association	meetings.	He	has	
written	numerous	articles	and	recently	co-authored	
The Librarian’s Copyright Companion	(2nd	ed.),	published	
by	William	S.	Hein	&	Co.	
✎
DISTRICT 10 SUPER 
PRO BONO 
ATTORNEYS NAMED
Twenty-four	Indiana	Law	alumni	are	among	42	lawyers	who	have	been	named	District	10	Super	
Pro	Bono	Attorneys	for	2013.	These	attorneys	offer	pro	bono	services	to	clients	in	Greene,	Lawrence,	
Monroe,	and	Owen	Counties.	They	were	cited	for	meeting	a	pro-bono	service	goal	of	50	hours.
3  Byron	W.	Steele,	LLB’65
3  Robert	D.	Mann,	JD’66
3  Donald	G.	Henderson,	JD’71
3  Sarah	A.	Carter,	JD’76
3  Jawn	J.	Bauer,	JD’81
3  David	L.	Ferguson,	JD’81
3  Darlene	S.	McSoley,	JD’82
3  Suzanne	Sturgeon,	JD’83
3  Marilyn	A.	Hartman,	JD’85
3  Maryanne	Pelic,	JD’86
3  Earl	R.C.	Singleton,	JD’86
3  Mona	A.	Paddock,	JD’88
3  Roy	J.	Graham,	JD’89
3  William	O.	Harrington,	JD’89
3  Diane	J.	Walker,	JD’91
3  Kevin	A.	Halloran,	JD’92
3  E.	Page	Freitag,	JD’97
3  Carrie	L.	Batalon,	JD’98
3  Adair	W.	Brent,	JD’98
3  Benjamin	L.	Niehoff,	JD’00
3  Inge	Van	der	Cruysse,	JD’04
3  Justin	J.	Harrison,	JD’05
3  Kara	L.	Reagan,	JD’05
3  Margie	Goodwin	Schrader,	JD’05
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The	Indianapolis	Bar	Association	has	selected	Cohen	&	
Malad	LLP	attorney	TaKeena M. Thompson,	JD’09,	as	a	
member	at	large	of	its	2014	board	of	directors.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Plews	Shadley	Racher	&	Braun	LLP	associate	
Sean M. Hirschten,	JD’10,	has	been	elected	Treasurer	
of	the	Indiana	State	Bar	Association	Environmental	
Law	Section.
✎
Jana A. Hageman,	JD’11,	of	Bose	McKinney	&	Evans	LLP	
was	selected	to	participate	as	an	adviser	for	
eLegacyConnect,	a	subscription-based	online	forum	
for	agribusiness	owners	and	farm	families	to	build	
strategic	business	and	succession	plans.
✎
Andrew J. Williams,	JD’11,	has	joined	the	transactional	
practice	group	at	Carmody	MacDonald	P.C.	in	St.	Louis	as	
an	associate.	He	focuses	his	practice	in	the	areas	of	
banking	law,	real	estate,	business	law	and	estate	planning.	
Prior	to	joining	the	firm,	Williams	worked	for	the	Conserva-
tion	Law	Center	in	Bloomington,	Ind.,	where	he	provided	
legal	services	to	conservation	and	environmental	
organizations.	He	assisted	private	land	trusts	with	real	
estate	transactions	and	tax	issues,	and	worked	with	
national	organizations	on	the	responsible	development	and	
regulation	of	wind	energy	and	other	public	resources.	
He	is	also	experienced	in	drafting	and	advocating	for	
state-level	legislative	initiatives.	
✎
Armstrong	Teasdale	welcomes	associate	Lucas Amodio,	
JD’13,	to	its	Intellectual	Property	Practice	Group	in	its	
St.	Louis	office.	Amodio’s	practice	encompasses	high-
technology	and	computer-related	matters	involving	patent	
law.	A	former	software	engineer	and	patent	examiner,	
Amodio	guides	in-house	counsel,	inventors	and	patent	
examiners	in	applying	for	and	protecting	U.S.	and	foreign	
patent	applications.	
✎
Anne E. Fischesser,	JD’13,	has	joined	Faegre	Baker	Daniels	
LLP	in	the	corporate	group	in	the	South	Bend	office.	Prior	
to	entering	the	legal	profession,	Fischesser	was	an	accoun-
tant	and	auditor	at	Arthur	Anderson	and	Deloitte	&	Touche	
in	Chicago,	and	Crowe	Horwath	in	South	Bend.	
✎
Anthony K. Glenn,	JD’13,	has	joined	Kahn	Dees	Donovan	
&	Kahn	LLP	as	an	associate	attorney.	Glenn	serves	on	the	
firm’s	labor	and	employment	law	and	creditors’	rights	and	
collections	law	practice	teams.
✎
Cara M. Johnson,	JD’13	has	joined	the	Indianapolis	
office	of	Taft	Stettinius	&	Hollister	LLP	as	an	associate.	
She	practices	in	the	business	and	finance	group.
✎
Andrew J. Krafcheck,	JD’13,	has	joined	Faegre	Baker	
Daniels	LLP	as	a	member	of	the	firm’s	corporate	practice	in	
Fort	Wayne.	Krafcheck	focuses	on	real	estate	transactions	
and	ongoing	corporate	matters.
✎
Andrew Langford,	JD’13,	was	recognized	for	earning	the	
second-highest	score	on	the	Texas	bar	exam.	The	state	
recognizes	the	top	three	scorers	on	the	exam,	which	
devotes	50	percent	of	the	questions	to	Texas	law.	More	than	
3,000	people	sat	for	the	exam.
✎
Charles (Chuck) Meeker,	JD’13,	has	joined	Workman	
Nydegger,	Utah’s	largest	intellectual	property	law	firm.	
Meeker’s	patent	practice	experience	includes	DNA	
analysis,	luminescence	and	fluorescence	imaging,	
pathology	diagnostic	equipment,	synthetic	diamond	
manufacturing	and	mining/drilling	equipment.	He	also	
has	trademark,	trade	dress	and	copyright	experience.
✎
Timothy J. Schrader,	JD’13,	and	Corrina A. Smith,	JD’13,	
have	recently	joined	Rebecca W. Geyer,	JD’98,	at	her	law	
firm,	Rebecca	W.	Geyer	&	Associates,	PC	in	Carmel,	Ind.	
The	firm	provides	legal	services	in	the	areas	of	estate	
planning,	estate	administration,	elder	law	and	business	
planning,	while	ensuring	compassionate,	responsive	
counsel	to	clients	of	all	generations.	
✎
Patrick C. Thomas,	JD’13,	has	joined	Kahn	Dees	Donovan	
&	Kahn	LLP	as	an	associate	attorney.	Thomas	serves	on	the	
litigation	and	trial	services	practice	team.
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WOMEN OF 
INFLUENCE NAMED
Four	Maurer	alumnae	were	named	2013	Women	of	Influence	by	the	Indianapolis Business Journal	
on	Oct.	31.	The	awards	honor	21	Indianapolis	women	who	are	leaders	in	their	field	and	included	judges,	
high-ranking	government	officials,	CEOs	and	other	corporate	executives.	
Francina Dlouhy,	JD’77,	of	Faegre	Baker	Daniels	LLP,	is	a	partner	and	
leader	of	FaegreBD’s	tax	group.	She	has	36	years	of	experience	in	law,	
has	filed	more	than	100	cases	in	Indiana	Tax	Court,	and	has	represented	
many	Fortune	500	companies.	She	is	a	member	of	the	Law	School’s	
Academy	of	Law	Alumni	Fellows.	
Jacqueline L. Simmons,	JD’79,	is	vice	president	and	general	counsel	
of	Indiana	University.	She	was	previously	managing	partner	of	the	
Indianapolis	office	of	Faegre	Baker	Daniels	LLP	and	was	vice	president	
and	general	manager	of	Reilly	Industries,	Inc.	She	is	a	member	of	the	
Law	School’s	Board	of	Visitors.
Indiana	Supreme	Court	Justice	Loretta H. Rush,	JD’83,	was	named	to	the	
court	in	December	2012,	following	14	years	as	a	judge	in	Tippecanoe	
Superior	Court.	Rush	is	only	the	second	woman	to	have	been	named	
to	the	state’s	highest	court.	
Jennifer Burk,	JD’90,	is	president	and	CEO	of	Junior	Achievement	of	
Central	Indiana.	She	was	previously	senior	vice	president	of	Duke	Realty,	
the	Indianapolis	commercial	real	estate	development	company.
WAYS TO GIVE TO 
THE FUND FOR EXCELLENCE
There	are	many	ways	to	support	the	Law	School’s	annual	fund,	the	Fund	for	Excellence.	
For	further	information,	please	contact	Stephanie	J.	Coffey,	Annual	Fund	Director,	at	812-856-2973	
or	877-286-0002.
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Send	your	check,	payable	to	the	IU	Foundation/IU	Maurer	School	of	Law,	to:
Indiana	University	Maurer	School	of	Law
Indiana	University	Foundation
P.O.	Box	6460
Indianapolis,	IN	46206-6460
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To	charge	your	gift	using	Visa,	MasterCard,	American	Express,	or	Discover,	call	the	
IU	Foundation	at	800-558-8311.	Or	visit	our	website,	law.indiana.edu,	click	on	“Support	Indiana	Law,”
then	click	the	“Give	Now”	button	to	make	your	secure	gift	online.
GIFTS BY ELECTRONIC TRANSFER
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Your	gift	to	the	Law	School	can	be	deducted	automatically	each	month	from	your	checking	
account	or	credit	card.	For	more	information,	call	the	IU	Foundation	at	800-558-8311	or	visit	their	
website	at	www.iufoundation.iu.edu.	
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The	Law	School	welcomes	gifts	of	securities	and	appreciated	stock.	
To	arrange	your	gift,	call	the	IU	Foundation	at	800-558-8311.
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Matching	gifts	can	double	or	triple	your	investment.	Please	contact	your	
Human	Resources	department	to	request	the	necessary	forms.	To	find	out	whether	your	
organization	has	a	matching	program,	go	to	www.matchinggifts.com/IUF.
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Service	Commission	and	chairman	of	the	Mayor’s	Safety	
Commission.	He	was	also	president	of	the	local	Lions	Club,	
served	on	the	Miller	Citizens’	Corporation,	Marquette	Park	
United	Methodist	Church	Board	of	Trustees,	and	as	legal	
advisor	to	the	Salvation	Army.	He	also	chaired	the	Gary	Old	
Timers’	banquet	for	many	years.	Roman	is	survived	by	his	
wife,	Shirley;	son,	Frank	Roman,	Jr.;	daughter,	Meg	Roman;	
and	grandchildren,	Leah	and	Shelby.
+
Thomas L. Stevens,	JD’55,	of	Naples,	Fla.,	formerly	of	
Evanston	and	Wilmette,	Ill.,	died	September	14,	2013.	He	was	
the	beloved	husband	of	Nancy	(Ferris)	Stevens;	loving	father	
of	Clayton	(Becky)	Stevens;	cherished	grandfather	of	Gavin	
and	Lauren	Stevens;	dear	brother	of	the	late	Wayne	(Clara)	
Stevens;	and	brother-in-law	of	Rev.	Richard	(Ruth)	Ferris.	
Stevens	was	a	veteran	of	the	U.S.	Navy	and	an	attorney	with	
Lord	Bissell	&	Brook	in	Chicago	for	many	years.	
+
Thomas J. O’Connor,	LLB’57,	age	82,	of	Brookville,	Ind.	died	
Saturday,	October	19,	2013	at	Christ	Hospital	in	Cincinnati,	
Ohio.	Born	July	4,	1931	in	Harvey,	Ill.,	he	was	the	son	of	the	
late	Walter	and	Edna	(Senesac)	O’Connor.	He	was	a	veteran	
of	the	United	States	Navy.	On	August	17,	1957	he	was	united	in	
marriage	to	the	former	Joann	Zuklin,	who	survives.	The	late	
Virgil	McCarty	gave	O’Connor	his	start	in	practicing	law	in	
the	Brookville	area	in	1957,	and	he	continued	practicing	until	
his	retirement	in	January	2013.	
O’Connor	was	a	member	of	St.	Michael’s	Catholic	Church	
in	Brookville,	a	Fourth	Degree	member	of	the	Knights	of	
Columbus	Council	#1010	of	Brookville,	and	a	Lifetime	Mem-
ber	of	the	Bernard	Hurst	Post	#77	of	the	American	Legion	in	
Brookville.	Throughout	his	life	he	was	an	active	member	of	
the	community,	having	served	on	various	boards	and	orga-
nizations.	Most	notably,	he	was	president	of	the	Whitewater	
Valley	Flood	Control	Association,	which	was	responsible	
for	securing	the	federal	funding	for	the	construction	of	the	
Brookville	Lake	Flood	Control	Project.	O’Connor	was	an	
active	conservationist	having	established	the	Seven	Oaks	
Classified	Forest	in	Franklin	County.	In	his	leisure	time	he	
enjoyed	camping,	spending	time	with	his	family	and	traveling.	
He	and	Joann	had	visited	most	of	the	presidential	birthplaces	
and	burial	sites	throughout	the	United	States.	
Besides	Joann,	his	wife	of	over	56	years,	survivors	include	
five	children,	Patricia	(Kevin)	Hull	of	Lincolnton,	N.C.;	Brian	
(Martha)	O’Connor	of	Castle	Rock,	Colo.;	Therese	(Mark)	
Kettle	of	New	Kent,	Va.;	Kara	Oaldon	of	Pendleton,	Ind.;	
and	Kyle	(Naomi)	O’Connor	of	Brookville,	Ind.;	nine	
grandchildren;	two	sisters,	Ann	Raja	of	Greenwood,	Ind.	and	
Myra	O’Connor	of	Hickory,	NC.;	a	brother,	Barry	(Cathy)	
O’Connor	of	Anderson,	Ind.;	a	sister-in-law,	Nancy	O’Connor	
of	Osceola,	Ind.;	and	nieces	and	nephews.	In	addition	to	his	
parents,	he	was	preceded	in	death	by	a	son-in-law,	Bruce	
Oaldon;	a	brother,	Robert	O’Connor;	a	sister-in-law,	Vickie	
O’Connor;	and	a	brother-in-law,	Vince	Raja.	
Memorial	contributions	may	be	directed	to	the	Franklin	
County	Community	Foundation	for	a	scholarship	which	will	
be	established	in	his	memory,	the	Brookville	Public	Library	or	
the	American	Cancer	Society	for	myelodysplastic	syndrome	
research.	
+
Jonathan Eric Stern,	JD’01,	age	37,	of	Chicago,	formerly	of	
Indianapolis,	Ind.;	beloved	husband	and	best	friend	for	
11	years	of	Sarah Fischer,	JD’01,	and	remarkable	father	of	
three	-year-old	Savannah;	passed	away	on	September	11,	2013	
after	a	short	but	hard-fought	battle	with	cancer.
Following	graduation,	Stern	and	his	wife	moved	to	Chicago	to	
begin	practicing	law,	where	he	went	on	to	practice	corporate	
finance	and	securities	law	at	top	Chicago	firms,	eventually	
becoming	a	partner	at	Bryan	Cave	LLP.	He	also	was	the	former	
chair	for	the	Chicago	Bar	Association	Securities	Law	Com-
mittee	and	was	a	frequent	speaker	on	securities	law	topics.		
Most	recently,	Stern	was	the	president	of	his	investment	bank,	
Connor	Capital,	and	an	attorney	at	Kubasiak,	Fylstra,	Thorpe	
&	Rotunno,	P.C.	where	he	was	the	lead	corporate	and	securi-
ties	attorney	specializing	in	corporate	finance,	securities,	fund	
formation,	broker-dealer	and	investment	adviser	compliance.		
His	law	firm	said	it	best:	“Jon	was	in	the	prime	of	his	career,	
and	he	leaves	a	legacy	of	professional	achievement	as	a	
lawyer.”	Contributions	may	be	made	to	the	Savannah	Stern	
Education	Fund,	checks	made	payable	to	“Savannah	Stern,	
UTMA,”	Merrill	Lynch,	attn.	Robert	Feil,	33	W.	Monroe,	
Suite	2200,	Chicago,	IL	60603,	or	to	the	charity	of	the	
donor’s	choice.
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Lewis N. Mullin,	LLB’40,	died	Thursday,	June	20,	2013	at	the	
Mulberry	Health	and	Retirement	Community.	He	was	96.	He	
was	born	Feb.	24,	1917,	the	son	of	Roscoe	C.	and	Pearl	Sterrett	
Mullin.	He	married	Hazel	Esther	Stockrahm	Oct.	26,	1940,	in	
Peru.	His	only	sibling,	Opal	Ringer,	died	in	2001.
Mullin	attended	school	at	Burrows	and	Rockfield,	graduat-
ing	in	1934.	He	received	a	scholarship	paying	twice	a	year	
$67.50	for	his	tuition	to	Indiana	University	lasting	all	the	six	
years	needed	to	obtain	a	law	degree	in	1940.	Early	at	IU	he	
helped	build	a	log	cabin	and	recycle	crate	wood	as	firewood	
in	exchange	for	room	and	board.	Later,	a	roommate,	Ed	Craft,	
found	him	employment	in	the	Union	Building	waiting	tables,	
checking	coats	and	cleaning.	At	IU	he	served	as	a	student	
editor	of	the	Law	Journal	and	earned	membership	in	the	
Phi	Beta	Kappa	academic	honorary.	It	was	at	IU	that	Lewis	
met	Hazel.
Mullin	was	Carroll	County	prosecutor	for	eight	years,	public	
defender	for	20	years,	county	attorney	for	five	years,	REMC	
attorney	for	44	years,	Area	Planning	Commission	advisor	for	
20	years	and	Rock	Creek	Cass-Carroll	County	Conservancy	
District	attorney	for	50	years.	In	2006	he	received	the	Samuel	
Milroy	Award	from	the	Delphi	Chamber	of	Commerce.	Before	
settling	back	in	Carroll	County,	Lewis	worked	as	an	attorney	
for	the	U.S.	Department	of	Agriculture	in	Washington,	D.C.,	
from	1940	to	1943.	He	also	served	three	years	in	the	U.S.	Army	
in	the	southwest	Pacific,	including	New	Guinea,	Australia	
and	then	in	Manila	in	the	office	of	Adjutant	General	in	
General	Douglas	MacArthur’s	headquarters	and	later	in	his	
headquarters	in	Tokyo.
After	his	discharge	from	the	army,	Mullin	returned	to	work	
in	the	Department	of	Agriculture	for	one	more	year	before	
heeding	his	father’s	call	to	bring	his	family	to	his	home	county	
to	farm	and	practice	law.	His	first	office	was	above	what	was	
once	Orr’s	Drug	Store	in	Delphi.	In	1960,	he	moved	his	office	
to	the	corner	of	Market	and	Monroe	into	a	big	brick	house	he	
inherited	from	his	grandmother,	Jenny	Dickenson.
Lewis	was	a	member	of	the	Camden	American	Legion,	
Camden	Lions	Club,	Delphi	Rotary	Club,	State	and	American	
Bar	Associations,	and	Burrows	Presbyterian	Church.	In	1986	
he	refurbished	the	one-room	Martin	School,	now	on	the	
National	Register	of	Historic	Places.
+
Judge	Alfred Moellering,	LLB’53,	died	Sunday,	June	2,	2013	
at	Parkview	Regional	Medical	Center	in	Fort	Wayne,	Ind.	
He	was	86.	Moellering’s	larger-than-life	character	—	and	voice	
—	brought	to	Allen	County	a	sense	of	unwavering	fairness	in	
the	courtroom,	bold	explication	of	the	law	and	intolerance	
for	ill-prepared	attorneys.	A	graduate	of	South	Side	High	
School,	Moellering	joined	the	military	near	the	end	of	World	
War	II.	He	was	active	in	local	Democratic	politics,	serving	as	
past	president	of	the	Fourth	District	Young	Democrats	and	
as	a	regional	director	of	that	organization.	Moellering	served	
in	Allen	Superior	Court	until	1992,	retiring	at	65,	one	year	
shy	of	completing	his	four-year	term	on	the	bench.	In	Decem-
ber	1991,	he	was	given	the	Sagamore	of	the	Wabash	Award,	
Indiana’s	highest	honor	for	individuals’	civic	duty.	In	1993,	he	
was	awarded	the	LEO	—	Law	Enforcement	Oscar	—	from	the	
Patrolmen’s	Benevolent	Association.	Among	those	surviving	
are	his	wife,	Carol,	a	daughter,	and	a	son.
+
Frank V. Roman,	LLB’53,	passed	away	June	18,	2013.	He	was	
88.	He	was	a	multi-sport	athlete	in	school	and	graduated	from	
Emerson	High	School,	Class	of	1943.	He	served	in	the	U.S.	
Army	in	the	83rd	Infantry	Division	of	the	9th	Army	during	
WWII	as	a	forward	scout	for	Tank	Destroyers,	and	fought	in	
the	Battle	of	the	Bulge.	Frank	graduated	from	Wabash	College	
in	1950	where	he	played	baseball,	basketball	and	football.	He	
was	named	Little	All	American	in	football	and	inducted	into	
Wabash’s	Athletic	Hall	of	Fame.	His	record	for	the	longest	
punt	return	of	93	remained	unbroken	until	2005.	In	1951	
he	married	former	Emerson	schoolmate,	Shirley	Groves.	
He	practiced	law	for	several	years	before	joining	the	Trust	
Department	of	Gary	National	Bank.	He	was	active	in	many	
civic	and	professional	activities.	He	served	as	president	of	
the	Gary	Bar	Association,	member	of	the	Gary	Police	Civil	
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